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Abstract 

Historically, Western scholarship has used an analytical, text-critical methodology 

to study the Mahabhaiata, treating the great Sanskrit itib&a as an unwieldy mass of 

religious, philosophical and mythological accretions covering an ancient epic core. Indic 

tradition, however, has always considered the Maha-bbarata a unified literary work. The 

renowned a&theticians of the 9" and 10"' centuries, Anandavardhana and Abhinavaaupta, 

cited the as a supreme example of poetic unity. Reader-response criticism 

a vocabulary in harmony with contemporary scholarship whereby the tradition 

Ihm which the M-& bas may be nqected and the high& of that ~ t i o ~  

preserved. According to reader-response criticism, the role of the reader is embedded in 

a text; questions as to what a work meanscannot be separated (rom questions as to what 

it does and how it does it - concerns shared by the ntsa theory of the Indian aestheticians. 

A focus on the audience and author of a narrative impacts on our understanding of 

history. In theIndian case, that audience and author are accessible almost exclusively as 

the "implied audience" and "implied author" articulated by reader-response theory. The 

history of India is its literary history. K m p  is the Mahaebharatd̂  pivotal character and 

distinctively embodies the itibasds concerns; the implied author signals this repeatedly 

through a sophisticated use of  narrative strategies. Kaw stands for the human 

experience and uniquely rqmzsmts the audience who receives the Me*&& is 

constructed by i t  Through K- the Mababharata explores its overarching themes of 

fate, time, and death, of salvation, of class and lineage. Through this fascinating character 

we may begin to appreciate how the Mababbarsta constructs its vast "net" 
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Kama Within the Net of the Mababb-ta-. 

Reading the Itibiba as Literature 

Chapter One 

The Net of the Mahabha/ata 

The 6kpgbvyuba Su-tra amtains an image that has inspired the title of this 

dissertation.> The Sanskrit scripture describes the Net of India, / h i t '  a net of fine 

filaments stretching in every direction with a single brilliant jewel at each interstice. 

Each jewel reflects all the other jewels, and thus each reflects the reflections in all the 

other jewels, and so on to infinity. In it, gleaming "towers of great jewels [illuminate] the 

cosmos, particles of a web of li t beams radiating in all directions."Z The Sutra tells of 

shining golden light in ruby lands, shining ruby light in gold lands, shining golden 
light in emerald lands, shining emerald light in gold lands, shining light the color 
of sun-filled jewels in sapphire lands, shining sapphire light in lands made of sun- 
filled jewels, shining light the color of jewels containing networks of moonbeams 
in red pearl lands2 

The vyuha Sutra is the final book of the Ava&q&a (Garland) SII&a, the 
founding text of~ua-Yen, a school of Buddhism developed in seventh-century China, but 
it is known in Sanskrit as an individual scripture. This third century Buddhist text uses 
tales of pilgrimage to describe the path to enlightenment. Throughout, the Net of India is 
used as a metaphor to suggest the Reality that underlies the apparent. See Thomas 
Cleary, Entry Into tile Realm ofReality: A Translation of the Gandavyuba, the Finaf 
Book of the Avatarnsaka Sutra (Boston: Shambhala, 1989); Richard H. and Willard L. 
Johnson Robinson, The &dk&ist Refigion: A Historical Introduction (Befanont, CA: 
Wadswath Publishing Company, 1997), 190. 

2 Cleary, Gaadavyuhst, 19. 
3 Gleary, Gancfavyuba, 76-77. 



... and on and on. Here is a concept of "unityn quite unlike the organic, Aristotelian 

concept, and one that, I believe, may appropriately be applied to the longest d v e  in 

pilew4 of accretions, as a set of narratives "nested like Chinese boxes one within the 

other,"* as an Indian temple, functioning as the "rhetoric of a manifold and rich religious 

system."6 I would rather suggest the metaphor of the Net of hdra, king of the gods, cast 

blazing across the universe. The net is a thing of countless multiplicity encompassing an 

essential oneness. Like the indrajala, each segment of the M-bbaiatds complex 

structure, each of its vivid poems and stories, while discreet in itself, reflects the others 

and is connected to them in an intricate pattern. One may be interested in identifying the 

forth; the net of the M-Mmta is so large as to make it all but impossible to examine it 

whole. Yet I am convinced that by looking attentively at a single part of it, and to what is 

reflected in that part, we will, in some sense, eqpmikmce'e whole net of the 

M y  interest in the great Bb-ta began long before I encountered its Sanskrit 

recensions. 1 had read condensations of its stories in comics and novels, watched it 

4 E. Washbum Hopkins, The Great Epic ofIndia (1 901. Reprint. Calcutta: Punthi 
Pustak, I%!?), 58. 

B a d  A..van Nwtcn, T k  M e m a  AIWSU&WO &gm L h u j a f - ~  
V m  (New Yo& Twayne Publishers, 197 I), 46. 

James L. Fitzgerald, The Great Epic of India as Religious Rhetoric: A Fresh 
Look at the Mababbarsta." Joiimal of the Amen-can Academy ofReligibn 5 1, no. 4 
(December 1983): 612. 



broadcast on Indian television each Sunday for more than a year, seen the film of Peter 

Brooks' stage production. I had learned the fine nuances of the M&bbaratds. characters 

fromnumerous ftiends who bore their names: Krsna, Bhima, Kama.... As 

is often said in India, "nobody conies to the Mababbmta for the first time." It is a living 

part of South Asian culture. I was eager to begin its academic study. However, I soon 

found myself confronted with a scholarly approach to the text that reduced it to a 

bewildering assortment of unrelated mostly read out of order and 

used to support a myriad of often conflicting, albeit fascinating, theories having to do 

with histmy, myth, and nzligion. 'l'hc a vast ~ ~ ~ ~ c x t l  dig- Thus 

began a search to integrate the cacophony of academic voices with an intuition that the 

Maba-bbarata was a unified narrative 

M y  first in-depth work on the Mababharata involved sagas, snakes. The mythical 

is, like the Mababharata itself, an ambiguous creation - dangerous, beautiful, semi- 

divine, capable of changing appearance at will. The Mababbazata begins and ends with a 

long saipasattia, snake sacrifice (see Chapter Two), and is to have been recited 

during the intervals of that sacrifice. A number of humans and na-' share the same 

name. Some characters are sagas, like Arjunats beautiful lover UIUpI; and some 

characters are lutesnakes - AsvatthWan wearing a jewel in his forehead, K- 

s k h h g  his congenitat golden breastplate b m  bis body, Ihuycuihana k d g  tike a 

cobra. M y  explorations entailed fdllowing the naliasfbm A w a s ,  "The Beginning," 

to the final eighteenth book, Svarsafobanaparvaa, The Ascent to Heaven." I came away 



with a strong, if rather unformed, impression that the huge narrative was delicately and 

deliberately held together as if by some overarching literary "net." 

Subsequent studies strengthened that conviction. In a recent exploration of the 

fifth book, Udyogaparvaa, The Effort," I found that hearing certain apparently unrelated 

as if in dialogue with one another lead to unusual conclusions and to a deeper 

understanding of the total book7 I began to approach the Maha-bbarsta as literature. I 

learned that Indian poetics centuries ago had singled out the Mmbarataas an example 

of poetic unity, and I concluded that recent reader-response criticism provided a 

vocabulary whereby India's theological aesthetics might be articulated in terms 

apprehensible to Western scholarship. 

This dissertation will explore ways of listening to the Atababbarata as a literary 

whole. It will assume that the Mababbarata is a work of creative genius ad to a 

sophisticated audience and, putting aside questions of historical genesis, allow the 

MaAaAAaraa to speak for the MaASMala. The h will facilitate new 

perspectives on such important ~~ as what the M M - a  is saying about 

The paper examined three importan 
on the eve of battle by Vidura to his brother, 
D m p a  by Sanalsujzta;and the advice given by the &mitip woman Vidufi to her 
son, as related by Kunti to her sons. I argued that these passages were in dialogue with 
one another, and could be understood only in the context of that discourse. Thus, for 
instance, we observe an embedded critique of the teachings of Sanatsujata, in a passage 
&aditidly -en a t  of amtext a& named the i!QumbUm~ a sart of holy Upm@ad. 

immortal youth has to say to the long is ineffective and untimely. The audience 
is compelled to listen to these conflicting voices, and to reflect upon the great dilemma of 
the impending internecine battle. Patricia M. Grcer, "Ethical Discourse in 





s m h  it - statics, digmssions, didactic passages - a g t m d  grasp of the "pbt'' and 

the principie characters is emsentid. 1 have chosen to tell &is narrative book-by-book in 

& to give same sense of how its elements a r ~  distfi%uted over the eigbxm 7 

Those fmiliar with the m t i v e  &tails may wish to go on to the next se~tion. 

1. A&-, The Beginning (71% verses and 156 prose units in 225 adhp-y~ 

"chaptm")8 * 

A&- begins with gmdogks, stmmuk, lists of wntents, introductions to 

human and &vine dramatis pmmae3 and stories tbt =turn to the origins of all meatian. 

One of these stories relates haw V i q i  and other gods agm& to descmd ta relieve the 

g & m w b W - h W o f m g b - * m a - o f -  

"demons,w and h m m .  The gods decide to eE=t Earth's relief tbmugh the camage of a 

great war in which the enthe mce of kydmjm, the warrior class, will be exkmhatcd 

Vimu imamates as to sec that &is is aicmmplished. The background and course of 

that war canprk the central narrative, which kgim one b y  when King hptanu 

waked dong the shores of the River Ganges. Fmrn the.- merged the beautifhi 

g ~ ~ ~ ~ t o m q & ~ o d K m b g .  S k @ v a b a m m h &  

to the K m  dynasty, a b y  d i e d  Wgiiclatta, uGB-f-&eaga.'m After the goddess 

withdraws again to her watmy ~~~, 6iiqptaxiu  US in love with a ~ e i y  fisher girl (in 

reality the chiid of a icing d 813 "divine nymphu) named Satyavati. Her 

fi M w ~ W b ~ k W d ~ b ~ g ~ i ~ ~ t ~ v ~ s  



however, has a secret. h n g  ago the fisher-maidea once had f d e d  a p w d  bralmim 



produce myd heirs, the unsightly asceti~ pedioms his duty by begetting three sons, one 

princess. Because the first princess had shut her eyes d-g intercourse, her son, 

D- is born blind. Ikcame the other turns pie at the very sight of Vy- her 

son, P@@, is barn sickly pale. The servant girl @arms we11 and gives birtb to Vidum, 

wise but of mixed cask Thus the K m  bgdcm~ is Wxi not to pass to a physical heir of 

r d i t y  a sap and bis wife who b v e  assumed animal f m  to better mjoy their 

summon any deity she wishes. To test the mantra, the maiden &Is upom Stbya, the Sun 





Duryodbana, although conceived before Yudhi* is born after him, making 

Yudhi- the rightfiil heir to the Kuni kingdom. The two groups of cousins are raised 

together under the tutelage of their uncles Bbi@m and Vidura. The enmity between them 

augments with the years as an obsessively jealous Duryodhana schemes with bis brothers 

t the ?@&vas. They all are in theartsofwarby KrpaandDrona, 

brahmins who have mined to the ways of @triMand become gurus of combat and 

weapons- 

When the young men are judged prepared, the population of Hastinapura is called 

to a show of their martial prowess. Towards the end of the display, a splendid stranger 

with golden earrings and golden armor enters the arena and challenges Arjuna to a 

contest of skill in archery - it is K m p .  Learning that the unknown warrior is the son of 

a low-class Suta the P@&vas insult Kaqa and Arjuna arrogantly refuses to engage with 

him. Duryodhana, however, recognizes K i q d s  natural royalty and anoints him as long 

of the land ofAnga. k m p  swears to Duryodhana his eternal loyalty and friendship. 

Eventually, after Duryodhana makes an especially vicious attempt on their lives, 

the P@&ivas and Kunti go into hiding disguised as brahmins. They hear that king 

Drupada is hosting a svayamvaia, "marriage contest," for the princess Dra-s band. 

The R&~@tvas decide to attend the contest, as do many princes and kings of the realm. 

Here the P@@vas first meet Viisudeva, s<m of KunITs brother, therefore their 

cousin, as well as the incamation of Viqqu. Arjuna wins the contest and takes home his 

prize. Kunfl, whose back is turned when they enter, instmcts him to share whatever it is 



he has won with his brothers. Thus Draupa<fi becomes the wife of dl five Pm&vas. 

They agree that she will live with each of them in turn for one year; during that time she 

and her partner never must be disturbed when alone. 

When the five brothers return to Hastinapura with their bride, Dmr@@a offers 

them the undeveloped terntory of Uikqcjava as their share of the kingdom. There they 

establish their capital city of One day +a inadvertently intrudes upon 

Yudhigm and Draupadi, and to make amends goes into exile for twelve months. 

During that time he has various amorous encounters, forges alliances, and, with m a ' s  

complicity. Id and marries w s  sister, Subhadra. The marriage f q e s  an 

alliance between the PiQ&vas and Q g d s  people, the Vnqis. Back in Indraprastha, 

Axjuna and embark on a violent adventure with which the first book closes. 

Instructed by Agni, the god of Fire, they set ablaze the great Khi@@va forest and deliver 

it and its myriad creatures into Agni's ravenous maw. AdiparVaa ends on this ominous 

note presaging the great carnage to come. 

2. Ssbhaparvaa. The Assembly Hall (2390 vases in 72 adbya-F) 

The important and relatively short second book begins with the magical Asura 

Maya, a survivor of the KEqqtava binning, building for Yudhigm a fabulous sabbS, 

"assembly hall," at Indraprastha. Upon m a i s  urging, Y u d h i ~ ~  performs a lavish 

rajasOya, "royal consecration," thereby asserting his universal kingship. Rulers from 

across the land attend and swear allegiance to Yudhigthira. Duryodhana is bitterly 

jealous of Yudhi@ira9s extravagant display. He is humiliated further when he is tricked 



into making a fool of himself by Maya's architectural illusions - be falls into a pond he 

takes for a floor, crashes into a wall he takes for an open door, and so forth. Back at 

Ebtimpwa he bud& a sa&S-af his own a d  pemmdes bis reluctant fktkr, King 

D m t r a ,  to invite the Piin~vas there for a game of dice. Dice are said to be 

Y great weakness. With the crooked Sakuni, Queen Gandws brother, 

dicing on Duryodhana's behalf, throw by throw Yudhis$hira first loses his wealth and his 

kingdom, then his brothers, and finally himself. Duxyodhana challenges Yudhig@h to 

wager his last remaining sion, Draupadi. Draupadi is dragged before the court, her 

hair undone, her garment stained with menstrual blood, Duiyodhana to her 

crudely, and suggestively slaps his bared left thigh. Bhima, enraged, vows to one day 

break Hie thighs of Duryodhana. Egged on by Kama, Duyodhana's brother Ã 

attempts to disrobe Draupadi-, but miraculously her garment keeps renewing itself. 

Bhmia vows that one day he will loll DuliSasana . and drink his blood. Finally D m t r a ,  

scandalized by his sons' behavior, giants Draupadi a boon. She secures her husbands' 

frecctom and they depart for Indraprastha. 

Wrathful Duryodhana cannot accept this outcome. He convinces his spineless 

father to call back Y u d h i ~ ~  far one last, winner-takes-all, throw of the dice. The loser 

is to embark upon twelve years of exile in the forest, and a thirteenth year in disguise. If 

the disguise is exposed before the year has ended, the exile is to be extended for another 

twelve years. Yudhi@{hira loses. The P&q@ivas and Dm-, dressed in the coarse garb 

of ascetics, depart for the forest Draupadi vows not to bind up her disheveled hair until 



her humiliation is avenged. Exacting retribution for the dishonoring of Draupadi- will be 

the goad that drives the Pi%&avas for their thirteen years of exile. 

3. hyxtaparvaa, The Forest (10,14 1 verses and 84 prose units in 299 adbyayas) 

&yakqwmm is the MdS-ds longest book. Twelve years of exile 

provide ample occasion for adventures, pious teachings, and some of the Mababbaiata's 

most famous stories, including those of Nala and Damayanti, Rama and and Savitri. 

Ywihighira spends sleepless nights worrying about KarqaÃ̂ superiority in archery, and 

sends to the heavenly abode of India to obtain celestial weapons. Along the way 

Axjuna encounters the god Siva and obtains from him the invincible pi&piata weapon. 

India bestows magical weapons as well. 

Nonetheless, Indra is conccmcal that his son Muna is the inferior warrior. 

Disguised as a brahmin, the god approaches K a q a  during his noonday prayers to the Sun, 

during which Kmp has vowed to grant any brahmin whatever he might ask. India asks 

for baqa's congenital earrings and armor that render him invincible. Kaqa obliges by 

flaying them from Ins body; he obtains in return a weapon capable of killing 

although it can be used once and once only. At the end of the twelve years, after passing 

--- 

'Which came first, the RamSyana or the story of Rama as told in the 
MH*&z? The question still is debated. The most accepted answer is articuiated by 
van Buitenen: "It is more profitable and also more interesting to see the story of Rama, as 
preserved in the as the happy documentation of a stage in the development 
of The-- v w j  close to the point in time when the main story of this text was 
given the form in winch we now know it" JAB. van Buitenen, d and trans., The 
Mahabbaiata, Vol. 2: The Book of ilm Assembly Hall; The Book of& Forest (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1975), 2 14. 



a severe test, his divine father Dharma guarantees Yudhis@ira that the P&~@vas and 

Dram will remain incognito during the critical thirteenth year. 

4. Vira:taparvan, King VirS@ (1834 verses in 67 adbya-p) 

The P-vas find refuge in the kingdom of Virata, king of the Matsyas- 

Y*+ goes &s as a brahmin dicing master (he has learned the art during the 

forest exile). Bhima, famous for his voracious appetite, becomes a cook. The lusty 

dresses as a eunuch and dancing teacher. The twins pose as experts in horses and 

cattle. Haughty Draupadi- offers her services as a ladies maid When (be year is almost 

complete, Duryodhana with his brothers and b q a  go to Vira?a's kingdom on a cattle 

raid. hi an obvious spoof of the Bhagavadgi-tat0 come, Arjuna, still asa 

transvestite, acts as charioteer to Viratats ftightened son, Uttaia- h t u a l l y  Arjuna 

reveals his identity and roundly defeats the Kauravas. The grateful VirQa offers his 

daughter Uttara to Arjuna, who accepts her for Abhimanyu. his son by W s  sister 

Subhadra. The book ends with a celebration of the union of the marriage. Another 

important aillance is sealed. 

5. Udyugaparvan, The Effort (6063 verses in 197 a&-yas) 

The "effort" to which the name of this parvaa refers is the effort on the part of 

Krsna, acting as the PQ@vas9 ambassador, to mediate peace between the Piir&was and 

Kauravas. However, K&ga's manipIllatioos and trickery leave the questicm open as to 

whether he wants to avoid the war or to abet it. Yudhisthira, returned from exile, claims 

half of die kingdom, and when Dmyodhana refuses to relinquish even a pinprick of 



territory, the two sides prepare for battle. Both D*nyodhana and #hjuna seek alliance 

with Krsna, who theoretically is neutral; he tells them to choose between himself as a 

ncm-cornbatant advisor and charioteer, and his thousands of armed troops. Aijuna 

chooses Krsna, and Duryodhana is delighted to accept m s  army. &qqa makes a 

series of peace embassies to the Kaurava court, but Dmyodhana is not moved- Ruefully, 

Bhisma, Drona, and Kipa join the Kaurava side, for they have accepted Dlqiar@@ags 

hospitality for years and owe the king allegiance. Kama, whom BhQma repeatedly has 

insulted, vows not to take part in the battle while Bhi- lives. goes secretly to 

reveals to him his tnie parentage, and attempts to him to join his brothers 

a@mt Duryodhana. himpi refuses- Then Kunti goes to U q a  with the same plea. In an 

emotional scene, K m p  refuses to renounce his adoptive parents and his friend 

but promises his mother that whether he kills Arjuna, or Arjiina kills hun, 

she will have five sons at the end of the war. Finally, in this book of revealed secrets, 

Bhisma, who is to be general of the Kaurava troops, reveals that he has one great 

weakness. 6- t m a h  t~fhmpi i ,  in apnwious bfe was -6 ~IIC o m  among 

the three princesses B h i m  had kidnapped for his brothers and later released. When her 

chosen husband had rejected Am& as a used woman, Bhigna had refused to take her 

back as his wife. Amba performs terrible austerities in the forest until the god 6iva grants 

her dearest wish: in her next life she will kill Bhiqna Amba throws herself upon a pyre 

and later is reborn as the child of King Dnipada. The invincible B h T  will not defend 

himself against &kandin, knowing that & i i n  once was a woman. 



Vy- gives divine eyesight to Saspjaya, Dhparaspss charioteer, that he may 

observe all the events of the war and report them to the blind king. In an abrupt flash- 

forward, on the tenth day of the battle Smjaya rushes to the king to report that Bhisma, 

general of the Kaurava armies, has fallen. Sapjaya then relates the events leading to this 

unexpected disaster. As the armies faced one another on K e t r a ,  the Kmil-field, 

Arjuna is overcome by the thought of the impending slaughter - brother against brother, 

cousin against cousin, pupil against guru. He puts down his bow: "I will not fight." 

Kisna, his cbanotecr, to enlighten Arjuna on die error of Ins feelings, and their 

dialogue is the Bhagavaw& E Q q p  urges Arjuna to uphold the dbarma of the WtnYa, 

assuring M-una that he will accrue no blame since those who are to die have already been 

killed by him, Kfsna, Time incarnate, the avatars of Viwu. In a great theophany, 

reveals to Nuna his awesome divinity and promises that he will protect and save Axjuna; 

Arjuna only needs to take refuge with IQpp. The possibility of liberation through bbakti, 

"devotim" to the q m e  Lord, is the B e m - H s  amtd and enduring teaching. 

A heartened Arjuna takes up his bow again. The eighteen-day war is recounted in 

great detail in this and the following three parvans. Both sides suffer tremendous loses. 

On the tenth day, invincible Bhiqma decides that the time has come for him to die and 

. tells wuna the secret of his vulnerability. Arjuna places &ilca&h-~mba, in front. 

Bhipa stops fighting and fills upon the numerous arrows riddling his body. He does not 

die; resting upon his bed of arrows he awaits the auspicious moment for Us soul to 



withdraw. At night Kaqa goes to Bhigma and tbe two are reconciled. Now -a is 

free to enter the battle. 

7. lhqqpwan. Drop (8 1 12 vases in 173 adbya-yas) 

Draw is asked to lead the Kaurava army. This is the longest o f  the four battle 

books. K j g p  becomes increasingly active in manipulating events, and both sides display 

cowardice and duplicity. Young Abhnnanyu, son of Arjuna and Subhadra, i s  killed in a 

p t i d a d y  M y  fkshon. Gb#otkwa, the rnanstm~ son of Bhfma, wreaks 

havoc among the Kauravas, but K a z p  eventually slays him with India's magic weapon, 

the one he had intended to use against Arjuna. On day fifteen, Drop is killing great 

numbers of Pai iva  troops. tells the PiimJavas that the only way to stop Rmqa is 

to lie to him and say that his beloved son Asvatthaman has been slain. Bhima kills an 

elephant named Asvatthainan, and Yudhisthira, who has never told an untruth, reluctantly 

goes to Drqa and says, "As vatthaman is dead," muttering "the elephant" under his 

breath. The wheels of Yudhitghka's chariot, which always have hovered above the 

ground, abruptly touch the earth. Utterly dejected, Dmp withdraws into a yogic trance 

and allows his spirit to quit his body. Then Dra-s brother D&@dyumna lops off 

Dr@s head and throws it before the Kauravas. Ahatthaman is so enraged at this 

unrighteous murder of his father that he vows to destroy all the Piip@vas. The Pafl&vas 

themselves are unsettled by these events, and begin to recriminate 
. . with one another. 



8. Kamy (3871 verses in 69 adhya-yâ  

hnpi is anointed Kaurava general. He asks to have King galya. an ally of the 

Kauravas, as his charioteer. &alp is insulted to be asked to drive the low-class Kama. 

Honoring a promise he had made earlier to Yudhisthira, as he drives Kama to the 

battlefield he praises Aijuna and insults Kama, undenniiung k q a ' s  fragile self- 

confidence. The parallels between m a  driven by hya and Arjuna driven by m g a  

are drawn with bitter irony. h q a  feels the hand of da/w "fete," upon him. He relates 

to blya certain calamitous events of the past that had led to his twice being cursed: to 

forget the mantra for launching a weapon at the moment he most needs it, and to have the 

wheel of his chariot become mired in the mud at a moment of great peril. 

B K m W ~ ~ m k W ~ ~ ~ i , ~ ~  Duhsasana's 

chest and drinks his blood in the sight of Duryodhana and K q a .  Urqa fights with 

Yudhisthira, Bhima, Nakula and Sahadeva, but spares their lives because of his promise 

to Kunti. He all but kills Yudhiqthira, who is forced to retire to his tent and nurse his 

wounds. There he and Aijuna engage in a bitter argument, forcing K$yya to intervene to 

prevent Arjuna from killing Yudhighira. At last Kanp and Arjuna engage in combat. 

As had been foreseen, the wheel of Km#s chariot sinks in the mud. When Kmqa 

appeals to Arjuna to follow the warriors' code of battle and allow him to extract the 

wheel, IQyp laughs at Kaqa and prompts &una to shoot an arrow that severs K a p d s  

head. A distraught Duryodhana grieves for his beloved friend. It is day seventeen. 



9. dkfraparrao, !hya (3293 verses in 64 afffl^yw) 

hu'yodbana, determined to fight to the end, asks h y a  to be general. On day 

eighteen, die final day of the Kwdqetra war, Yudhimra kills hlya Of the one 

hundred sons of Dlgtar&ra only Duryodhana survives. Wounded and sick at heart, he 

submerges himself in a lake and magically solidifies the waters. Hunters alert the 

PZiq@vas to his hiding place, and Yudb.i+Wra makes Duryodhana an offer Fight any one 

of us, and the winner takes the kingdom. Dmyodhana Bhimafaceoffforabrutal 

fight with maces, a weapon at which each excels. K & p  tells Arjuna that Bhirna cannot 

win in a fair fight. Muna slaps his thigh, reminding Bhima of the vow he had taken on 

the day of Draws humiliation. Bhima takes the cue and strikes Duryodhana 

ferociously, shattering both his thighs. This is one mole terrible breach of 

code, which forbids striking below the navel. Mortally wounded, a bitter Dmyodhana 

lists the many violations of the warrior code of which K&qg~ and the m v a s  ate guilty. 

Celestial flowers rain down upon Duryodhana. 

The P@@avas and return to the deserted Kaurava camp, which is full of 

booty. K&qa suggests thathe and thefive brothers spend the night outside, while the 

other IsatnyaS~main in the occupied camp. Meanwhile, Duryodhana lies mortally 

wounded. A6vattharnan, Kfpa, and Kftavannan, the only surviving Kaurava warriors, 

rush to be with him. Ahatthaman asks Duryodhana for permission to kill all the 

remaining P@&vas. Duryodhana says this would not be a violation of @tri@ dharma. 



and has ICgtavannan anoint Asvatthaman as the last Kaurava general. The three leave 

Duryodhana alone on the field at night, in pain, his thighs shattered. 

10. Saaptikaparvm The Night Massacre (772 verses in 1 8 adbya-yas) 

Asvatthaman, Krpa, and Kftavarrnan nurse their wounds, hearing the shouts of 

victory from the Piiq#ava camp. Watching an owl attack and kill a flock of sleeping 

crows, Asvatthaman is inspired to slaughter. Approaching stealthily the gate of the 

P-va camp matthaman is confronted by a fonnidabIe being. Failing to overcome it, 

believing it a projection of his own evil intentions, he decides to offers himself as a 

sacrifice. A golden altar appears and as Asv attkmm munts it, the great W g  reveals 

that he is the great god 6iva himself. h a  gives Asvatthaman a sword and possesses his 

body. Instructing Klpa and Qtavannan to guard the gates and kill anyone who attempts 

to escape, Asvatthaman enters the camp with a troupe of demonic helpers. The massacre 

is brutally swift. by &iv% ~~ s p m s  no me, slau@terbg without 

mercy the sleeping warriors, including the five sons of-. The implication here is 

that Kisna, who knew Asvatthaman's intentions, protected the P-vas but allowed the 

massacre in order to fulfill the mandate of Time that the destruction of the entire &atn@ 

race was at hand. As the (lemons f- t the mangled flesh, A v̂ atthaman sets the camp 

afire. Then he and his two companions return to Duryodhana. The broken prince heats 

their news joyfully and dies. 

Yudb@@ira, his brothers, and h u p a d i  are devastated. Draupadi vows to fast 

unto death if Watthaman is not brought to justice and his congenital gem wrested from 



his forehead. Bhima sets out in hot pursuit, and Kgyqa and others catch up with him at 

the banks of the Ganges, where they Bad Aivatthiimm seated in the company of VyW 

and other forest sages. Dressed as an ascetic, Asvatthaman has resumed his brahmin 

identity. When he sees the Pih~vas  he launches his invincible bfa/isaasi/as, "Brahmii's 

head," weapon, and Arjuna launches his own. Knowing the whole earth is threatened 

with destruction, V y i k  commands them to recall the weapons. Arjuna does so. but 

Asvatthaman, lacking the discipline to recall his own, redirects it into the wombs of the 

P@@va women, killing their unborn fetuses. There will be no Pi@@va heirs. 

curses Asvatthaman to wander the earth for 3000 years, friendless and miserable. The 

jewel is seized from his forehead and handed to Draum, who gives it to Yudhisfhira to 

wear in his crown. Kgsg~ assures Yudhis#ira that nothing could have been done to stop 

Asvatthaman since Siva's force was within him. . 

1 1. Stn-parvaa, The Women (730 verses in 27 adby#" 

Vidura and Vy&a attempt to comfort D- with philosophy: all is 

impcmmmc T h e  g~~ and destroys waything, humans are caught in a 

meaningless, illusory wheel of existence because they do not understand the truth of their 

own existence. The Warriors' women now come mourning to the battlefield. Grieving 

Draum, Giindhari, and Kunti comfort one another. Vyasa grants divine vision to 

GiWh&i. (Sarpjaya had lost his divine VIS1cm. when Dviyodhana had died.) The queen 

describes heartrending scenes as die women from both sides discover and weep over the 

bodies of their sons, husbands, and lovers. Gandhan- blames K g g d s  duplicity for all that 



has and pronounced a terrible curse: in thirty-six years will be the cause 

of the slaying of all his kinsmen, and will die alone in the wilderness. Knowing that this 

is as  things must be, I@gpi lets the cmse stand: 

Kunti now openly confesses the secret of Kanpts birth. Yudhi sm says that his 

grief at knowing he is responsible for the death of his own brother is a hundred times 

greater than his grief at the death of Abhimanyu or the sons of Draw. Together with 

hqa's women and family members, Yudhi- performs sacred water rites for ibr!p~ 

12. &tiparvaa, The Peace (12,890 verses and 57 prose units in 353 

Books Twelve and Thirteen, the so-called didactic books, comprise a sizeable 

portion of the MaliabbSiata. Yudhishira bums with grief over &qi. He curses bis 

mother from this day forth no woman will be able to keep a secret He feels the 

meaninglessness of all they have fought for, comparing the battle to a pack of dogs 

fighting over a piece of meat. Yudhighisa speaks lovingly of the life of renunciation and 

longs for mu@, "permanent liberation" fiom the cycles of existence. Kfsna tells 

Yadh&$him that he must ga to Bhi$rna for the answers to his burning questions. Before 

doing so, Yudhitghira enters the city to accept the throne, appointing his brothers to 

various positions in the court. Then be and go to Kurulqetra where the old warrior 

still lies on his bed of arrows. In a state of illumination granted by Krsna, BhQma 

teaches Yudh@wra- The bulk of h f t p a r ~ a a  is devoted to Yudbi#bids search for the 

meaning of existence and for the path in life he should adopt. Through Bhigna, various 

voices are heard discussing and comparing fine points of phil and theology, 



recounting anecdotes and stories, yet always returning to insist that Yudhi-s dbaima 

is not renunciation but kingship. 

13. The Teaching (6536 verses in 154 adbya-yas) 

This book is a continuation of Skutiparvan. A striking aspect of both parvaos is 

the great variety of teachings presented: the supremacy of brahmins and the equality of 

all the classes; the way of the warrior and the path of non-violence; the virtues of 

vegetarianism and the benefits of meat-eating; the preeminence of Viwu and the 

superiority of ha; prs-marga, "the path of turning towards" the world, and niW 

maiga, "the path of turning away" from active life. At last, Bhisma, who has lain on the 

field for fifty-eight days, sees that his time has come; he instructs Dh@u@p to treat the 

P@@as as Ins own sons, praises Kqga as the supreme Lord, asks his permission to die, 

and consciously leaves his body through the crown of his head. The goddess Gangs 

comes to mourn her son and Qjqa comforts her. 

14. A&vamedhikaparvan, The Horse Sacrifice (2862 verses 94 adhyayas) 

Despite all the teachings and advice, Yudhi- still is disconsolate at the deaths 

of Kanp and Bhipna, for which he feels responsible. Vy&a scolds him and instructs him 

to prepare for the asvamedba, the Vedic "horse sacrifice.' Arjuna and journey to 

the wonderful srf>ASbuilt for Yudbis@ira by Maya many years ago. In this evocative 

setting. An d c o n f e s s e s  to Kpp that he has forgotten wbat.K&qa had said to him on 

the battlefield, the B.gavawkZ Annoyed and disappointed, proceeds to recount 



an old, brahminical teaching focusing not on bbaktibut on m o w  This is the 

the "After-Song." 

Uttara delivers Abhimanyuts stillborn child who had been struck in the womb by 

s weapon, but restores life to the infant. With Park& the pandavas 

will have an heir after all. Yudhiq@ira prepares for the avamedba by letting loose the 

sacrificial horse. Arjuna follows it across the land in a journey poigmntly reminiscent of 

his earlier adventures as a young warrior. There is a strong sense of coming full-circle. 

although now the heroes have grown old. Arjuna returns tired and thin- The asVamedba 

is celebrated on a grandiose scale. 

IS. h a t ' & -  The Stay in the Fcnest H-itage (1062 verses in 47 ad@j - i  

Fifteen years have passed since Yudhi@hira assumed kingship. Sad and tired, 

D m  yearns to retire. He, -, Vidura, and Sqjaya decide to depart for a 

hermitage in the forest Kmti also expresses a desire to leave worldly life - she still 
feels guilty about K a q a  and mourns for him- Later, the m v a s ,  in the company of a 

huge retinue including the widows of the fallen warriors, go to visit them. Vidura, an 

incarnation of D has become a naked ascetic; he uses his yogic powers to leave his 

body and enter the body of Yudhi@hira, King Dharma himself. Kunti relates again the 

story of her invocation of SGqm and Km#s birth and abandomnenfc VySsa grants 

everyone the vision to see the K m t r a  warriors, whose spirits seem to rise from 

the river. The pan^avas reconcile with and when the vision disappears the 

widows follow their husbands' spirits into the waters of the Ganges. 



Two years later, D sacrificial fires ignite the surrounding 

forest, and the old king, Gan-, and Kunti are consumed in the conflagration. Only 

Qm#W and departs for the Himalayas. Eighteen years have passed since the 

. K e t r a b a t t l e  

16. M a a a a l v a s .  The Battle with Clubs (273 verses in 9 adbya-F) 

Thirty-six years have since the Kmdqetra war and ominous portents are 

everywhere. The Piix~&vas receive news that Giindhan7s battlefield cuise has been 

fulfilled. In Daaraka, the V m  people, grown wanton and lawless, had attempted to trick 

some holy sages by disguising one of K q # s  sons as a woman. The sages curse him to 

give birth to an iron club that will be the destruction of the people. The club is "P 

and thrown into the sea. Society sinks into chaos. When a drunken brawl breaks out, all 

the blades of grass become iron clubs, which the people take up and use to kill one 

another. Alone, departs for the forest. As he sits in meditation a passing hunter 

mistakes him for a deer and shoots him. 

Aquna goes to Waraka to rescue the remaining survivors and Kfsw's widows. 

After burning the bodies of Kgyqa and his brother Balarama, Arjuna sets out for 

Hastinapura as the ocean swallows up Dvaraka. On the return journey robbers attack the 

retinue but Arjuna discovers that he now lacks the power to protect the women. Broken 

and bereft without Id-sna, Arjima travels to the hermitage of VyZb where the sage tells 

him that his work in the world, like IQqds, is finished; it is time for the Pi@*vas to 

depart- 



17. The Great Departure (106 verses in 3 adhyayas) 

Yudhissra anoints Padcqit king and sets out with Dram and his brothers, as 

they had so long ago, dressed as ascetics. A dog follows them. One by one, they fall 

along the way. Draupadi- is the first to go, and Yudhisghira is told that this is because she 

was secretly partial to Arjuna. Sahadeva falls because he felt superior to others in 

wisdom, and Nakula because he considered himself the most handsome of men. 

tells because he had failed in his promise to slay all his foes in one day of battle. Bhima 

falls due to his gluttony and boastfiilness. India invites Yudhirnira to ascend with him to 

heaven, but Yud-ra refuses to go without the dog. The dog reveals that it is Dharma 

himself; Yudhi@ira's father. Without having to abandon his body, Yudhi@ba attains 

heaven where he to see his brothers and Dra-. 

18. svargmfi~aparvaa, The Ascent to Heaven (194 verses in 5 8 d h . p )  

h heaven, Yudhi$@ira is outraged to find Duryodhana happily enjoying himself. 

He wants to see his brothers and wife. Suddenly their voices, including Kmqa's, are heard 

wailing from hell. Yudhighira revolts against all the gods and renounces dbarma, 

preferring an eternity in hell with his family members to heaven without them. Narada 

explains that it is the destiny of all great kings to have the vision of hell before gaining 

the vision of heaven. Yudhis- suddenly finds himself with the PQ@vas and 

Kamavas in heaven. The characters who were divine and demonic incarnations merge 

into the beings of whom they were parts. The MahSbbaiala now closes its various 

frames. W e  return to the snake sacrifice of Janamejaya, where Vya's  great poem had 



m8t db we mesa by u & e m w b m a ?  

=b-a estimated to be nine rimes the length ofthe &kidand Ck@sq.y 

wmbbd, wmists of tens of thousands of verses divided into &@teen pamans, "books," 

ofwidely varying ierigths. The pzw- are sub-divided inta adiy7i-m chapters. The 

mmative i t s e W c ~ ~  100,CKM vases, the approximate length of the KmWonam 

Edition (Suatkm R e c e m i m ) . ~ ~  The Critical Mition of the M&abm& bas about 

lo Pmf-r P.P.S. Sastri, editor ofthe Southern R-m wmte emphatically: 
'We are driven to the irresistible amdqskm tbt M a f i a  tat-tradition, as we b v e  
it now in the Southam Recension, is quite authentic and reliable, that the Â£i redaction 
ofws-hw of the firs c m a s  xl~im~W by Sib is equally 
t~ustwax?hy and the e x t e n S  arid smpe of the &a even during Sib's t h e  
t x m s i d  of eighteen main parvans with ale blmcired snlbplv- divided inm two 
thousand chapters and ~ m p i s i n g  me hundred thousand s?anzas." (2Be M ' . b m &  
[~~~ &czasion] Madras], 193 11, vol. 2, &ii Pavan - Part II, xxi-xxii) Cited in 





Se, for instance, Ll. 25, and 1-1-53. (M mf-ees m ta the Critiail EMitioa) 
l2 See, fix immce, C m p  Uwgd7. 1.2: 'The Qgveda is name, and so are 

the Yajurvda, the Simave* and xthmvaqa as the fourth, [and] the corpus of hsmries 
and ancient tales [i~b-pm] as the f i f i  Veda among the Vedas....'' Patrick Olivelle, 
ed. a d  tmas., U+@Wew Y a k  Cbcfbrd University hss,  1996), 15% 

l3 Cansuit E d w d  C. Dinmck, et. ai., Zlk h-kmitam afXsih (Chicago: 
U~vtxsily uf Chicago Press, 1974), 48. 



the Education CmmWee in Calcutta and published between 1834 and 1839. The 

-by Wtian, or Vulgate, published in 1862 and 1863 along with the eighteenth- 

text-tmdition of the M&@h&& is one that has been preserved with mnarkabie 

'4 William s. sax., w s  who in the Pag&v Lm?" in m Gut& amaf i  4243. 
William !Sax ~~ Ycmk: Cbd?d University h, 1995), 132-33. 



fm all studies, nay, for all studies amnectd with the epic litexatwe of 

~~ universities. V* Sm Sulctbhr? the h t  &tar of the Critical Eidition, d e s x i i .  

' h e  editors of the Critid Edition spent almost fifty years smuching for 

nmmwxipa of the They c b  to bve  emmined 1,259 znanuscripts, out of 



which they used 734.18 The aim was to reconstruct the oldest possible form of the text. 

The method of its editors was to leave out regional variants and to include as far as 

possible only the common denominators (which are not necessarily all of the oldest 

common denominators) of all versions. Thus the text of the Maha-bbarsta as it appears in 

Edition cannot be regarded as a version known anywhere in India at any time 

in the past. For this reason it has been and continues to be the subject of much debate and 

criticism. 

J.A.B. van Buitenen from the University of Chicago, translator of the 

Mababbasatds firat five parvans, praises the Critical Edition for taking us back to a text 

from about the sixth century, "the earliest one recoverable [and] an invaluable source of 

information."fi9 Madeleine Biaideau disagrees: "There is no reason to hold that one 

version is more authentic than the other because its manuscript is shorter and earLier."m 

And indeed, there is a danger that in dismissing variations of one or another tradition as 

being "later" we will dismiss material central to the Mahabhhtds meaning. Even i f  a 

l7 S u m ,  "Prolegomena," Ixxvii. 
18 Dunham, "Manuscripts," 11. 
l9 J.A.B. van Buitenen, ed. and trans., The Maha'bSrata, Vol. 3: The Book of 

K@fa; TheBookoftheESTOft(Chicago: Univdtyofchicago Press, 1978), 152-53. 
20 Madeleine Biardeau, "Some Remarics on the Links Between the Epics, the 

Puri3qas and Their Vedic Sources," in Studies in Hinduisso:, ed. Gerhard Oberhammer 
(Wein: Osterreichische e dcr Wissenschaften, 1997), 87. Biardeau accuses the 
editors of the Critical Edition of having employed a western scientific method "not meant 
for teat loud of literature," and having introduced an historical dimension into the realm 
of myth where it cannot exist. "The approach of historical philology will never be 
suitable for an oral tradition, which has no essential reference to its historical origin," she 
says. Madeleine Biardeau, "Some More Considerations About Textual Criticism," lbT@a 
X, no. 2 (July 1968): 122-23. 



the vast mount of text. Van Buitenm's usefbl trandatiom we based on the Critical 

?x d i t d  for their carefiil work of including many of the variimts in copious fwtnotes, 



ces, and a s  to appeadices. Fur&-, as Bideau has phtd out, if 

we go f b m  one vmim to motha *'we are struck much more by the identity of the 

d v e  than by its wimt readbgs.~  In h i h g  with the character of Kaqa, fa 

instance, there are but a few significant varimts in his story f b m  edition to edition. This 

dimcrtation will adopt the qpma~h  taken by most ~~ scblaxs: ta begin with 

.the Critid Edition but to consider relevant variants; to, as Wendy Doniger advises, 

always "look below the line'' where the Critical Edition prints the variants.% 

MabSbhihta iSkhaldip 

In tk k t  decades of the twentieth century, t h e  names have dambated 

M&-bhih&z s~holarship, two Fm&, me American: Gwrges Dtmdz& hddeleine 

Bi aud AKHilkbeitel. Ewb has qpmached the ll4kUb-a as myth. Each bas 

argued that its meaning is conadd behind some sort of symbolic code. All treat 

the hplicitiy as a unified whole, although in each case the f ius  bas been the 

&. 





Nonetheless, van Buitenen was right to caution that when attempting to understand any 

particular elment of the MAgbh-a we should exhaust all other possibilities before 

resorting to D ~ m t h i l - ~ ~  

Madeleine Biardeau, stimulated by D m M  while departing @om him 

significantly? also sees the MdSbh&& as a great escbatologicd myth. Her fixus is not 

backward in time towards Vedic and pre-Vedic mythology but fionward towards the 

FWizpis and a Hinduism defined by b W *  Biardeau identifies herself witb the 

structura1ist school of Claude Levi-Stmuss and her approach is essentially a-historical. In 

her view, history is an inadequate guide fm understanding Hinduism; hdian culture 

expresses itself in myth and it is by studying myths that we pe t ra t e  to the heart of the 

Hindu reLigim.32 Biarcieau is particularly interested in the coming of the avak&a and 

bhaki She attempts to transpose onto the events ofthe M&iZbh&a&i a m c  

cosmobgy concerned with pmlaya, the cosmic destruction that ~~ at the end ofa  

&&pa a vast cycle of ages- TBe problem here is that Biardeau insists on an a-historical 

Sullivan, for instancey recently devoted a book to identiwng Bh@ma with B m b Z  Bruce 
M. Sullivan, She-r oftbe FA% V i :  *a DK~J@@ZIZZ~ Vy&a in h ? ~  M&&bAZmta @elhi: 
Motilal Banarsidass, 1999). Hiltebeitel? PuhveI? and others? following Rumezil? have 
dram extensive pardlels between the Sanskxit i&W&is and the epics of the Norse and 
Irish. See Nf Hiltebeitel, me Ritual of&We: KEsiba in t6e Mdabh-h (lthaca: 
Come11 University Press, 1976); Jam Puhvel? C o m ~ ~ v e  M m l o p @ a l  timom: Johs 
Hopkins University Press, 1987). 

31 van Buitenen, V'd. 3, 163. 
32 Madeleine Biardeaq l%i~& & M@oiogk Hindme: Tome k Cosmogom*m 

Rmi@ipes (Paris: ~ d e  Fmwise d-&rnea~en~ 198 l)? 6. For a thorough analysis of 
B ideads  methdology, see; Julian F- W d ,  *@Hinduism and the Structural Approach 
of hhdeleine Biardeau," in H e m e ~ e u ~ d P a & s  the &mi Wod& u f h d k ,  ed. 
Katherine K. Young (Atlanta: Scholars Pressy 1994), 160-85. 





b t o d k b ~ ~ & h v e d a w d o f I i ~ ~ m ~ m a ~ ~  

text.36 -b&,ta scholarship will be greatly enriched when Hiltebeitel develops that 

hypothesis. 

DumW and Biardeau meet their severest critic in another figure of the last half of 

the twentieth century who also looms large in the world of Mababbarata scholarship: 

J.A.B. van Buitenen. Before his untimely death, van Buitenen had translated the first five 

gammizsas pazt of the Universiw of Chicago's grand project to translate the M * . H s  

entire Critical Edition.37 Van Buitenen rejects a methodology that treats the Mababhaiala 

as a unity, and argues forcefully for an analytical and historical approach. He criticizes 

Dumezil for muling the "for a treasure of reminiscences" of a pre-Vedic, 

Indo-European inheritance, while Biardeau "takes the Mababharata to be part and parcel 

of a Hinduism stretching indefinitely futureward." Neither, he says, "shows great respect 

Cu/t ofDraupadi, Vol. 1: Mythologies: Fiom Giagee to K-tza (Chicago-. University 
of Chicago Press, 1988), 13 1 .) The result is a massive, two-volume work, including the 
analysis and comparison of a huge number of collected myths, textual study, history, and 
minutely detailed ethnography. In his latest book, originally conceived as a third volume 
of The Cult ofOraimacSi, Hiltcbeitel sets out to how the D r a w -  cult 
Mahabbarata and regional martial oral epics rethink India's classical epics." (Aif 
Hiltebeitel, Rethinking W a ' s  Oral and C7assical Epics: OraupadiAmong RaJPÃ t̂s 
Musiirns, andWits(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1999), 2.) It is, in large part, 
a study of Rajput and Rajput-Muslim cultures, and sheds light not so much upon the 
Sanskrit m & a w w W m @ d  d W t i m d e o f i ~  

36 Hi!tebeitel, RcthieIndja's  CM and Classical Epics. 7. 
The project stopped with van Buitenenfs death. At the 1999 meeting of the 

American Academy of Religion in Boston, a group of scholars, including Alf Hiltebeitel. 
James Fitzgerald, David Gitomer, John Smith, and Wendy Doniger, announced a 
resumption of that much-anticipated work. No timetable was given. 



for, or even much interest in, the possible integrity of the Mahabhmta as a unique 

product in the growth of Indian civilization ...."38 

Van Buitenen divides the Maha3hhta into three "perimeters,'* three distinct 

historical layers. The first perimeter represents the central "epic*' story; with the second 

perimeter (the layer where Dumezil and Biardeau work), divine and demonic identities were 

attributed to the central characters through what van Buitenen deems a lot of "inept" 

mythification; with the third, most recent, perimeter, he maintains that the text was 

brahminized by the addition of huge amounts of didactic and philosophical material? 

Van Buitenen is interested primarily in the first perimeter and all but ignores his 

perimeters two and three. hi fact, van Buitenen has been influenced powerfully by the 

analytical approach to the Mahabharata developed by European scholars of the nineteenth 

century. 

The Mahabb-ta was "discovered" by the West in the late eighteenth century,* 

and with one or two notable exceptions41 was assumed to reflect an ancient epic tale that 

38 van Bui tenen, Vol. 3, 1 63. 
39 J.A.B. van Buitenen, ed. and trans., The Maba-bA&&i, Vol. 1: The Book of 

Beginnings (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1973), xiii-xxiii. 
The first scholarly translation of part of the MahabbBta - and of any Sanskrit 

text - was the translation of the Bbaga~ad~taby Charles Willdns in 1785. The 
Bhagavat-Gee&, or Dialogues ofKreeshna and Ag-mn, translated by Charles Wilkins 
(London: C.  Nourse, 1785). 

41 The Jesuit Joseph Dahlmaim (1861-1930) found a "unitary diaskensy" in the 
Mahabb-ta, and spoke of it as the work of a single poetically active power. (Joseph 
Dahlmann, Die Genesis Dcs Mahabhmta (Berlin: Dames, 1899).) 

Dahlmann's "synthetic" theory caused a great stir in Indological circles and the 
author was pilloried. He was dismissed as being at the level of "orthodox Hindus," 
naively believing that the Mab3bhihta was the work of a single author who was at one 



had been inflated mechanically by "manifold modificatioos, expansions and 

mutilationsn42 into a "huge and motley pilew43 consisting of 

colorful descriptions of bloody battle-scenes, pious priestly poetry with 
frequent interesting discussions on philosophy, religion and law and gentIe 
ascetic poetry full of serene wisdom and overflowing love towards man 
and beast, all these by the side of one another and intermixed with one 
another to a confusing degree? 

Early efiforts to extract the "epic core" from its mountains of accretions proved 

unsatisfactory.* E. Washbum Hop- in his The Great Epic ofladia: Its diameter and 

and the same time "a great sage and an idiot, a talented artist and a ridiculous pedant." 
(Moriz Wintermtz, A astony ofIndian Literature, translated by S. Kstkar (188 1. Reprint. 
New Delhi: Oriental Books, 1972), 442) 

Van Buitencn opines that Dahlmann's position "is bit like arguing that The Iliad, 
the Gospels, and the Church fathers form one contemporaneous text." (van Buitenen 
1973: xxxii) 

Hawever, V.S. SuMmdmr, first editor of the Critical Mitian, held that lhhbmm 
+ "of all foreign critics of the Mababharata may be said to approach nearest to any true 

understanding of the Great Epic of India." (Vishnu S. Sukthankar, On the Mearn* of the 
Ma/iabiianita (Bornbay Asiatic Society of Bombay, 1957), 19.) 

For recent evaluations of Dahlmaimts sontnTÃ ûtion see J. W. de Jong, The Study 
of the MababtianHa: A Brief Survey, hut  I," Hokkc Bunka Kcokyu 10 (1984): 1- 19; 
James L. Fitzgerald, "India's Fifth Veda: The MaAa&harata'sPresentatlon of Itself," in 

on the Ma-bbaraa ed. Arvind Sharma (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1991), i 50-70. 
42 These are the words of Adolf Holtzmann Sr. (18 180- 18970) cited in: 

Winteraitz, A Histmy ofIndian Literature, 306. 
Hopkins, The GreatEpic & H a ,  58. 

44 Wintemitz, A HisttsyofIndian Literntare, 300. 
45 aren S6rensen(1848-1902), for instance, eliminated what he considered 

'recent" additions, arriving at about 27,000 verses from 100,000. From these he 
eliminated a fJrtber 20,000 based on names he believed were not present in the original, 
amongAemKfs^andV~SikenSAiensen,QmM^iftAaratebS~iOeoAd&te 
fitera- I. f b m o g ~ d  at ~ d s ~ a ~ e  de~eldste (Copenhagen: Rudolf Klein, 
1883). 

g w~ttributi to the 
remains an massive 



Ch@!n, which xmdcd the cuhination of nbtemth century s c ~ I ~ h i p ,  broadly divided 

the lb&M"barata into epic and later didactic elements. Hopkins' analysis, supported by 

his impressive erudition, received wide acceptance. Three quarters of a century later, van 

Buitenen would adopt the premise that there was once a true epic around which a pseudo- 

epic gradually agglutinated. Van Buitenen claims that Hopkins' views "have since 

been Iargeiy, i f  tacitly, accepted by ~cholarship,"~~ and his own "perimeters" 

illustrate vividly how thoroughly van Buitenen himself accepted them. 

The problem with the analytic theory is not its basic premise that an analysis of 

lmgqp indicates t h a t - a m t  poltiom of the ll4w&Ebm& wen2 c43mposed in a wide 

range ofstvies from widely separated eras. Problems arise when the dating and 

delimiting of sections or "periineters" becomes toe central focus, leading to an 

assumption that centunes of all but unconscious accretions produced the various 

recensions we have today. If this is true then Mababbarata, while being an 

unparalleled archaeological dig, cannot be treated as a unified narrative. This nineteenth- 

century conviction has been difficult to dislodge. The great contribution of Dum&il, 

Biardcau, and Hiltebeitel is to have challenged that conviction, if not directly then at least 

tacitly. The wdmcss is that their arguments hinge upon udm-dhg the kk?khZ~fi&i 

as upon some sort of symbolic code, one that only twentieth-centmy Western 

scholarship has been able to uncover. Dunrizil &-codes mythic transpositions. Biardeau 

text. SOren Sorensen. Am Index to the Names in the Mababbarata with Short Explanations 
&a CoonconSaace to the Bornbayand Calcutta Editions saidP. C Soy's Translation 
(London: Williams and Norgatc, 1904 - 1925). 



deciphers a land of mythic necessity (involving Time and the avataia) lying behind the 

Maliabb-Uis meaning. Hiltcbcitel attempts to bridge the two by adding a third key: the 

Goddess. One anticipates Hiltebeitel's announced move beyond the powerful influence 

of his notable predecessors to an examination of the Mahabhamta as literature. Recent 

articles already reflect the "turn" in his thinking (see Chapter Two). 

In recent years a few scholars have begun to focus on close readings of the extant 

bxt of the l l & d U & h @  mqecthg its litemy unity. David Shubau defines his task as 

not to "disembowel" but to "listen to" the text.d7 At its best, his "listening" has produced 

sensitive insights and enlightening interpretations. Shulman attempts to articulate the 

larger themes woven throughout the Mahabharata, themes like fate, time, and the 

fragmented seK48 Yet because ins studies, contained in articles and chapters of books, 

focus on discrete segments of the itibasa, Shulman fails to address the central question of 

how that thematic wholeness is constructed overall. Moreover, his assumptions arc at 

times so psychological that we are left wondering if the messages he finds are primarily 

4 van Buitenen, Vol. 2, xxxii~ 
47 David Dean Shulman, "On Being Human in the Sanskrit Epic: The Riddle of 

Nala," Journal of Indim Philosopby22 (March 1994): 6. 
* In separate articles, Shulmao has dealt specifically with themes of daiva (fate) 

(David Dean Shulman, wDcvana and Daiva," in Ritual, Staleandasfaryin South Asia: 
h i  b Honour of f .  Hcestomao, cd. D. H. A. Kolff A. W. van den Hoek, MS. Oort 
(Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1992), 350-65.), time (David Dean Shubnan, "Towards a Historical 
Poetics of the Sanskrit Epics," InternatibnalFolklore Review 8 (1 99 1): 9- 174, and the 
fragmented self ( Shulman, "On Being Human."). 



in the text or in Shulman.49 Nonetheless, his is some of the most eloquent and 

provocative Mababbhta scholarship of the last two decades. 

David CMtorner argues against an understanding of  the Mababbarata as 

"encyclopedic" and "historic" - a misunderstanding that has supported the excavation 

and mining of the text The role of a literary narrative is only incidentally historical, he 

observes, insofar as it "constitutes the past unfolding of a public discourse, a discourse 

that is formative of, as well as formed by, social behaviors and self understandings, that is 

formative oc as well as formed by, textual tradition, a d  that is obs tqemt~~ly  

multivocal."~ 

I believe that Hiltebeitel, as well as Shulman and Gitomer, are pointing 

scbhmihip in the ~ g h t  dinstion. This dissertation will listen closely to the 

narrative, to its themes and its multivocal discourse, and in so doing will attempt to 

discover bw ttw .M&BhWaHs Wty is constructed and how it wants to be received. 

This necessarily will entail examining how the main narrative thread, as  recounted 

earlier, is reflected in and reflective of the material evelywfacre sunodng  it, for the 

ifthasds "discourse," like the net of India, is non-linear and uncireumsen'bed. 

49 Shiibnan's avowed assumpticm is that there is a permeable border between "out" 
and "in," or, "in the more prosaic terms of our modem theories: we construct our reality 
even as it constructs us." David Dean Shulman, TheKingand the Clown in South Indi-rn 
Mytb andPoetry(Pimcetaa: Princeton University Press, 1985), 7. 

David Gitomcr, "Rak$asa Bhima: Wolfbelly Among Ogres and Brahmans in 
the Sanskrit AdhBWWh&d the V@.&--" in l!ksipon t&JUkM-bma d. 
Arvin Shanna (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1 99 1 ), 222-23. 



James Labe makes an eloquent case for a methodology that goes beyond both the 

analytic and the synthetic. He faults die analysts for ignoring the Ma6haratds narrative 

unity; he faults Hiltebeitel, Biardeau, and Dumezil for treating it as myth rattier than as 

literature, and for emphasizing methodology over the text's actual content. Laine aims to 

answer both literary and historical questions: What are the text's nature, form, and 

structure? How did the text come to exist in that form? He does this through an 

exploration of the narratives of theopbany found throughout the M&b-ta. However, 

Lame seems to feel that as an historian of religion he ought to approach those narratives 

chronologically, thereby inadvertently illustrating a problem he wants to avoid. By 

treating literary parts of a literary whole as datable historical evidence, Laine overlooks 

the possibility that they may be in deliberate, simultaneous discourse. In other words, he 

misses the dynamics of the text's presellt51 

literature, the best tools for understanding it are to be found in the methods of literary 

criticism. Asking the right questions about the narrative's nature, form, and structure will 

suggest answers as to why, perhaps bow, it came to exist in that form. If a particular 

myth, if, to the contrary, its position in &pyakaparvan is significant and deliberate, then 

Laine concludes that the A4kbBhTaXÃ is a repository of narratives that reveal 
changing theological concerns over time, and indicate the "newly apologetic, 
indusivistic, and theologically universalistic" type of literate that characterizes post- 
Asokan Hinduisxn. James W. Laine, Visions &(Sod: Narrati-ves of Theophy/n  the - - Mahabbaiata (Vienna: Institute f0r Indologie dec Universitai Wen, 1989), 273. 



reading it in context, as reflecting and reflective of what surrounds it, necessarily will 

impact our interpretation of the tale. The same can be said of the Bbagavad@@ the 

Anup-& and of numerous other that, because they can stand alone, so often are 

examined as discrete and independent In other words, a literary approach to the 

will avoid the danger inherent in constructing a chronology of its parts - 
the danger that we will fail to hear the i t lhasds multi-vocal discourse. Listening to the 

as a unified narrative will make a significant contribution to the history of 

religion by clarifying that discourse, thereby revealing some of the intentions of its 

narrator and its audience. Henry James once remarked that the elements in Flaubert's 

work were "always so related and associated, so properly a pan of something else that is 

in turn port of something other, part of a reference, a tone, a passage, or page, that the 

simple may enjoy it for the least bearing and the initiated for the greatestwW52 The same 

may be said of the Mababharata. 

Nonetheless, viewing the Mahabbarata through the lens of contemporary literary 

theory might be &uited as anachronistic to the itibasds times and context. In the 

following section I hope to show that such a methodology resonates with Indie 

approaches to the Mahabbaiata, and to poetry and art in general, dating back many 

centuries, and that it can provide those ancient theories with a vocabulary both 

and aaasible. 

52 Cited without reference in A. K. Ramanujan, "Repetition in the Mababbata," 
in &hqys mi theMahabbarata, ed. Arvind Shanna (Laden: E. 3. Brill, 1991), 426 



While western scholars have been busy for close to two centuries attempting to 

interpret the "Great Epic," Hbe tradition that produced it unapologetically continues to 

keep the =bharata alive and dynamic. The profusion of recensions that vex the 

academic is vibrant testimony to the texfs powerful vitality. V. S. Sukthankar had good 

reason to ask, 

Is i t  not passing strange that, notwithstanding the repeated and dogged 
attempts of Western savants to demonstrate that our Mahabharata is but an 
unintelligible conglomerate of disjointed pieces, without any meaning as a 
whole, the epic should always have occupied in Indian antiquity an 
eminent position and uniformly enjoyed the highest reputation?53 

As A& Ramanujan remarks, there always has been a certain "native intuition" that 

there is an "intricate sense of structure and unity in this terrible monster of a w0rk."5~ 

Although much has been lost irretrievably, a long tradition of Indian poetics attests to an 

ancient and abiding concern with the forms and purposes of literature. The theories 

articulated by that tradition have been applied to die m a h w h a w a y m a  

mount an impressive foundation for a serious claim that the seemingly disparate elements 

of  the lld?&%*& actually work tugether ~wi i r t is  a single gad? Moreaver, those 
. . 

theories, as I to show, are not unlike the theories of recent reader-response criticism. 

53 SukthanJkar, On the M-ag of the Mahabbarsfa, 29. 
54 Ramanujan, "Repetition in the Mababbarata," 42 1. 
s5 Gary A. Tubb, " L b ~ - a s a  in the MabSbbara@" in Essays on the Mababbaiata, 

ed ArviiKl Sharma (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1991 j, 201. 



There are signs of an Indian poetics in YBka's Mrukta (6" century BCE?), an 

etymology of Vedic words, and in Paninj's AstSdhyayi (2" centmy BcE). However, we 

first observe a fully developed esthetics with Bharata's Ngtyasastra, "Treatise on the 

Dramatic Arts," and its theory of eight nsa4 "flavors." The N~fyasaStra is dated no later 

than the 6" century CE, with parts going back as early as the 2"" century WE. References 

to rasa in earlier literature make it very unlikely that poetics emerged full-blown with 

Bharata, but the NatyaSaStra is the earliest extant text to put forth the theory in detail? 

How, asks Bharata, does a work of art (in this case ngfya, drama) create a unified 

effect? It does so, he contends, through producing in the audience one of the eight rasas: 

&9gm the amorous flavor; baSya, the comic flavor; kampa, the compassionate flavor; 

raitdh, the violent flavor; vira, the heroic flavor; bhayanaka, the terrifying flavor; 

bfbbaisa, the disgusting flavor; adbhufa, the wondrous flavor. A msa is a mood, an 

emotional consciousness, very different from ordinary emotions. Each rasa is based on 

one of the eight "stable emotions," sthaybhifva, of everyday life -- "stable" because when 

experienced a person loses awareness of everything else. Successful actors depict one of 

those stable emotions on stage, provoking in the audience the corresponding rasa. A rasa 

is, so to say, something grasped by the refined mind as a result of the drama, "a medium 

of experience, emotional awareness, 'taste' that is first and foremost in or of the 

s6 The word rasa goes back to the Rgveda where it often designates the power of 
the magically intoxicating, sacrificial drink, the soma. The Buddhist Ahaghosa (I" or 
2* century CE) mentions ma, in the compound nw2ibtaram (Buddhacarita 3,s 1). See 
Edwin Gerow, /ndan Poetics (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1977), 222, note 2 1. 



audience.*? The "in or of the audience" is what interests us here. Bharatats /ass theoiy 

is concerned with audience-response.S8 

The Nstyasastra, which is roughly contemporaneous with the great flowering of 

the arts under the Gupta kings, from the fourth through the sixth century, did not seek to 

propound a universal themy of ait. Following Bharata, a series of theorists (much of 

whose work survives only in later accounts) demonstrated a change of emphasis and a 

progression of concern towards a single theory of expression.59 Rasa theory came to be 

applied to poetry and eventually to ait in general. The first extant attempt to apply rasa 

theory to poetry is the ninth-century Dbvanysloka, in which kdavardhana reevaluates 

poetics and redefines its subject matter. Bharata had left the connection between the 

stable emotions and rasa rather mysterious. answers the problem of 

bow the experience of savoring a /ass differs ftom the emotions of everyday life with bis 

theory of (fl- suggestion. The most charactensti 
m - 

c function of language, says 

bdavardhana, is dhvam; and the subject matter which d/ivaoi-is most suited to express 

is rasa. He adds a ninth rasa to Bharata's list of eight: &tarasa, the peaceful flavor, 

which, he claims, is the dominant rasa of the Mahabharata. Furthermore, 

s7 Gerow, IDdian Poetics. 247. 
Bharata says that the success of a drama is of two lauds: divine (&Visa) and 

human ( m a )  (XXVII.2). The former is related to aspects of the drama, and 
is 'atcd only by the "superiorm members of the B h t a ,  TheNatya^astra, 

to BImata-Mw; Vols. 1& 2, translated by Mamnohan Ghosh (Calcutta: 
Granthalaya Private Limited, 1 %7), 5 1 5 and 1 1 1. 

59 &row, Indian Pof6' 25 1. 



its huge size, the MabSbluUaa exhibits the "secret of all good poets' poetry,"" 

bdavardhana says, and he accepts the itihasds claim to have a single author with a 

clear artistic intention. 

The great sage who was its author, by his iiimishing a conclusion that 
dismays our hearts by the miserab1e end of the V m  and PSp$avas, 
shows that the primary aim of his work has been to produce a 

hantmd with the world and that he has intended his primary 
subject to be liberation ( m o . )  from worldly life and the rasa of peace." 

Anandavardhana. Abhinavagupta wrote a comin~~tasy, locaaa, on the Dhvaayaloka in 

which he investi the relation between concrete structure and xasa awareness. His 

perceptions had the effect of bringing all art forms, not only drama and poetry, under a 

universal principle. Ablimavagupta saw /ass as a tative state of awareness,@"j2 a 

form of genera! emotional consciousness that, not unlike the atanan itself, is rarely 

experienced in its pure state. The work of art does not cause the fasa, rather, it permits 

the individual to clarify his implicit emotional propensities, propensities that the person 

brought to the work and will take away again. Because Abhinavagupta brings all ait 

forms under the notion of /a-sa, differences between one form and another are not 

1. le, in; hdavardhana and Abtunavagupta, The Dbvaayaloka 
th UK iocana ofAbbiaavagapta. Edited with an Introduction by 

by Jefirey Moussa'1 1H.H.Ingalls.and 
: Harvard University 

D!vany&loka 4.5, in: Anandavardhana and Abhinavagupta, DhvaayS/oh, 690' 
91. - 

62 Gerow, Indian Poetics, 267.1 base this brief analysis of Abhinavagupta on 
Gcrods exposition. 



particularly important. Art is no more than an "excitant" - rasa "awaits" the work of  art, 

as it were.63 We have here a theory far removed from Aristotle's concept of mimesis in 

which an audience observes an actor "imitating" an action. For Abhinavagupta, the 

audience of a successful work of art is absorbed so thoroughly in a nasa as to lose ail 

awareness of a separate psychological identity; the lasa is not understood as being "out 

there," but rather recognized as something within oneself, in the atmaa, where it truly 

is.- 

I will argue that these theological concepts of the aesthetic can be articulated 

without resorting to some eternal "non-denotative state of awareness" by employing the 

vocabulary of reader-response criticism. This method, I contend, is  in harmony with 

Indian poetics and i-ently apjmp* fm ail e x p l d o n  of* l l d h b a ! ! ~  

However, as will be taken up again in Chapter Six, I submit that the search for a 

d o h t ~ a s a i n t h e  -& is ~ b l ~  by the fheg tbat the universe of the 

Mahabhhta is ultimately conceived of as the very body of god, of Vigu/K(sna. in 

whom all the lasas are subsumed. 

Reader-Response Cnficism and the MahSbharata 

In the discussion that follows I wilt understand "leadern in the sense of 

ftaudience,'B those who receive the Maha-bbarste, whether in oral or written form. 

However, dlls dissertation will not deal with the myriad dramatic and ritual forms the 

63 Gerow, ladim Poetics, 268. 
Gerow, Indiaa Poetics, 267. 



in textual -ions. As noted above, the iti&& may well have been ammitted to 

"The ihsion is mxilessly ~&~rn , "  observes Paul Riweur, "that the text is a 

we saw above, theory as articulated by Abbnavagupta denies that relationship. Far 

of departure the d v e  as it has mme down to us. 

to examine closely R k o e d s  "endless illwion" by p i n g  the double question, "who 

shd R-, T k e d N m ~ v q  Val 3, translated by ~~ Blamey and 
M d  PeUawx (L-~O: University of Chicago Press, 1988),164. 

Gemw, lhdika ~ ~ c s ,  267. 
V h t  B. Mi&, T e - R v m  Criticiaw in R e a k s  dlâ‚ ed. 

Andrew b e l t  (New Yo*: Lm~gmm, IW), 36. 



~ A l l & e w ~ ~  
69 umberto bo, s .  

University b, 1994), 15. 
b, six w e  9. 

7 ~ h ~ ~ o f ~ h ~ t & ~ , h & n g w e m ~ b a ~ o f ~  
sixnd-us waking of  ti^ what is said, iU-m what is meant, and 
~ ~ i i t i o n ,  the eEst of an uttemace on its audience. Michaei KT Rkfo~bal 
N - ~ l u ~ & i ~ l a :  Utiivemity of Nebraska Press, 1999),12. 

?cader-- &wry, to Fmfs amxpt of 'Yntqmtive cammmtiaH in order 
to show %hat shatiun, what histmiail d social ~~~ what p i i t i d  in?msts 
are concretely entailed by the existence of inmpretive comnunities.'' Edward Said, l%e 
Wid4 the Text and the C2Wc (ChnbMge: Haward University hem, 1983),26. 









Chapter Outishe 

Chapter Two will focus on the shape of the Webb&@ and on placing Kama 

within that shape. The character of Kaqa is throughout the Maba%barais!s 

eighteen parvaas. He is present even when absent. K a q a  more than any other reflects 

and iUunhatm the narrative's other major characters, namely his five brothem, Dram-, 

and K & p .  Through him, the Mababbazatdf, sophisticated literary techniques and 

structural integrity are made clear, as well as the subtle manipulations of iasa. Chapter 

Lord concluded that Homer was a poet "who composed orally, under the pressure 
of performance, for whom the ready-made idiom, the formIll4 was of die utmost 
importance. Pany and Lord's wort led to a divide - texts versus oral works - and placed 
almost exclusive emphasis on composition over reception. Their theories influenced 
scholars of the Sanskrit /- the Mabaratass^ RdBmlii who used these insights 
to facilitate their own attempts to account for repetition in the Mababhafds, poetry, to 
qmate lay- of awmtioms, or to m w v a  an d y  a m q w d  nwre" lldkMb*a (See 
for instance: Darnel H- H. Ingalls, and Daniel H. H. Ingalis, The Mahabharatar. Stylistic 
Study, Computer Analysis, and Concordance," in Essays on theM&bbSrae ed. Arvind 
Shamaa (Leidea: E. J. Brill, 199 11, 19-56.) 

Mary Carroll Smith, acknowledging the influence of Pany and Lord, reduces the 
~ ~ k o  2000 verses in mn-reguIar ttf$@&mee. Ibis, she say% m t s  the 
non-brahminical bardic core of the epic, which has close thematic ties to Homer and the 
Beowulf singer, Maiy Carroll Smith, The WamOrCode ofIndia's Sacred Song'(New 
York: Garland Publishing, 1992). 

Recent Homeric scholarship, however, while acknowledging the immense 
contribution of Milman Parry and Albeit Lord, has moved on. Informed by reader- 
response criticism and its offshoot of narratology, a number of HomenSts are deliberately 
ignoring the oral-formulaic background of the Greek epics and taking the finished text as 
the point of departure. A more nuanced scholarship indicates that cultures are not simply 
oral or literate; rather, they employ a spectrum of communicative strategies, some 
associated with texts, same with voices, and some with both. See John Miles Foley, 
"Introduction: Whafs in a Sip?" in S i p  of Omlity, ed. E. Anne Mackay (Leiden: 
Brill, 1999), 1-27; John Miles Foley, Homer's TraditJosal ArtfUmvCTS1ty Park: Penn 
State University Press, 1999). Indic scholarship may discover usefully bornwings in 
conternporaiy Greek scholarship. 



Two will suggest a g d  m & d  of qqmach to the lMW@dWa& that am be applied to 

other characters and themes. 

The remainder of the dissertation will have a thematic orientation, for hrqa  

embodies and defines the itihasds main themes and concerns. Chapter Three will take up 

the central problems of dtiamia, Ma, "lineage," and wqa, "class." Dfiamia is a complex 

concept that includes rules of traditional morality and class duty, as well as the laws that 

uphold cosmological older. K&s contused identity - he grows up believing he is a 

low-class suta - makes the problem of identifying and following d&a/ma particularly 

acute for him. Chapter Three also will discuss how the Mahabbarsta draws upon older 

Vedic material and assumes an audience competent to grasps the references. Through his 

fattier, Siiqa, K m p  is part of a solar kuta with a rich mythology that resonates in his life 

and in the lives of other characters. K+s vexed relationship with Dra- will be 

examined in that context. 

Chapter Four will focus upon Kaxpa and Arjuna, brothers with antithetical 

destinies. They figure importantly in the ifirbasds intense exp1oration of whether daiva, 

literally "that which comes from the gods," or punzpksia, "human initiative" is most 

powerful in the world. Divine IQyp protects the PQ&~vas; Karna, ignorant of his 

parentage, is  solitary and self-reliant. Axjuna frequently is rewarded and praised for 

actions that when performed by Karga are condemned and punished. The instinctive 

enmity between the brothers is a narrative strategy through which the MababAa/ata 

addresses profound ethical and pfailosophical problems. 



Chapter Five will focus upon &up and Krsna, The two have a particularly 

complex relationship. m a  in the Bhag~vad~taidentifies himself as ma, meaning 

both '?Re&Izm and Ti." h some m, the entire lL4WMj-a is a &-- rn the 

tenors of Ma. Kysna as K3la is embodied Daiva, working inexorably to uphold an 

ambiguous dbarma that dictates victory for the Pii@ivas. The Kundqetra battle 

represents a cosmological crisis as the world passes into an age of darkness, the kali 

pga. The death of Kama, more than any other, is a pivotal event in the narrative - as 

anticipated, as carried out by and Azjm and as remembered. The chapter will 

close with an examination of the uses of Time in the /wrans following the Kudqptra 

battle. 

Chapter Six will draw conclusions from the previous chapters, then explore the 

questicm of whether Kaqm is a "tragic hero" and whether the o v d l  message of the 

Mababb-ta is "tragic." This will entail a reexamination of rasa in the itihasa, I will 

argue that tragedy is unposSiTÃ̂1 in terms of the universe of the Maba-A In tile 

ittAasa, bnpi stands for the human experience. As a solitary figure in a hostile universe, 

confronted with tremendous ethical and emotional choices, he uniquely represents the 

audience who receives the Maha-bharata d i s  constructed by it. If this is so, then K q a  

is, indeed, the Maha-bbaratds pivotal character, its central "narrative strategy," as it were. 

He provides the most striking example of how the M-bbarata ccmstruets its "net." 



Chapter Two 

The Shape of the Mababharata 

The purpose of this chapter is threefold. In the first part, I will focus upon literary 

qualities exhibited in the shape of the to indicate how paying attention to 

a s a  the way die text is constructed will lead to a greater understanding of the d v -  

whole. Decades of text critical methodology (see Chapter One) have ~ b s x ~ e d  the 

literaiy nature of the itibasa. I will illustrate how the early sections of Adspa/van are 

constructed so as to prefigure the shape that the entire i t i b a  will take. Pan two will 

illustrate that three /asas - vim, raoaira, and .fearana - are particularly important in the 

Mebharafa, working together in complex structural patterns large and small to produce 

a unified aesthetic experience. In part three I will explore bow the narrative strategies by 

which m a  has been placed within the shape of the Mababhaiata emphasize his 

significance as a reference point for understanding the i s major themes. The 

remaining chapters of this dissertation will take up some of those themes as they are 

reflected in the character of h q a .  

The Shape of the Mahabharata 

The philosopher and ethicist Martha Nussbaum, whose work is deeply informed 

by reader-response theory, finds that there i s  an organic connection between a narrative's 

fimn and its meaning. - 



this way or h t ;  it shows7 well bffi, the shape ofa human  SOUL''^ The Greek tragic 

p t s  were aware that hey were engaging in f m  of wmmmicative activity they called 



a Ii- reading afthe Bible will lead to pmfmd insights that ~ v e n t i o ~ ,  

excavative, ~ h o l ~ h i p  has overlmked. He writes: 

Mf KlteMteI pays tribute to Alter. While not dl pints between biblical and epic 

in scholarship that Altds w e  represents. "I believe that the largest inadequacy in 



The son of Lamah- U g g a b v ~ ,  bard of ancient tales, came to the 
twelve-yea ritual session of bunaka, the family chieftain, in the Naimig 
forest.. * 9 

of the M e h a d  and a mxniqg ixnage ofthe mysterious, unpredictable, and 



9i Manu (10.9) says that the misogynous son of a &atnja man and &&? wumm 
is of the nm,H class. S@&u wme tiom the union afa hhmin w m m  and 
&amhmm. 

92 The violent snake sacrifice, sapasam that h m e s  the Mmh&a&? has Vedic 
precedents. There is a vast body of snake lore in Vedic literatureS much of it intended for 
the ptid purpase of protechg from snakebite. The Atbma V d  wntains many 
chams against mpents and the -!ures as gods. Ritual antccdmts of 

and the h~~~~ *ftnwwere 

h n d d  days, and sometimes, as in the case of b M&-'t&kziHs sacrifice, as long as 
twelve yaws. S d e s  wetre mt throw into tk fzre in the Vedic fm their pwpme 
of the rituahs was not to rid the w d d  a f d e s  but to obtain b1essings for those 
w b  pdamd them. Far more on $his, mnsu1t C. 2. Minkowski, "Snakes, Sattms, and 
the M&--en in Ehays oa & M h - m @  exi. Arvind Sbarma (Lkden: E. J. Brill, 
1991), 38440; C. 2. Wnkomki, Vanamejayafs Sattra and Ritual St~cture," Jaumal of 
&Mi ~~~ hi&y 109, no. 3 (Jdy - Stpt idxx 1989): Ml - 420. 



not hzirrnonious in juxtaposition, but each was too good to lose in the opinion of the 



indicating their presence in the archetype from which those manuscripts derived. True to 

the principles of textual criticism, Sukthankar admitted both "above the linen in the 

Critical Edition. He then went on to formulate a general theory about the composition of 

the Afaha-bbara& based upon the double beginning, a theory that has received wide 

scholarly mxptamx. Sukthankar contends that the second "begiiming," in which 

hmaka  asks for stories of the Bhqgu, alerts us to an "ulterior motive" behind the 

"surreptitious addition" of a large number of B-a legends in AdparVan. The 

Bhargavas are an ancient brahmin family or gotra descended from the "inspired poet 

or sage," Blqgu In the i ' ' T h e  Bhargavas stand particulariy close to &aft?yaSsmd 

kings as specialists and consultants in occult practices and as teachers in the arts of war. 

Sukthankar contends, erroneously I believe, that their legends, which appear throughout 

ahnost all eighteen pamans, have "not even the remotest intrinsic connection with the 

story of fte epic.= 

There should be, therefore, in my opinion no hesitation in concluding that 
in our version of the Maba-bbarata there is a conscious - nay deliberate - 
weaving together or rather stitching together of the Bharala legends with 
the Bhargava stories.% 

In other words, in Suklhankar's view, early in its formative period the Maha-bbarata was 

"bhrguized," and the addition of legends of die B m v a  brahmins accounts in part for 

w V. S. Sukthankar, CritJcat Stadies in file lk4kMbbarata (Bombay: Kamatak 
Publishing House, 1944), 1 10. 

9s Vishnu S. S u m ,  "The 33- and the Bharata," Anna/< of the 
B- Oriental Research Institute 18 (October 1936): 67. 

% Sukthankar, The Bhrgus and the Bharata," 70. 



The d t s  of Hiltebeitel's creative explorations shed new light on the 

In 1973, Mahesb Mehb published a paper which, while not ch1Imging 
S-s " b ~ t i c m "  themy, dexnomtrated that the lLhU&ShMs  double 
beginning must b v e  been wnstruc~ ifmt compo@ by the same h d .  He 
hypothesizes an a r ~ k t y p d  nxhstar w b  "must have f d  ~ ~ d i f f ~ t  v d m  of 
the btmbctim to the epic and ... it was k who felt samehow ampkd to juxfapase 

- both....'' Mahash Mehta, "The Problem of the ~ u b l e  Introduction to the ~ ~ t a , w  
J a m d  ofthe A.mm*ixm t2zkwW Sxiety93, no. 4 (1973): 550. 

*Inthe wd~$~#ti& Qgpi dec1arcs himseEBhrgu among the great *@is. 
b&prabp (6.32 [10$25) * .  

Ekebeitei, "Raxmsimg BIyguizdan,'' 161. 
Im Hilte~td, "ReetmsiUng B ~ o n , "  166. 





discloses its ''narrative intention to interlock diE-t levels of the story by the process of 

See SbnIcy E. Fish, -Literam in the Reaim Mective Stylistks," in R- 
R- G ~ t k i .  ed. Jane P. Tomplcins (Baltimore: The J a b s  H q k b s  U&v&e 
Press, I98O), 3 18. 

Im EIWtwikl, "Rewnsickhg Blqguhah&'' 155. 
lMhk0wski7 wJamamejaya's Sattm," 406. 





of the implied mthor. 

learning, and asks him to act as scribe while he, Vyiisa, mites- 

This story argues for a single, i m p i d  authorship - VySsa's - md makes a pwerfhl 

l07 Hegasty? A p t i c e s h i p  in A ~ t i v e n e s ~ , ~  10. 
lD8 Midcowski, "Janarnejayds Sam" 420. 

The passage occurs in A m -  (1.55-87) ofthe Vulgate or Bombay Eklition, 
and is cit I Edition's first volume. 

. 18 

lgadmm 
vy&m @yuvi&a tam d e V a I n a b ~ v S  ma likb hacit 
omityuk~~ii ga@o 'pi bhabhtiva kihi 

--rn*--st 
rn&~-- ( 1-78-80) 1 have folIowed 

here the txanskion of Bruce Sullivan. Bruce M Sullivan, -of tkFiH2~ V d :  



"It makes certain claims about the M B ' a s  a whole, as a unitary compositi0n....'*1~~ 

Following Fitzgerald and ffiltebeitel, who says that he now considers the toto 

have been written by brahmins, and over a far shorter period that usually is ad~anced,~I2 

tins dissertation will assume that the shape of the A^a/ffhhSfata indicates a community 

that could receive it by reading. From the first few slokas, that audience is thrust 

headlong into a challenging, multi-vocal universe of which the author is firmly in control. 

Having established its double ritual frame, the iftbasa names most of its 

significant male dramatispersoaaew suddenly in the Gist chapter of AdparVan, the 

verses: 

Righteous Yudhigfhirzi is the great tree, Aijuna the trunk, Bhimasena its 
branches, the sons of- the abundant fruits and flowers, the root 
Krsna, Brahman, and the brahmins.1 l4 

* James L. Fitzgerald, -India's Fifth Veda: The A/&-Aharate '?Presentation of 
Itself,"inEssaysonthe Mabsbbarata, ad. Arvind Shanna (Leiden: E. 3. Brill, 199 I), 
1%. 

1 12 ffiltebeitcl, "Reconsidering Bofgiiization," 155. 
1 3  8i?oka meter consists offour p w b  or quarter verses of eight syllables each 

(two lines of sixteen syllables). T?&t&A consists of four lines of eleven syllables each- 
I I MSakunistasyasakhah 



The declaration is both an ominous foreshadowing and a masterful poetic condensation of 

what is to come, and marks a clear example of how the audience is assumed to be 

familiar with these characters: an old stony is about to be told, but now through the vision 

of a seer and through the voices of su-tas who have heard it recited in most 

extraordinary circumstances, a violent sarpasattm, and a twelve-year 

Vedic session conducted in the middle of a forest Moreover, the symbolically loaded 

image alerts the audience to a hierarchy of parallel relationships among the characters 

with powerful ethical implications involving death, time. fate, human agency, and their 

"fririts." Those ethical concerns will be the weft of the Manabbarstds great net and will 

be discussed in following chapters. 

Pervasive in Indian ait ami literature is the figure of two trees, celestial and 

terrestrial. The terrestrial tree is rooted in and draws its sap from the life-giving waters; it 

pushes its roots downward and its branches upward- The celestial tree, the ficus or 

advattba, has its roots in the sky and draws its energy from the element of fire; it is  

mentioned in the Rgveda  ̂in the Umsads,115 and in the Bba@vad@ta. "Among all the 

trees I am the Aiivattha," says m ; i l 6  and later: 

madn- sutau puspaphale saqddbe; rn- m o  brahma ca 
(1)65-66) ' 

1x5 See, for example, RV 1,24,7: "In the unfathomable space king Vanma, he of 
purified intelligence, upholds the tree's crest; its ground us up above; (its branches) are 
below; may their rays be plantad deep in us." Ahghz UpaniHVI, 1: With the root 
above ami branches below is the everlasting Asvattha. That is the Pure, that is Brahman; 
that indeed is called the Immortal; therein ail the worlds are set; beyond it nonesoever 



They of the eternal Asvattha tree whose roots are above, whose 
branches below, and whose leaves axe the hymns: be who understands it 
understands the Veda. 1 1 

In the sISta's image, the Yudhighira-tree is the celestial and the Duryodhana-tree 

the terrestrial, the former rooted in divinity and the later in unconsciousness. However, 

the dichotomy, like most of the Ma&abbara& k dichotomies, is merely superficial. Do 

those t~&@bb verses refer to two trees, or to one that may be descnii in different terms, 

or to one that contains the two? Indian sculptures dating back as early as the third 

century BCE, with exemplars throughout the subcontinent and Java, show the two trees 

growing so close together as to form an indivisible cosmic unit l t 8  In 

V@U declares that the abattba is his very form, and that the one who worships the 

a&attba is considered as adoring the entire universe, including the celestials, the asuras 

(demons), and human beings.119 Both the D and the P&@avas originate from 

the seed of K p p  Dvaipiiyana Vyiba, son of watery Satyavati (a fisher girl born from a 

fish) and the brahmin sage an emanation of fiery Siva. These two foreboding 

verses early in Adiparvan establish ambiguous parallels between the wrathful and the 

righteous, between the divine and the unwise, and between the trunkfs) of the tree($), 

A.@na and Kama. The skaadba, "trunk," of the tree, rising upward to the heavens, 

goetb. This truly is Thaiw Translated in F. D. K. Bosch, The Go/& Germ: An 
Introduction to Indi-im Symbolism (The Hague: Mouton & Co., 1960), 66-67. - - 

l i 6  &a&&& sarva@yqwp (10.32[10]26) 
Il7 urdhvamulam asVathmp prahuravyayam 

chandamsi yiiqa yas taqi veda aa vedavit (6.37[15] 1) 
~ o s c h  discusses such a stone tree from Besnagar dating probably from the 

third century BCE. See Bosch, Golden Germ, 78 and ff. 



plunging downward into the waters, with all that implies of masculine energy (the word 

pmbabiy derives from the verb stand, to spurt out, as semen), is the pivot and fulcrum of 

~ ~ ~ t ~ e ; d W M i @ h b & q ~ d q W b ~ c h u l d  

of the Sun, brother of the Pilq&vas, support of Duryodhana. In the kind of masterful use 

of repetition found throughout the in Udyogaparvan, die MahSbharatds pivotal 

book, K$qa will utter all but identical tn*$ubb verses (see Chapter Five). 

After that brief btemption, Ad!#ammnreturns to slotca meter and the brooding 

lament of D-tra, speaking to m j a y a  at the end of the Kudqetia battle. 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ & r n ~ m & ~ ~ ~ s ~ g ~ ~ ~ e  

svamvara to Qppi's cursing of AsVatthaman after the war. Each verse begins, "When I 

heard that..," and andiudes, "...then I lost hope of victory, Saqjaya."120 In this manner, 

by the end of AdiparVadssecond adby@-rn the audience has been reminded of events to 

come and has been directed to contemplate their complexity and ambiguity. Details 

about the Pihpjavas, Kauravas, and other important characters have been introduced 

mbimdly. Qeiiberatety, however, little about Khqa b W made expiicit. His 

'secret" - to which the audience is privy - is muttered. 

The structure of the Oirtsayhas been compared to a symphony, a weaving 

together of patterns both small and very large.'-1 The -bAarate might be compared to 

the classical Indian rap - intricate, dazzling, at once structured and improvised, a 

- - - - - - - - - 

lI9 13.126.4-6, in the Vulgate. Cited in Bosch, ?5o/den Germ, 190. 
wJaya-p saptap (1.1.102-157) 





In the twentieth c e m q ,  V.S. Suktlmku would argue that the lL&&WMa& 







heroic after he leami that Ptir&git had been killed by the wily m-p Tak@ca, who had 

A@s flaming maw. 133 



The tone is all the more ironic for the fact that T&#m himself escapes with the help of 

his friend Indra. This violent session is the 4 s primary frame in which all the rest is 

in which all file rest is reflected. 

The Baudha--= &u&i Sutra locates the site of the original sarpasattra at 

a Synonym for capital of the m v a s ,  built upon the 

land cleared when K$qpi and Arjuna burned down the Khib&va Forest.135 Here, at the 

end ofAd/pa/van, is a scene that both hearkens back to the and prefigures the 

&~~lcgetra battle. A ravenous Agni, black-garbed and red-eyed (like Janamejaya's 

Bhrgus), approaches Arjuna and Krsna, who are sporting with their women by the river, 

and requests the two champions to give him the Kh-va Forest to devour. Arjuna asks 

m return for weapons equal to his and W s  strength, thereby obtaining his famed 

G@@iva bow, celestial chariot, and deathiess horses. m a  obtains the divine discus, 

c i  Thus anned, Arjuna cries heroically, "Now I am up to the task of conquering the 

worlds in a war, 0 file god!"l36 That task is eerily similar to the sarpasattrs. Wa grows 

swiftly to nizidfSL as Qpp and Arjuna, celestial weapons in hand, see to it that nothing 

escapes Agni's hunger 

Eyes blazing, tongues blazing, the huge, gaping maw blazing, the erect 
hair blazing, drinking the fat of the living with reddish eyes, the oblation- 

135 &)iÃ̂fflae (17.18) asserts that the fiist s a ~ 7 ~ a s s f f r a  was performed by the 
snakes themselves, who became biters and obtained their poison as a result. Minkowski, 
"Janamejaya's Sattra," 4 15. 

136gandi-valp dhanur adaya tatWqayyau mah- 
ahaffl apy utsahe 10- vijetuq yudhi pavaka 

parivaiyairaup dsvenamahata prabho 
kiimq samprajvaladyaiva kalyau sv& sahyakannani (1 -2 16-29-30) 



eater feasted cm the elixir that and Aqjuna had procured, and became 
glad, satiated, supremely happy.137 

The narrative describes in chilling detail the fate of the defenseless forest creatures: 

Many were burning m one spot, others were scorched, eyes split open, 
swooning. Some embraced their sons, others their 
unable to abandon them, and thus went to their 

Others with maimed faces, rolling hither and thither, 
Agni's mouth. Hither and thither, creatures with scorched 

wings, eyes, and paws were seen writhing on the ground until they 
perished. 138 

The mother of the snake Asvasena, TakpWs son, attempts to protect her child by 

swallowing him, but A r j ~ n a  severs her head with an arrow; as Asvasena escapes, Arjuna, 

Krsna, and Agni ciirse him: "You shall never be safe!""* T a m  himself is not present 

at the K-va buminsf be is away, says Vaisampayana, at Kumkytra. Thus the 

narrative weaves its tight web. The furious burning of the forest concludes with the 

curiously pathetic story of the baby Samgaka birds, still in cases as their mother 

babhii~a muditas trptd~ paralp wtd~ (1 2 19.33-34) 
desa bahavo nisteptas ca tathapare 
vim ca VipIallas ca v i m  
sutan anye pit@ matfnis t a m  

tyaktum mi Ack& snehena tathaiva nidhanaifi gam 
vilq-tair darsanau anye samupetuh 

 to nxahl-tale 
vinazlyan- krk@a@ (1.11 7.54) 

139 apratim bbavediti (2 18.1 1) In the Bombay 
revenge at K- by entering an arrow Kama aims a 

y slain, thus providing ample motivation for 
sole heir. (8.90) 



frantically attempts to protect them from the flames. Eventually they escape, joining 

ASvasena and the architect Maya (who will build Yudhi@ids magical sabha3 as the sole 

This same progression, from vim rasa to n u a h  rasa to hmp /ass, characterizes 

the great battle prefigured by the aupasatta and KEi&wa burning. As the lengthy 

battle books progress and hero after hero is dismembered until the field is a river of 

blood, descriptions of the beauty of battle - 

Men lay on the field with limbs crushed by maces, heads smashed by 
clubs, by el , horses, and chariots. And the earth, strewn 
everywhere with the bodies of slain horses, men, and elephants, looked 
beautifill, 0 long, as if covered with lolls.141 

- sound increasingly gruesome despite their poetry. It all will culminate in the paroxysm 

of violence in Book Ten, the Night Massacre, when Ahatthaman is by ~~ 
After the long battle books, the Bhargava son of Ihqa,  bearing a congenital jewel in his 

forehead like a na-$p, accomplishes his violent deed in but a few brutal slobs The 

steeping warriors are as defenseless as Janamejaya's snakes and the K&qtjava creatures: 

Terrified by his sword, jumping up sick with fear, blinded by sleep and 
befuddled. some hid wherever legs paidyzed, and drained of 
strength by y in fear, they crushed one 
another. 142 

la 1.220. 
1 9  gdii VimaW~r gmak m w a i f  b W a S *  

gajavgjirat- h a t e  sma Wtau 
tathaivisv-m ân-rair ababhau tada 
~ c h a n n a v a s u d h a r a j a n p a r v a t a i r i v a ~  

14%&3~ tac chastm vitrasta bkyaturah 



This apotheosis of raudra rasa is followed immediately by the exquisite pathos of 

Sfl-7-parvan, The Women, as the women of the warriors of both sides discover the bodies 

raudia, StnparVaa is suggestive of . rasa. 

Some seeing their brothers, some their husbands, and some their sons 
fallen dead upon the earth seizing the arms of the slain, those fair-anned 
women are themselves falling down. Hear, 0 unvanquished one, the loud 
wails of those elderly women and those others of middle age at the sight of 
this slaughter! 143 

multiple layers. Abhinavagupta and hdavardhana believed that the effect would be to 

arouse in the audience sass. J. L. Masson and M. V. Patwardhan, in their book 

&tarasa andAbhiaavagupla's Philosophy ofAesthetics, desen'be that experience as 

envisaged by the two great Indian aestheticians: 

As unhappiness and doom succeed one another in a seemingly endless 
display of the vanity of this wdd; as we slowly become aware of the folly 
of trusting to the external world to bring happiness; as one after another 
the heroes of the epic whom we have come to know over volumes and 
volumes fade from existence and everything seems to desiccate and near 
its end, the reader is invaded by a sense of doom, a sense of the 
uselessness of strife, and he is eventually instilled with a craving for 
&imquility, for axs end to human suffering and misery* If our reading is 



I will return to die question of Saata rasa in Chapter Six. Although reading the 

entire Maha-bbarata is indeed conducive of a profound experience of tranquility, I would 

be cautious in reducing the IkihBa to that effect alone, for it seems to me that the 

narrative is conducive to much more. In the end, its effect will be to turn the audience 

towards the wdd,  not away from it What I would like to suggest here is that this play 

of three rasas is structured similarly into the character and life of Kama, who, I contend, 

uniquely embodies the concerns. H e , m o r e t h a n A i j ~ ~ b o d i ~ t h e t h r e e  

elements of heroism specified by Bharata: dSaay/ra, "gmerous heroism," day@-- 

"compassionate heroism," anddbarmavlia, "righteous heroisrn."14S However, driven by 

&va and kala, "Fate" and Time," to make certain radical choices, his world collapses in 

violence and pathos. to the next part of this chapter, I will examine how the manner in 

which the character of l k q a  is woven into the Maha-bbeUatds structure articulates his 

particular significance just as die overall structure of the determines how 

the audience shall contemplate its contents. 

J. L. Masson, and M. V. andfilimavagupta's 
Philosophy ofAosthettcs (y-: B 1 Research Institute, 1%9), x. 

( ~ ~ 6 6 . 7 9 )  Bharata, The Nqtyasastra, Asenlid to Bhta-Mmu, Vols. 1& 2, 
117. 



&qaa% PJ- m*kMn the S h p  uf* IMdBSbbsa 

The literary qualities of die its subtle and sophisticated use of 

rktorieai devices, are difticult to study simply beamse of tbe i-s huge size. 

Necessarily, one must limit one's inquiry, and here the character of m a  is the chosen 

delimiter. By focusing oh a character rather than one story or one parvaa, we may 

appreciate better the manner in which the narrative sustains its techniques over tens of 

of verses, and we may get a glimpse of how it constructs its single net. In 

following sections, I will examine certain narrative strategies by which the itihasa 

sustains the reader's focus on Kama, strategies that ly could be examined with 

different foci. 

Narrative Strategies: Ekalavya and the Show of Weapons 

Oblique refereuces to Kaqm throughout die d y  sections of AdparVan have 

greatly increased dramatic tension, so that when Kaqa does, quite emphatically, stride 

onto the scene, at the Show of Weapons, the model audience is as stunned as the audience 

at the arena.j4" Immediately preceding the Show of Weapons is the disquieting story of 

Ekalsvya, in which the msas of v&a, mwtoa, and are combined to great effect147 

This talc of the virtuous son of the chief of the Ni-, a non-Aryan tribe of hunters, 

challenges Aqjuna's claim to heroic and martial preeminence. For their training in 

weapons, the youthful P@@ivas and Kauravas have taken h q a  as guru. wuna 



ingratiates himself and becomes I h q d s  favorite, the teacher vows dial no archer on 

earth ever will be Arjuna's equal. The sutah son Karqa also goes to learn from h q ~ ,  

and K m p  and Arjima jealously compete with one another. The N m  Ekalavya 

approaches Droqa as well, but is rejected because of his low class. Disappointed but 

undaunted, Ekalavya retires to the fines wwhe k heconstructs a clay figure of Drona, 

worships it as his guru, and achieves supreme skill with the bow. One day the P w v a s  

and D m p  happen through the forest and see evidence of his expertise. Realizing that 

Arjuna's Superiority faces a challenge, they ask Ekalavya for die name of his teacher. 

~ ~ p u & m & k c l a y f i ~ , ~ ~ a ~ e ~ ~  

"teacher's fee" - the thumb of Ekalavya's dominant hand Without hesitating, the boy 

pulls out his knife and places the severed member at his guru's feet. Never again can 

Ekalavya pose a challenge to Droqa and his favorite apprentice, or to the social order they 

representY R$atnH in aims is preserved by the mutilation of the earnest 

tribal boy. As a prelude to the Show of Weapons, the story of Ekalavya is a skillfiil 

strategy for alienating the audience from Arjuna and preparing the audience to favor the 

low class Mta who next will challenge the ambidextrous P@&va. 

At the show, Arjuna makes a  bravura demonstration of bow, did), ami sword, 

Suddenly fmm the gateway a sound is heard of arms being slapped in challenge, loud as a 

thunderbolt 

148In Udyoeaparv~ we team that Ekalavya becomes king of the Ni&Wisand is 
slain in battle by Kigyp (5.47.71). For a discussion of the story of Ekalavya, see S. 



As the people, wide-eyed in wonder, gave way, Kama, conqueror of 
enemy cities, strode into the broad arena. Bearing his congenital annor, 
his face lit by two earrings, with his bow and bound-on sword, he was like 
a walking mountain. Kama, of great renown and wide eyes, had been 
born of the maiden PgWi [Kunti] and the fiery-rayed Sun, of which he was 
aportion. Equalinstrengthtoalionorelephant,likethesunandmoonin 
effulgence, beauty and splendor, bright as a golden palm tree, lion-like, 
youthful - countless were the qualities of this glorious son of Bhaskara 
[the Sun].*49 

When Kanp challenges Arjuna to a cootest, the PZingIavas demand that he make 

public his pedigree. Who is this stranger? Is he a ~~ Duryodhana, in one of his 

finest moments, recognizes K m p ' s  natural nobility and anoints him king of Mga, 

thereby bestowing a proxy &a&i>Ãˆ4ioo on Kiqa and earning his pledge of eternal 

friendship. But when the humble charioteer Adhiratha steps into the arena to embrace his 

son, Bhixna mocks K a r p  for his obviously low-class origins. Kanp has no right to fight 

someone as highborn as %ma, says Bhima. Karpa silently casts a rueful eye at the sun 

and the crowd disperses.150 However, a seed of dread is planted that will torment 

Shankar, "The Thumb of Ekalavya: Postcolonial Studies and the 'Third World" Scholar 
in a NmculoniaI World," WorldLiteratim Todsy 68 (Summer 1994): 479-87. 

la ch& 'vakikk p@r e m y o Q h U d m  
viv& raiigarn vis- parapwarnjay* 

kavacaqi bibhrat -oddyotitanan& 
sadhanur baddhanistriipw padacariva parvat* 
J=ya - garbha  ̂P Pmu yasah prthayah pfthdocanah 

bhas h 
silpharsabb pj 
diptikanti dyutlgunaiu Smyendu jvalanopama 

kanakatilabha si 
Â¤rUna (1.126.1-5) 

IS0 Shulman characterizes this moment, when Kama, his head still wet from the 
water of his anointing as king sees his aged father, as a sudden reversal akin to 



b n p  is .woven into the shape of the M2abTb-a by means of a rich army of 

temptation by & u p ' s  battle with Arjma. This chapter MI1 examine narrative 



151 Althaugb van Buitencn m mhadly imagine that in a more original form me 
Bmk o # l k F w m  the same size as in the mt," he stiIl a l l m  that %ivelve years 
i s a l ~ ~ , d ~ ~ g ~ m ~ g h e ~ g ~ a ~ o f ~ l m @ a f ~ ~  
W m m w m d d - W b - . "  J.AB.-B~-d&m., Tl5e 

. l l & d W ~ h @  Vole 2: TBe Bbok of tbc Asembfy H d !  m e  Bmk of& F o ~ t ( ~ c a g o :  
University of Chicago hss ,  1975), 177. 

la Far example, at m e  pint we hew Ugmbws dating what VaibappSyana 
told bamcjaya about what NWada told Y- abaut the sage l h b m h d d s  
ixmverdm with h v a  (3.8 1) 

153 In a recent paper delivered at the Sixteenth European G o ~ ~ c e  on M d e m  
South hian Studies at Edinb- September 2OOO, James H e m  makes prec~sely this 
argument thmugb an azmlyxiis of the N d e m  tkte stury af Nda, axxi the 
--- ?he dicing match in i ! i W h - v .  H q p t y ,  "h  ti^ in 
A ~ t i v ~ . "  

St&ya is arguably the most giorious deity among those summoned by Ktmti's 
mantra. Yudhighids fkther D b a  is a shadowy presence; w h  he does appear he 
--fa=. D ~ ~ ~ ~ s - & ~ W = a ~ m  
& ~ k ~ c ~ ~ , d m b ~ ~ s ~ h k & @ d ~ a & g  

Wher mighty king ofthe god in the Vedas, is qmsmtcd in the 
.h4%hi%hBa&~ as a weak+ even l&crous, d&y. See, fm instance, 5 9-1 8, where hdm 
must be saved fbm a series of ~ ~ ~ i c  mishaps, including W g  swalluwed by the 
monster V- him's heroic shying OW- is ~ o u s l y  c e l b t d  trhmughout the @', 
v* 



~ B ~ -  

I d m i ,  Dhama;~~s and Vi@. The fkthcrs of N W a  md Sdm&v& the Ahins, are said to 

besonsofSirya. ~ S m h p l d ~ ~ D b ~ p ' s ~ W m d ~ ~ ~ e  

P@&v~s "in his body, aflame like a blazing &e.''1% Swa promises to pf~vi& mple 

fd chnhg the twelve years of exile. Thus opens with a vivid 

reminder of K m p  and the secret of his wlar Ha, "fhly," a secret known by the 

audience but not yet by Kanp's bmtkm (See Chapter Thee fm a &sedan  of b q d s  

S O k  Wa) 

The days of the exile are hught with bitter recdlectiuns of &imp. Ihupadi 

stubbody rimes her rescntmmk Wevet ever wiil my griefbe asmiaged that same 

K m  laughed at me!"15? brqa's derisive laughter, f a  more than R@&~TM's 

zmmbadhg or Ilwy-s Wgsrity, bas deeply wamkd .lMqm&; she cannot 

f~rgive her huban& or Qqqa for allowing lt to uccm and npeatedy berates Y~dhi@h 

f m b - y m M h v w e  Y-f idyd-b-fmbs 

hesitatiun: "I cannot steep hm h t h g  h u t  the dextmity of the s@&k sari who 

SWPZWNS everyone in bmdhg the bow."~~8 Ever since the Show of Wmipons, 

Y~dhis@hi has seen clearly a fist  that Qgp c ~ d s  fbm MUM to the end: l h g a  is 

foremost warrior of the land. After Y a w s  candid admissim of his f-, 



Yudhiqm aside and advises him to send &*ma on a search far divine weapans. 



amage might bave beexi prevented. For the mst of his We,Y- will m o m  for 



@XI d c b g  to be allowed to retire to the forest; be can find no peace, he says, having 



Narrative Strategies: The Golden Earrings 

symbols. "his disserta?ion argues against or beyond am historic, diackonic analysis that 

A synchronic analysis, howevtx, diows an exploration of the multiple parailelisms that 

stolen earrings is woven throughout the jM&w a d  is richly suggestive of &up's 

The ward 42zq1a m- "eaqW and the h t  that was born wearing golden 









name, has entered Km#s body in order to kill A ~ j m a . 1 7 3  A reinvigorated Duryodhana is 

then returned to the spot where be had been fasting; he thinks it all has been a dream. Yet 

Kama, we are told, "with the inner soul of Naraka possessing his mind and spirit,"174 now 

renews his vow to to kill Arjuna. Was it a dreara? Has Kanp been 

by die asora Naraka? The narrative reveals nothing further, but more details 

about Naraka are disclosed later, in Udyogaparvan. Naraka, it seems, bad stolen from the 

goddess Aditi, mother of the dcvas, her divine earrings that bad emerged from the 

primordial Elixir. The dnÃ§ had appealed to Kfsna for help. EQqa attacks Naraka's 

impregnable city, slays the demon, retrieves the amhgs, and returns them to Aditi's 

hcaven. 

The stories of Uttaiika and Naraka emphasize the divinely precious value of the 

jewels, desired by humans, demons, and gods. Having emerged from the Elixir, the 

golden kzqa#diasa~ a condensation of that substance of immortality for which the gods 

and demons have fought since the chinning of the Ocean of Milk at die dawn of creation. 

The development of the motif, then, calls attention to m a ' s  role as a representative 

human individual, the ultimate 'oattieground upon which the fences of heaven and hell are 

forever in conflict 



Narrative Strategies: the Satas Kazqa and m j a y a  

Repetition, framing, foreshadowing, allusion, motifs, symbolism, mythological 

references are among the rhetorical devices used throughout the eighteen parvans to 

weave the character of K m p  into the Mahabba/atds net. They alert the audience to 

Kmp's central importance, provoke sympathy for the lonely hero, rouse curiosity, and 

develop dramatic tension. Kaqa's centrality is made explicit in the elegant narrative 

structure of Udyoeaparvan. Here, as nowhere else in die itslasa, the audience is directed 

to pay attention to what the text does, for its segments are engaged in a dynamic 

discourse that is expanded rhetorically and symbolically far beyond the immediate events 

of the parv<a/7. 

The Effort is a book of revelations. Here Qqqa reveals to Karqa the secret of his 

solar birth. Here Bhipia reveals that Prince fiikag@im is the key to Bhigna's 

vulnerability. Here IQga manifests his divinity before the Kaurava court. 

Udyogaparvan is also a book of fateful choices: in the face of war, Aqjuna chooses the aid 

of Qga alone; Duryodhana prefers Q y p t s  army. Dmyodhana refuses peace by yielding 

to Yudhistfaira even a pinprick of land. hxqa refuses to unite with his Pq@va brothers. 

Bhipna agrees to lead the Kaurava army and Karqa refuses to fight while Bhiqna lives. 

^alp pledges to fight on the Kauravast side but to undermine m. The revelations and 

decisions of "The Effbrt" are a cuhbation of what has gme befm a d  prelude to all 

that is to come. The pa/ran begins directly after the marriage of Arjuna's son Abhimaayu 

and Uttara, parents-to-be ofParil@. It ends as the two great armies assemble for war. 



IMy on in the foUowing hwk, a m e s  the climax of the lkfizh-4 the 

Bhagpvadg-&& which U W m m  anticipates, and after which all is battle and 

dcmuemmt. htherising Wing actim of the iWii&~, this fifth bwk is dl ascent. 

The very name of the pmm is enigmatic ueuga, "stremous e ~ ~ "  Whose 

e f f i  i s  ~~ To what end is that e f f i  The greatat effm tobeQga's 

embassy ta the Kamva court to sue fm peace. Yet Qga as avatiha is committed to W 

mxxaity of war, fm the K e r n  W e  has been divinely f- U i g a  also 

meam "active ~ t h , ' '  and indeed the ambiguous canflation of efForts for peace and 

is a wmplex a d  

c o w  ~ t a t i o u  of8 crucial ethical dilemma: how can ~e horrendous holocaust 

o f & w h g - b m d ?  ~ & I ~ ~ I y ~ i ~ o f ~  

death, f&e, md hman  initiative, but behind a11 these a more profound questian, 

suggesti12g that the myo# in udyap may adkipate the p@ taught by in the 

qqmaching BhpmeiS That question centers upon the condition of the isolated 

individual in the & . g  kiah~mand the necessity of bb&X To whom is MaW 

accessible? Far whom is it possiile? U i o g a v  addresses the question through two 

m m b  of the s@&~Aass: Supjaya a d  Kmpa (The sB&wid w q ~ ,  "classw or 

will be d i s d  in a q r e r  'Rmx.) 

U-mrn-  its pivatat position in the totai stn~ctwe of the 

&i not only by anticipating what is to came but dm by evoking and clan-g 

earlier passages. As noted abvc, A & m s  very first Mm-p-Vy flashes 



each of his bitter m e ~ . ~ ~ r i e s  closes with the refhin, "Then, hpjaya, I lost hope of 

W ~ . S ~ - I ~  is the great tree, Kaqi the tru&, h a m i  its 
branches, ~ k i b a n a  the abundant fhits and flowers, the m t  unwise King 
D H m -  



f79 A number of parallels to the Bha@va@*Sme woven throughout the nmative. 
One, r c m d c d  upon by ! S h a h i n  and R.amanujan appam d i d y  before U- 
h - d d m h  V ~ ~ ~ ~ & ~ a a = w k = @ =  
c ~ o t c c r  ta ymmg prime Uttaza in a fight with cattle-raiding Kawavas. See Shubm, 
A & g d  Gbwn, 262; A. K hmujan, ffRepetitim in the M&&bhhww in l i hays  on 
tk - b h @  ecL A ~ n d  S b m a  (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1 9 9  I), 426. 







"Where there is Krsna, there is victory," declares Sapjaya-1" T%@Mq@a asks Saqjaya 

how it is that he recognizes as the Lord of the Universe while he, the king, does 

not What is the bhaktJby virtue of which he has that knowledge? "I do not cherish 

illusion," replies Saipjaya. "I do not practice disarma wrongly. Being purified by bbakti, 

1 know J d h d a a  fbxn the d ~ ~ g s ~ w l ~  

Free from the m a s  "illusion," that imprisons the long and king's son, certain of 

his role in life as councilor and charioteer, loyal, simple, and pious, m j a y a  is a type of 

model devotee. Kaqa is loyal, but he has devoted himself to substantiating 

s illusions. If his role as 'ounci1or bcfits a Sue his @tri@ ambitions do 

not. Yudhi@a refers to him as "councilor Kaqm ... whose guidance that dolt 

Suyodbana follows,""* but the relationship of thiryodhana and Kaqa is symbiotic. 

K-a indulges Duryodhana's dark fancies; -t.dhana supplies a philosophy of life for 

K v  to follow. In one of Udyogaparvads most gripping scenes,187 when 

attempts to draw Kmqa to the side of the PQqlavas, the side favored by the gods, he 

vicespyati bhii- h-@m iva jan&dm@ (5-66.10) 



q p d s  to b n p  on a pudy human level, d f e g  not a hint of his divinity. h q a  in 

turn refuses to change sides f a  the thomughly human reason k t  the s&& Adhiratha and 

~ s M e ~ ~ k b b m d d f o r ~ a ~ o f & g ~ o f W h ~  

.fa la Such good-heartedness is the closest thing to love that ever has 

lam- and o~~ him mthing more: "You speak ta me out of goad % 

mt&di@" says K m p ,  but this sudda kindness is not sutlkient to weaken his sworn 

loyaky. (&q@s temptation of I b p  befm tk K- W e  wi11 be discusd 

fidm in Chapter Five.) 

The pmilkls established in L4-p- between 5kupjaya and Kanp suggest 

m . W s m l y  may not be a~dable to evexym~. Sapjaw paescs because 

of his pure and simple h m  he is the true b !  &*ma receives b-all but 

anwih@y becaue Kgyqa lvqiires Azjuu8's devotion in older to m1 his m - 0 ~  

puqxms. However, Qpti  conceals his true nature h m  K m p ,  choosing to enmmtm 

him mart-b-man, as it were. Kaqa rises nobly to the occasion., yet the audience knows 

that he is being tricked. At the close of their conversation, asks Kaqm to see to it 

that the battle starts in -1y sven days, on the new m n ,  the Day of kib .  Kimp 

cumplies, and it is he who ordm messengers into the Kamava camp crying7 "The Yoke 

w m ~ ! u m h & y M a * m b g d * b  

inwherability, of his elixir-born kup#Was That Kaqm orciers the "yoke," yoga (another 

n-of&-%me) isdl the more poignant fwtk h t  &at he, thegnatest 







Upholding the SelE Class, Lineage, and Karqa 

Arjunavs wnap&ye,w "1 will mot fim" p m q t s  the 

' ' am yotsy~: "I will not fight," is  mchallemged. Thus, the Kamva troops assemble 

m ~ K m f i e l d ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ @ ~ a r ~ W d d ~ ~ s ~ p ~ ~  

yoke- He is mt there when the two armies fse one mother. He is absent when Mums 

~ ~ K s @ ~ ~ ~ d l a ~ & n W b w .  w * m t - w M b a  

m i -  wait while the royal charioteer, the divine s8tig, disputes Axjma's dedamtion, 

meals ta his &end their hm-divine twin&p as Nm-NMyaqa, and delivers the 

it&hds writd teaching cm &a& the & i b i g a ~ 8 ~ * ~  For ten days hqp is  alone, 

- w ~ ~ e ~ w ~ , N ~ - a M c p h y m N m -  

lWSymp~ N h d a  is a ward f a  hell, the he11-m b h m q  m m b p ,  to which 

souls in the q c k s  af igmmmc retam We a* tifeF H a  may be the m f m t  ta which 

hr@s possession pints. b q a  is a fragmented being caught in a hellish w d i c t  

between his imd!di@-q bhermt nature, and the s-b* by his ~ ~ ~ t s .  

Pledged in friendship ta incamate W, k is a man of the k & ~ s  excluded h m  the 

twilight privileges eqjopd by his Ismthem who am lead by inmum& VWu fhm an age 

of partial trutb into the age of dark ipmance. The Mm&& addresses an audimw 

many centuries inm the age of Mi; a~ such, is  their, out, qmsmtative. The 

iti&iZsds wmprehensive exploratim of &ama is nuwhere more acutely f m d  than in 
.. 



wuqm until he has ccmstructed for himself an identity hpssible  ta abandon Karga is 

h i e d  a last sod; mt knowing Wse& his is a Welong struggle to h o w  his "self?' 

"All in all, one WOW probably pefw to have a selc'' be@ David Shuhan in 

Nala, with his addiction to dicing and c v m t  lass of - and salvation through - his 

Nala," is also a wndensation of the themes that are the iM&ds overall concerns: the 



I l l  

die agencv of his wife, Damayanfi, as the PS@&vas are saved from slavery to incarnate 

Kali, Duryodhana, by Draupadi. hnp's  choice of friendship with mi-thiryodhana, 

and, we shall see, his rejection by Draupadi, trap him in the hell-on-eanh, naraAa, of 

those who know neither themselves nor what they know. 

Dbasma. says P. V. , is one of those words "that defy all attenipts at an exact 

rendering in English or any other tongue."lg5 However, its centrality is everywhere 

affirmed. Says the ~aittiii-p &qyak  

Dbanaa is the foundation of the whole universe. In this world people go 
unto a person who is bee versed in dharma for guidance. By means of 
dftanna one drives away evil. Upon <aanna evetything is founded. 
Therefore, dbarma is called the highest good.i% 

What, then, is disarma? In its traditional sense, dhaima is essentially 

the privileges, duties and obligations of a man, his standard of conduct as a member of 

the *an community, as a member of one of the castes [ v-as\ as a person in a 

particular stage of life [asErania]."m However, the word is subtle, slippery, multifaceted. 

Manu defines dbansa as that which is "constantly followed and assented to in the heart 



by learned men, good men who have neither hatred nor passion."[= One suspects that 

Manu intends to imply how uncommon is the man without passion or preference, how 

rare the man who follows dbarma. Certainly one would look far for the man who knows 

in his heart the labyrinth of rules that is the Maamrt f ;  "Laws of Manu." 

Van Buitenen translates dbarma Umf01~111y as a capitalized "Law," not because 

"Lawn is or appropriate, he allows, but in order that the scholarly reader may 

recognize the originalwold and keep track of the vast scope of its meanings - "and there 

is hardly a concept more fundamental to the epi~."19~ Wilhelm Halbfass looks for 

eEbanaakÂ¥ssc in its root, &, "to uphoid," and the dcrivabves "upholding," 

and dharya, that which "is to be upheld." Dhaima refers to a '!reciprocity of upholding," 

says Halbfass. It is "(hat upholding which is incumbent on qualified men, but it is also 

the condition under which such upholding is possible. It protects its protectors. ... Those 

who fulfill their dbarma uphold the condition which upholds them- tells the 

Axjuna that his dbanaa is to act "while looking only to what holds together 

the world'QQ1 The reciprocal action, then, of "upholdingu or "holding together" implies 

an agent who knows his dbanaa and is himself "held together," in possession of a unified 

self. 

Wendy and Brian K. Smith h k g e r ,  trans. and cds., The Laws ofManuWew 
York: Penguin Books, 1991), 17. 

lg9 J.A.B. van Bintcnen, cd. trans., TheMibabbarata, Vol. I: TheBootof 
l&pbiagp (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1973), xli. 

Wilheb Halbfass, India &Europe: An Essayh Uriderstandiw(New York: 
State oik Press, 1988), 3 18- 19. 

evapi q p a S Y a n  kartum aihasi (6.25.20) 



Dbarma is central to the itibasds discourse; the meaning and l i d o n  of the 

concept is wrestled with throughout the eighteen- is instructed in 

r n i l ~ g ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ b t ~ & h b m ~ d ~ g  

obedience and leads to terrible violence. Yudhisthira is instructed, all but endlessly, on 

what Ins iSja dbarma demands - an enterprise to which he only reluctantly agrees.202 For 

Arjuna and Yudhigfhh the challenge is deceptively straightforward: they must learn to 

assume the duties and privileges conferred by both into a particular v- The fact is, 

however, that by the time of the events descn"bed in the Mababbma the four original 

varaas, created, as the Rgveda famously recounts, with the very first sacrifice of the 

primordial Purusa, 203 have become thoroughly intermixed. Yet, the very foundation of 

dbarma includes the correct relaticmship between the four mupasalong with the correct 

relationship between the "three worldsw - the "triple world," trai70Jba, consisting of the 

heavenly abode of the gods, the nether world of the aswas, and the earth. When anything 

goes wrong on earth, the telatic~oship between the three worlds is damaged. Because they 

are the gods' elder brothers, the assaysaxe always stronger than the gods. so much so that 

In fact, as Brockington notes, it is qmptomatic of the Mahabbaratds approach 
to dharma that Yudhisfhira, referred to as Dharmsraja, King Dhanna, is the least decisive 
of the five brothers, as Draupadi- is quick to point out on various occasions. John 
Brocldngtcm, Hie SSaasknt Ernes (Leidea: Brill, 1998),242. 

^ "His mouth the Brahmin; his arms were made into the Warrior 
[&atnya\ his thighs the People and from his feet the Servants [sudras] were 
born." (Rgveda 10.90.12), in: Wendy Doniger OTIaherty, Tie <w Urii (New Yo& 
Penguin Books, 1981), 31. 



d&â ma is dmwn repeatedly towards disintcgration.204 As recounfed in the 

Mah&bha/a@rn the aswas are forever attempting to drive the gods out of heaven by 

taidng hold of the becoming powerful Aiaff7>asand causing disorder. When the 

Earth, BhunU; becomes overburdened with these human-born demons, she appeals to 

Brahma for relief. Then Brahma commands tk other gods to take birth with a portion of 

themselves. Most importantly, he sends Viwu to earth as the avatars. Then comes a 

great destruction. The powerful Bhrgu ParasmSma, says Vai&qig@yana, fulfilling 

Brahma's will, already has had cause to clear the earth of @tow twenty-one times 

over. Each time, the surviving &atriH women mated with brahmin men, thereby 

revitalizing the warrior class, and establishing a practice of varya intermixture down 

through the generations. 

The ancient writers on dbarmat ra  strove mightily to account for the 

bewildering ramifications of the four wapas spoken of in the Thesastraswe 

unanimous that the numerous classes found in the country resulted from the unions of 

males of various waEpd?MWltb women of different v4aqsS.m The K^ahtthhSrafa is 

concerned with this issue, and addresses it by raising the question of the inherent 

relationship between cooduct and birth. How tisconduct? Canitmodify 

ra/na? To what extent is conduct influenced by vqm? How important isAu/a, "lineage?" 

- -  

* Madeleine Biaricau, "Some Remarks on the Links between the Epics, the 
PWiqas and Their Vedic Sources," in Stvdiesh Hindu* ed. Gerhard Oberhammer 
(Wein: Osterreichische Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1997), 75-76. 

1.58. 
aÃ Kane, Vol. 0, Part S. 50. 



Stme of the ~ M s  didactic passages suggest that conduct is most hpmtmt, as 

in the dialogue between of the brahmin and the hunter, where the assertion is that when a 

man, even a S u e  abides by righteousness he lays claim to brahminhood.207 However, 

such assertions are primarily theoretical. In the itihasds "relentless, bleak vision= of 

reality, the truth is far more complex. The Piiqqbvas, for instance, are especially sensitive 

to class purity and its privileges. They cannot countenance Arjuna stooping to fight 

MtapuOa Kfl^aa, they see no wrong in ananging for a lowly N'uss/sSs woman and her five 

sons to be burnt alive in the lacquer house in order to save their own lives,m nor 

do they bulk at kana's request for the M#kk Ekalavya's thumb in order to protect 

Arjuna's superiority and amourpropre. 

-Earthly Origins 

On the battlefield, a disheartened Arjuna expresses to K&qa his grave concerns 

about tee evil caused by the destruction of family, kula @yajqrtam &wp. The 

destruction of eternal family laws, kula s a a a - .  he says, results in the 

cormption of family women, kula stn'ys f̂ and then class miscegenation, mwpa 

sagiiaraA.21Â Issues of Ma dharma and mpa dharma are significant themes in the 

ioiias^s multivocal discourse, and particularly as concerns the blurring of lines between 

and brahmins. The martial teachers of the P&@ms, Klpa and Drona, are 

207 3.203.10-12 
208 The adjectives are David Shulman's. David Dean Shulman, Towards a 

Historical Poetics of the Sanskrit Epics," Intema&onalFolklore Review8 (1991): 1 1. 
209 1.124-38. 



brahmins who have taken up weapons. On two occasions, to be discussed below, the 

Pi@@avas disguise themselves as brahmins. Now, according to the dbanaasaStras, one 

kind of mpa saqdma, whtermixturc of castes," is considered to be in the natural order of 

things. A woman may many a man of a higher wqm. When the &at&& women mate 

with brahmin men after one of s periodic destructions, the union is 

considered mulorn4 "with the grain," whereas the union of a woman with a man of lower 

caste is considered patiloma, "against the grain." Chapter Ten of Man-details the 

- classes that result from pmUtoma unions, and all of them are considered outside the 

traditional four-class hienurehy of brahmins, &t&&a, va/Warid sudras. Members of 

these groups, says Mann, can be recognized by their own "innate activities,'Q1I whether 

they reveal or attempt to conceal their identities. The union of a brahmin woman with a 

k p t n j Ã  man produces the sate, the class to which Kaqa believes he belongs. In this 

light, then, let us t a m  to Y a m  His is a complex and subtle tale, befitting the progenitor 

of the kitla& both noble and base, that populate B the land of the descendants 

of Khg Bha&i, i ~ lud ing  the ~ H s -  chmwtersP 

The complexities of the lineages originating from Yayiili are introduced in 

Ariioarean, and are a narrative strategy that prepares the audience for the itibissts 

examination of class and family through its main characters, particularly K-a, whose 

confused is developed as a central theme. Y a w s  story calls @to question the 



caste "purity* of the P i i n ~ v a s  and Kauravas, and of the kgs&ifi class in general at the 

time of the events theitUasa describes. In ages past, relates Vaiwpiiyana to 

Jammejaya, in the on-going feud between d e v a s d  assaass, the gods had chosen 

Brhaspati as their priest, and the demons had chosen as theirs !hcra Uhms Kavya. 

a powerful Bhtgu brahmin (see Chapter Two), possesses the knowledge of 

revivification, giving the demons a tremendous advantage over the gods. The &vas 

request B 's son Kaca to study with Â¤uki and attempt to gain his secret 

knowledge, but die asura?discover Kaca's identity and kill him- Meanwhile, 6ukra's 

daughter, DevaYam, has fallen in love with Kaca. She pleads with her father to restore 

his life. The young man is revived by 8ukrais occult knowledge, only to be killed once 

againbythe- ThistimethedemonsgrindupKacaandsliphisrernaiusinto 

& h a ' s  wine. When hkra learns what he hasdrunk, he realizes that he will split wide 

open and die if Kaca is brought back to life; there is no solution but to reveal the precious 

secret of revivification to the man inside him. Then, when Kaca explodes from ~ukra's 

stomach he is able in turn to revivify the priest Kaca, now in possession of ~ u w s  

knowledge, is ready to return to his home among the dcvas, but Devaym- confesses her 

love and pleads with him to marry her. Kaca refuses the girl on grounds of dbanaa. He 

is Devams brother, he says, since he has emerged from the belly of her father. When 

Devayani is unable to shake his resolution, she curses Kaca that his magic willnever be 



successful. Kaca in turn curses Devayani that her desire never will be fulfilled, for no 

brahmin ever will take her hand.213 

Some time after Kacs's departure, brahmin Devayani is conversing with the 

&atrih princess h i @ S ,  the daughter of the aslira long Vpparvan, in whose 

is &kra, DevayanTs father. Devayw insists on her superiority as a brahmin 

by birth. h i s $ @  retorts witheringly that a priest must beg and flatter to gain his living 

from a king, and tothrowOnebnihnungirlintoawell,wheresheabandons her. 

Fortuitously, King Yayilti rides by, discovers Devam, and offers his right hand to pull 

her out of the well. She nishcs off to her father and insists that to pay for her cruel deed, 

the asurapnOcess must become her slave. Later, when Dewam and the enslaved 

6annisw are out in the woods, Y a m  again rides by. Dcvayani confronts him and 

insists that since he once had taken her by the right hand he i s  bound to marry her.2I4 

Like Yama and Kaca before him, the king resists what be judges a brazen proposal. 

"From one body have sprung the four was." he says, "their dharma and their purity 

vary, but the brahmin is the best"215 Yayati will not many a woman of a higher class.216 

In the end, Revam, whom Kaca cursed never to many a man of her own brahmin 

2'3 1.72.18-19 
214 Taking a woman by the hand is an important pan of the Vedic marriage 

ceremony, signifying the woman's adoption into the realm of a man's property, as it were. 
See Stephanie Jamison, Sacrificed Wife/Sacrifi&s Wife: Women, Riw and 
Hospitality la &Seat Sassin (Blew York; Oxford University Press), 2 16,224. 

215 ckadchodbha- var@6 cat* 'pi varariganc 
-prthak SaUca~ tq&p tu brahmapv- (1.76.19) 

M~anu says that the "ritual of taking the bride by the band is prescribed for 
women of the same class." 3.43, in Donigcr, The Laws of-& 47. 





agme~ to ~~~ his father's curse. 'My dear son," says Yayliti, "I am pleased with you, 

desires and ruie the k i n g d t m . ' ~  After a thousand years, Yayiiti, sated witb pleasure and 









two will be a focus of this chapter. -s belief that Kmp is a .aria influences her 

behavior towards him, although in truth Kaqa belongs to the human kola of Draupadi's 

five husbands. However, hmpi belongs to another kula through his divine father, Suiya, 

a kula Bhigma as well can claim. The following section will look beyond the narrative 

. proper to examine how the Maba-bbarata includes # h q d s  paternal, solar kula in its net. 

Thereafter, I will examine the itibassts focused exploration of vama, Ma, and dbanna 

through Kaqds human relationships and friendships, which cannot be understood 

adequately without reference to divine lineages. 

The Solar Kola: Vedic Ong-as 

As discussed above, this dissertation assumes that the Mababbaratds model 

audience or interpretive community is highly literate; it is an audience whose narrative 

competence renders it alert to allusions to other literary traditions, including the Vedic 

and -@c. Rather than assuming centuries of accretion during which mythic themes 

and figures were interpolated into the Mabablisasta, we assume that the i t ihWs author 

was deliberately synthetic, drawing upon a rich tradition to add ever more texture and 

complexity to the poem. Therefore, we may ask what the audience brought to the text in 

the way of shared interpretive strategies. I follow Biardeau in granting, if only as a 

hypothesis, that the it&& has a single author who was a brahmin living in dependence 

of a royal court.- This helps to account for the ittbasds double "ftame," the kpzf@w 

ttra, and the brahmmical twelve-year session in the Namiiqa forest. I contend that 



it is written for a model audience familiar with the ancient material and Ie of 

appreciating literaxy references to i t  The Mababbarata, notes Barbara Gombach, "uses a 

capacious notion of the Vedas ... as a repository of treasured and ancient authority that 

enables us to make sense of even the most unthinkable hmnan events.*7 Agreeing with 

Gombach, and readmg synchronically, from itibasa to myth, I will argue that Vedic tales 

about the children of SWyi provide a framework for understanding significant but at 

- times obscure dimensions of Kbga's life, and the lives of other characters as well. I will 

argue that this mythology is a crucial subtext in understanding the Mahabhaiata's 

~ c q l ~ t i m u f ~ d  - d & m w o f & a m M ~ & W e  

situations. 

The Maba-bharatapresents itself as a "fifth Veda," sprung from the mind of i@gm 

Dvaipayana Vyiisa, himself a " Thei-openswith 

a group of brahmins asking the suta as to recite VyaSa's work, now joined to the 

collection of the four Vedas, which is "imbued with dbaima and wardsoff all danger of 

evil.- hi other words, at its very beginning the itlbasa presents itself first and foremost 

as respected by a community of brahmins as a quasi-Vedic text that, in some essential 

way, reveals the ultimate pattern of the cosmos and the proper place of human beings in 

Biardeau, "Some Remarks," 87-88. 
227 -Barbara Gombach, "How Did the Sanskrit Mababbarata Become Old?" Paper 

presented at the International Conference on the Mahabbarata (Montreal: Concordia 
University, May 18-20 2001). 

vedai6 caturbhih samit&p 
sa@it&p srotum iechamo 1.1.19 



that ~at tern .~2~  However, the bard makes it clear that V m ' s  "Veda" is something new. 

For one thing, while it is sanctioned by brahmins, it deals with &tti@ stories and was 

recitedbythesuta to Janamcjaya and men of arms like himself.230 The 

suta claims for the I6hasa the kind of mantric power proper to the sm3him - simply 

bearing all or parts of the Mababbaiata brings long life, fame, and entrance to heaven.=> 

itself a very particular kind of Vedic work: it is the "Veda of K{sna," * - . ~ e d a m . 2 3 ~  

This "Veda" is available not only to twice-born males, but to all members of society, 

including women and SSdras. Thus, the itibasa claims fen* itself an extraordinary 

mythology, and to cast these in its own terms. The assumption of the narrative is that the 

events recounted within it established a new social and political order, as well as a new 

religious order, characteristic of the Wwe. This dissertation argues that the itibasa 

appropriates Vedic mythology and gods, as well as -@cphilosophy, in particular 

the valuation of rcnunciation of the world as a path to moksa, using it all as a 
4 

James L. Fitzgerald, "India's Fifth Veda: The MdaManua's Presentation of 
Itself in Essays on the Mahabbarata. cd. Arvind Shanna (Leiden: E. J. BriU, 1991), 164. 

230 James Fitzgerald points out how the itffiasa cleverly portrays the discrepancy 
in the interests of the two groups, the Naimiw sages and those present at Janamejaya's 
snake sacrifice. The brahmins are shown as completely ignorant of the make-up of a 
~ h - y ,  d@mbi@; and- u-mm~m the eightem akgwhi@3ht 
fought in the Bbarata war, the sages interrupt him and demand to know what an oisJ 
is. (1 213-19) Fitzgerald, India's Fifth Veda," 164, note 26. 

y84 c- grpym ~~ 4iqaIp 4- - Viw 
sa dirgham ayuh kirtim ca svargatiq Capnuyib narab (1.120.7) 

232 1.1.191 



part of its great exploration of the dilemma of human beings lost in the dark i ce 

and attempting to comprehend self, world, and divinity.* An exploration of the myriad 

Vdic  and m * @ c m f w a  in the Ma--& is f a  beyond the scope of this 

dissertation. However, beginning from the premise that such references are present, this 

cbqter will explore how the itih&a d e s  out that -tion through the chamcter of 

K a q p  by bringing many conflicting viewpoints into play, studying their points of 

congruence and tension, and usually failing to resolve them into any unilateral 

position.235 

The Rgveda is a work by men about male concerns in a world dominated by men; 

one of these concerns is women, who frequently appear in the hymns, not so much as 

agents as troubling and dangerous 0bjects.23~ In the Mababha/ata, women continue to be 

troubling and dangerous, but now they are powerful agents, working behind the scenes, 

initiating and manipulating events. K&s solar kula helps to account for the significant 

shift in attitudes towards women to which the Â£ attests. It also provides a 

233 1.1.205 
234 There are numerous instances in the Msababbarata devoted to the subject of 

gaining salvation, mdya Some. such as Sanatsujata's teaching to Dnrtaras(ra, teach a 
monistic Vcdantic philosophy. Other instances, notably the lengthy "morn I 

segment of htopa/van, while decidedly urnsad/' in flavor, advocate a dualistic 
.&pk@yan worldview in which matter, pr-, is distinct from soul, ii&nan. I would argue 
that each of these various sections demands to be read within its context if it is to be 
integrated into the ifrAasa '5 wholeness. 

235 Shulman, "Towards a Historical Poetics of the Sanskrit Epics," 1 1 - 12. 
2M See OTIaherty, TheRig Veda, 245. For a comprehensive study of women in 

d e n t  India consult: Stephanie-Jamison, SacriGced Wife/Sacnffcer's Wife: Women, 
Ritual, andffospitality in Ancient India (New York: Oxford University Press); Stephanie 



reference point in coming to terms with Kaqa's troubled and troubling relationships with 

Kunti and Draupadi, and helps to account for the behavior of these and other powerful 

female characters. 

Aditya, SWya, Vivasvat, Martan& and SaviQ are among the names of the Sun 

god. In the &veda they refer to different aspects of the Sun, but in the i'h& these 

distinctions are blurred and the epithets are used interchangeably.x7 The Sun is xditya, 

son of Aditi, primordial progenitress of the gods, whose Elixir-born golden earrings are 

worn for a time by Kaqa (see Chapter Two). Aditi had eight sons; seven became 

immortal, but Aditi threw the eighth, MSrtiQda, aside, for he was born an unformed 

mass.z8 Later Martapda's brothers pare him down and shape him into the solar disc.239 

M m @  means "sprung from a lifeless egg," a reference to miscarriage and rn0rtality.2~~ 

Elsewhere the @ ' & a  identifies the parents of the Sun as Sky and Earth, Dyaus and 

another lineage to which the Mahabba/ata will allude. 

Jamison, The Ravenous Hyenas and the Wounded Sun: Myth and Ritual in Ancient India 
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 199 1). 

A look at Sorensen's Index to the Names in the Mahabhmta amply illustrates 
this point. Sfiren Mrensen, An Index to the Names in theMaha3A-ta with Short 
Explanations and a Cmncordance to the Bombay and Calcutta Edstlbns and P. C. Roy's 
Translation (London: Williams and Norgate, 1904 - 1925), 636,662,75 1. 

Sgyeda 10.72.. 
239 Satapatba Bflhmqta 3.1 -3.3. 
** MiWiqda, like Yama and Manu, his sons, is an ancestor of humanity and born 

to die. OTlaherty, The Rig V i  40. 
z41 For example, see J^gveda 1.160. 



The Son as Sbya is personified in the &gveda as a resplendent charioteer, driving 

his shilling car across the sky.242 One of SXlrya's earliest known representations, a tena- 

cottamedaUurnfromBihar,datesfrornthelatethiidcentury~~~,duringtheMaurya 

period, when the Mababbaiatamay have been taking its written shape. Here Sthp  

carries a bow and drives a chariot drawn by four h0rses.2~~ A relief at Bodh Wya from 

the first century BCE depicts Swa  driving a one-wheeled chariot, the wheel representing 

the solar disc.244 In the Rgveda's single myth about S-a, he is defeated in battle by 

Indra, who steals his chariot whe~I.2~5 When, in the Mababbarafa, the wheel of K m s  

chariot sinks int3 the bloody Kuru Field and Qgp instructs Arjuna, son of India, to 

shoot the fatal arrow, the obvious Vedic reference emphasizes the dramatic irony. 

However, over-zealous attempts to read Vedic parallels systematically into the itHiasa 

obscure it literary nature. Georges Dumezil seized upon the parallel chariot wheel stories 

as an example of the mythic transpositions" that, in his view, crept into the Mababbarata 

For example, see Rgvcda 1.1 15; 4.13; 5.29; 10.37, and 1.50. 
243 The art historian Stephen Marfcel believes that die four horses reveal a 

Hellenistic influence; in the Vedas, the solar chariot is almost always drawn by seven 
horses. Stephen Markel, On* of toe Indian Planetary Dcitl-es, Studies in Asian 
Thought and Religion, vol. 16 (Lewiston: The Edwin Mellen Press, 1994),22, and Figure 
4. 

244 B. N. Chapekar, "Siiyi in Mahabdarata: A Study in Iconography," in Studies 
M. S. Mate and G. T. Kulkami (Poona: Loshi & 

el, OngmS of the India Plaaefary Dcitles, Figure 
5. 

24s A. A. Macdooell, ~ e d f c  ~ytbo l~ (1912;  reprint, Varanasi: Indological Book 
House, 1%3), 31. 

tva yuja ni khjdat s u r y a s y ~  indro 



over centuries, even pre-Vedic centuries, at the bands of whole sch~ls of 

My contention is that the =bhaiata'sauthor, tbww a masterful and deliberate use of 

allusion, addresses a knowledgeable audience Ie of appreciating the references. In 

Dumezil's rigorous scheme, K a r p  must be Sihp, just as Arjuna is Indra, Yudhiswra 7s 

Dharma, and so on. However, the Itihasa rather indicates that b y a  is like Surya, as son 

is like father and father's father. b q a  is pictured gazing up at the Sun, worshipping the 

Sun, and the Sun is shown to be solicitous of Karqds well being. K-s enmity with 

Arjuna who is Ate his father, India - may continue a vendetta of the older generations. 

If we are to understand the narrative's Vedic allusions, we must look to the kula of Siiqm. 

S-kp's marriage and progeny are mentioned throughout the early literat~re.2~~ 

None of the accounts represents the story in detail, but the basic elements are these: 

Tvq@, architect of the gods, gives his daughter Saran* in marriage to the Sun Vivasvat. 

is the twin sister of three-headed-Trisiras, a great memy of India. Male-female 

twinship continues in the to/& and is a significant motif throughout the /6basa, Shaqyii 

gives birth to the twins Yama and Yami. Then the gods decide to hide the immortal 

woman from her infkrior mortal husband248 A double of Sarqyti is fashioned to whom 

*Una b m  vaitaminam maho druho apa vipayu dhayi (Rgveda 4.28.2) 
ca kram... m-ya indra sibyam (Rcveda 4.30.4); m w y a  suryam kave cakram 
(Rgveda 1.175.4) 
246 Georges Dwa&a\, mhe et 6pop&s (Paris: Gallhard, 1%8),13 1. 

10.17.1-2; AIrvkta 12.1% B@hMewata-6.162-3. Translated in: Wendy 
d a n d  Myths:ASowcebookrnans/atedhthe 

Saasknt(rlew Yo* Penguin 
248 The apparent anomaly of the sun being both divine and mortal surely is 

because the sun is reborn and "dies" each day. 



the twins are entrusted. The real -yii then flees, disguised as a mare. &fore 

Vivasvat becomes aware of the deception he begets Manu upon the substitute wife. 

When he discovers the switch, he changes himself into a stallion, pursues Saragyii, and 

mates with her, producing the twin Asvins. These themes of deception, disguise, 

mutilation, twinship, and rejection by the mother continue to haunt the solar kula and will 

haunt the figures in the itihiiiw to whom that kula points, particularly Kama; but Kaqa is 

not the only character those themes point to, as we will see. This chapter will develop the 

idea that issues raised with Yama and Yami, the abandoned twins of SWya and Swaqyii, 

are particularly relevant to the il&kz 

One of the Rgveda'smost curious stories or "conversation hymns"249 is the 

dialogue of the twimYama and Yami.250 It compellingly recalls - or anticipates, we 

might say - Kaca's and Yayati's conversations with Devaym. Yarn! feels desire for 

Yams; she argues that they two were created man and wife in their mother's womb - to 

unite sexually would be as legitimate as the union of Sky, Dyaus, and Earth, P$ithivf, 

Desire for Yama has come upon me, Y-, the desire to lie with him 
[Yam&] upon the same bed. Let me open my body to him as a wife to her 
husband. Let us roll about together like the w o  wheels of one chariot.251 

2M OTIaherty points out that this genre is particularly associated with fertility, and 
that all the dialogues with women deal with situations in which one member is hying to 

the other to engage in some sort of sexual activity. OTIaherty, The Rig Veda, 
245. 

^Rev& 10.10. 
yamasya miiyamyaq kama @an samhe yonau sahasheyyiiya 

jayeva patye tan- riricyaili vi cid qheva rathyeva cataa (10.10.7) 



Yama refuses. 

Never will I mingle my body with your body. They call a man who unites 
with his sister a sinner. Arrange your lustful pleasures with some other 
man, not with me, lovely lady. Your brother does not want this.252 

Yami is angry and frustrated. "Alas, Yama, how feeble you are. I have not been able to 

find any mind or heart in you.- The dialogue ends in an impasse.* Yama's refusal to 

be a twin-wheel of one chariot brings to mind the solitary wheel of the chariot driven by 

his tetter, the Sun. 

In the early literature, little more is heard of the twins. However, Yarn! does 

appear under another name, Niqti, "destruction," an epithet she alludes to in her dialogue 

with Yama: 'What use is a brother when there is no protection? What use is a sister 

when x&@enters?""S In the Vedas, to lie in the "lap of Niqti" is a terrible curse, a 

punishment for the worst kinds of sins."*' As a goddess, Niqti represents the opposite of 

I follow here the translation by Wendy Doniger O'Flaheity. OTIaherty, Tie Rig Veda, 
247-49. 

252 na vii ute tanvii tanvam saq~ paprcyaifi papunahuryahsvaSaram nigachat 
. anyena mat pram* kalpayasva na tebhrata subhage vasfyetat (10.10.12) 

253 bato batasi yama naiva te mano hgchymp Cavidama (10.10.13.1) 
254 The Matmw-Sambftacontains a touching story about the bereavement of 

the immortal sister at her mortal brother's death. To help Yami forget her grief, the gods 
create night and it becomes yesterday. Cited in: Sukumari Bhattacharji, The Indian 
Tbeogoay.-A CornparativeStu<tyofIndianMythologyFromtile VedastoUKPwaaas 
(Calcutta.- Firma KLM Private Ltd., 1978), 96-99. 

255 lam bbitasad yad bhavati lam u s- yan a@tk nigacchat (Rgveda 
10.10.1 1) 

2s Thus the worshipper prays to be protected ftom the lap of Niryti, 01w 

(10.18.10) See also ye-wc-ris 7.104.9: 10.95.14. 



the blessings a sacrificer prays for. She is decrepitude, decay, anger, need, and death.2S7 

Thus. we can hear the veiled threat in Yamfs words to her aloof twin: "What use is a 

sister when nun/enters?" By rejecting his loving "other," his twin self, be is doomed to 

lie in a more terrible lap. In the Brabmm, as the character of Y a w  grows more 

complex and malevolent, his partner, still identified as his twin sister, is always the 

malign goddess Niq%i.-"@ A bringer of pain, dark and in dark clothing, she is said to live, 

like Yama, in the south, the direction of die dead. Niqti is given offerings to keep her 

away from the sacrifice and the affairs of humans in general.z9 "May depart to 

distant places," says one player.2*0 

Sukmari Bhattacharji suggests that the conversation hymn of Yama and Yamf 

had to end abruptly, in order to avoid the inevitability of incestm The Vedas express 

deep unease with the apparent inevitability of incest to bring about the first act of 

creation* ?n order to procreate, the primordial, solitary male necessarily must create a 

second by dividing himself. 'Â¥Whe the father shed his seed in his own daughter, he spilt 

his seed on the earth as he united with her."= By the time of the Uvsads;  the physical 

act of "incest" is subsumed in concerns about the self, atman - that is, concerns about the 

- -- - - - - 

257 David Kinsley, Tantnc Visions of Ole Divine Feminine: The Ten Maha-wedyas 
@eike!ey: University of California Press, 1997), 178. 

Bhattacharji, The Indian Tbwgoay~ 96-99. 
259 Kinsky, TantnC Visiiam o f '  Divine Fcount- 178. 
260 - BU luiptir jiMtam (Rgvcda 10.59. 1-4) 
mBhattacharjicontendsthatdie dialogue has its roots in the A vesta story 

of Yimi and Yimak, which does end in incest Bhattacharji, The todian Theogony, 93.94. 
262 pita yat s v w  duhitanimadhigkan kgnayii r e t a b ~ j a g m h o  ni sificat (Rgveda 

10.61.7.1) 



... this w d d  was just a single bady (&mrwi)- He looked around and saw 
nothing but ?xhmelt He found no pleasure at all; so finds no 
pleasure whm one is alone. He wanted to have a cornpanion. Now be 
was as large as a man and a woman in close ~ ~ e .  Sa he split (pat) his 
body into two, giving rise to husband (pati} and wife (pWn.i]. Smly this is 
why YZ@avakya used to say: The two of us are like two halves of a 
block' The spmz k, theref-, is completely tilled by the w m m  He 
copulated with her, and h their union hmzm kings were born263 

ngratifying.'' Y m a  praises the youth for having W y  rejected "things people desire, 



lovely d lovely to look at.- h his instruction to Yudhi- Bhi- will echo 

&fmtcd by a human woman. 

A detailed mdysis of the variety afphiioqhicd positions presemted in the 



a w y  Emom the illusims of the world with the aim of release fkom the paidid cycle of 

The path of b M ,  devotion to and salvation through a personal deity, dweiapd most 





many of the most well bows stories abut Qqa md his fiidy. Genealagies are 

significant unnpnents of the HWmg&h, for example, the ~~ '"The Gamlogy 

of Siirya,'' h r n  which the story below is Wen. 



Here the name Saqjfia replaces the Vedic name kaqyii.m Yami is named 

YamunK So, Tvqg rnarrieshis daughter Smpjfta to the Sun, referred to variously as 

Young and beautifill, she was not satisfied with the form of her husband 
Martanda, for Sazpjfia was endowed with her own fiery tanas, "ascetic 
heal" Because the very limbs of xditya M&tiQ@i were scorched by his 
awn was, "fiery enereyM or "semen," his form was not excessively 
lovable. The three worlds were burnt by Vivasvat's excessive was. He 
had three children by i@ one daughter and two sons - first Manu, 
then the twins Yama and Y a m W  Because Vivasvat's form was dark in 
color, Sqtt  could not bear it. She created from herself a shadow of 
herself, SaVarna, consisting of illusion.273 

htrueting SavaqS - whose name means a "iook-alike" - to remain there and care for 

=n Smqy-means quick, fleet, or nimble. Siag$& means to cause to acquiesce, 
euphemistically said of a sacrificial victim, which should not be led forcibly to its death. 
For a discussion of these names, and of the /fanm@i story in general, see Wendy 
Doniger, Splitting toeDifference: GenderandMytn inhcient GreeceandIndia 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1999), 43-55. 

273 Sa vai bharya bhagsvato mSrtandasya mabannian* 

SaqIlp- w m & p w b  s8rMnvia 
adityasya hi tadrBpam manai;dasya svatejsisii 
gatresu oaridagdbalp vai 6titmtamivabhavat 



"shadow" for his wife, begets on her a son. S a v e  favors that child and neglects Maou 

and the twins. Yama grows angry. to childish rage - and through "the power of 

inevitable -Yams threatens Sav- with his foot. She in turn curses him: 

"May that foot of yours fall offw Yama begs his father to remove the curse. Vivasvat 

replies that aj Yama knows dbarma and speaks the truth, it is not possible for a 

mother's word to be broken.275 Worms will take flesh from Yama's foot and go to the 

surface of the earth - a reference to mortality. "Thus your mother's words will be made 

true, and you will be protected from the curse.'Q76 When Savar@ confesses that she is 

merely a look-alike of Smpjfia, the Sun is furious. After T- has trimmed his solar 

son-in-law on a lathe to remove his excessive tejasand make him better looking* 

finds his marc-wife, becomes a stallion, and mates with her, as in the Vedic 

story, producing the twin Asvins. 

The name change in the Mm from Yami to Yam- makes explicit her 

identification with one of the three sacred rivers of Bharatavarsa, along with Gan@ and 

Sarasvati. The three sacred rivers hearken back to the Vedic Waters, an expression of the 

goddess in which her various aspects are depicted collectively as the primordial 

~ ~ y i  tu Sa smpjfiii sasyasChay& samutthita (8.2-8) 
274 bbavino'rthasya Mat 
275 Here the audience cannot but be reminded of Kuntfs fateful words that, 

because a mother's word cannot be untruth, give a common wife, Draupadi, to her five 
sons. 

276 kpunevalp vacasnathyam matustva bhavisyati 
Ãˆ parihihna t q  ca trato bhavisyasi (8.27) 



foundation of physical creation.277 These and other rivers figure importantly in the 

Maba-bAa/a& Rivers frequently are associated with and personified as women. Three of 

these women ate particularly important as -powerful agents who significantly initiate and 

manipulate events. The river-woman is cunning arid inscrutable in &ui@ and Satyavafi, 

the river-mothers ofBbiqma; she is violent and treacherous in the complex character of 

~ m b a / ~ i k h ~ ~ ~ / & i k ~ d m ,  herself associated with two rivers, the YamuM and the 

barren river Amba. She in Draupadi, who is identified both with fiery 6ri, who 

takes birth from Agni - a god who takes birth from the Vedic "Waters" - as well as with 

the goddess V&, whom the &pccds identifies with Sarasvafi,278 the mystic river said to 

flow at Kuruksetra. In these watery guises, then, the rejected twin of the 

Vedas returns to haunt her solar ''other" through two deeply conflicted and deeply related 

male characters, Bb@ma and K-a. However, I will argue that the female "twin" 

manifests most positively through SVItri, daughter of the Sun, "friend" and conqueror of 

-. 277 Tracy htchman, Tbe Rise oftlie ID the Hiadu Tradition (Albany: 
State University of New Yo* Press, 1995), 23. It is an ancient belief that the mystical 
Sarasvati joins the Gangii and YamunE at their confluence at Allahabad, in north India. 
In tantric traditions, the three rivers become a metaphor for the Goddess as ,hqgMhf:  
The right and left channels of the subtle body are styled as the Ganges and Yam- 
rivers, while the central s@- "channel," is the Sarasvati. David Gordon White, The 
Mcbcmicat Body. Siddba Tradita*i in ModsdSadia (Chicago: University of Chicago 
PRESS, 1996), 225-29. 

278 ftgveda 1.164.49. Georges Dumfoil makes much of the "transposition" of 
V& in hupadi-, basing his argument on Rgveda 10.125, in which Vik claims to "cany" 
a list of gods within her which somewhat matches (he divine father's of the five 
PBy&was- Dum&il, L 'idioluge Des Tint's Foactlons daas les &po~ees  Des Peoples lado- 
EwopSeas, 107. 



Yama SSvW is like a brilliant star in the M-s net in wbkh other maja f d e  

figures and members of the solar kula are reflected. 

.Akqm and Bhisma 

As seen above, Yadu's descendants were cursed not to be AytnyaSand Yadu was 

denied a claim to Yayati's throne. Yayati's curse on his firstborn son initiates the cycle of 

the "disqualified eldest" that revisits the Kaurava Ma. In later generations, Bhi- will 

relinquish his claim to the throne in favor of his younger half-brothers; the elder 

D m m  will give precedence to his sighted brother Pandu; Kaqa will be slain before 

bring as the senior PSmJava. The theme of the "disqualified eldest" is one of 

a number of motifs that link Kaqm and Bhigma. These formidable and incomplete male 

figures are connected with deft artistry from their river origins to their deaths upon the 

dliaima-field, K u d q e m .  The argument set forth here is that evocative literary allusions 

are one of the Maliabharalds most prevalent narrative strategies and indicate an implied 

audience competent in the stories and teachings of the Smtii Madeleine Biaideau remarks 

that the Mababbarata keeps strong ties- with "die mythic and ritual tradition of the Vedas, 

when at the same time it completely changes their perspectives or their values."279 

h f - h h d a t h m - l a W m o f w & m d  

motivations of individual characters and a reevaluation of apparently didactic s 

and of the conflicting traditions upon which that didacticism is based. A number of the 

dlusions linking K q a  and Bhipa hearken back to the stories of the Sun, his wife, and 

279 Bardeau, "Same Remarks," 84. 



the twins Yama and Y-. Paying attention to these literary links leads to new insights 

about the particularly intense relationship between the suta who would be a k y t r i h  and 

the prince who renounces his m>aprivileges to live an ascetic life as a dependent in 

D w s  corrupt court. These insights lead in turn to a deeper understanding of what 

these characters communicate to the audience about varna, Soils, and sSbarsaa. 

Bhigna's earthly kala as well as his divine M a  bind him to treacherously 

powerful women. The mundane story begins one day when Bhima's King 

Pratipa, had walked along the banks of the Ganges. Emerging from the water, the 

goddess G&@i in the fonn of a beautifill woman had sat down seductively upon the 

King's right thigh and made that ancient proposition: "I desire you, king, best of the 

Kum. Take mc! Ab- women who are in love is forbidden to the wise." 

Pratipa rejects her advances on grounds of dbarma, protesting that the law reserves the 

right thigh for a man's children and daughters-in-law. "Be my daughter-in-law, lovely 

girl. I choose you for my son.w1 Allusions here to the stories of Yama, Kacan, and 

Y+i and their rejected would-be seducers is a narrative strategy adding ominous 

overtones to Gangiifs acquiescence. Years later, Pmipats son, King 6azptanu, walks 

along the same Ganges banks. When the waiting goddess emerges from the waters, 

b t a n u  falls so helplessly in love that he makes her his queen. Gang3 demands 

unquestioning devotion from her husband in return for her favors. ~ t a n u ' s  resolve to 



- 
m .  hi viinwru tvm iigamya mmi&itZi (1.92.11) 

~ ~ % ~ o w ~ e l  hem with the s m v ~ f A & & M o W  seven SOZU 

and them attempts to destroy the eighth, hd&ti@#. 
2m Alf HiMcbeitel ckals with the u&catimw of Bhiqrna as a part of his ongoing 

pja% ofiwguhg fm a titenuy of the H e m W W d t i m  
BhQum displays in the fatm books um be expiaimxi d y  by ~ ~ ~ n g  h s c  years of 
ducation. In other words9 the sarlicr pamms anticipate the later ones. AKHiltebeiteI, 
Whipafs Soums," paper presented at the International ~~ Codbcncx 
(hdrntred: Conmniia Udvmity, k y  18-20 2001). 



Woldmi, and her motives imcmtabIe. Styavatf's story opens with a scene that 

precipitate act of sex on a fog-shrwded island is ly the M k h i i - m H s  most 

2s4 The story is told in A~~~ i -57.33-75. 
m s ~ ~ ~ - h ~ i e U k ~ ~ ~  i m s - m , w b  

~ ~ k k m V ~ ~ a f k b - W I i ~ s ~ k e .  Atkrfig 
m h & d m d b  fhaal rites, has k e n  wmpIe&cd, VySsa ?elIs r9at.yavati 
~ t & ~ ~ ~ ~ w ~ ~ ~ d ~ t & e m ~ t g o ~ l i v e i n ~ ~ I ~ s ~ ~  
ascetic, lest she witness the ~ ~ c ~ o n  of her fimmily. %tyavati wqiies, taking along 
her widawed daughtms-in-law, and they axe mt bad of directly qph. (1.1 19.5-8) 





(1 -93) W e  note here another of tbe M'A&-m&ts intriguing plays on mma. 









and kidnaps them dl: AxntS, Amb- and AmbSlikii. When AmWi tells him that she is 

b e t r o ~  to hiva, he sets her ftee; tmt k ~ v a  rejects her - s k  been carried 

a ~ ~ ~ m m d b m l m g - f i t & b W b & -  h S w W e J w n b  

shown, ti man causing a maiden to m o m  his chariot figures in the marriage ceremony 

a11 the way INSIC ta t t ~  mite ~ W S  pt-g, !!hat casts her o ~ ~ a s  a 

snake its worn-out 8kin."297 AmM uvandem lamenting into the w i l d ~ e s s ,  Inmodkg upon 

her W@l destiny. Her t m n s f d a m  from a baiutithl innocent into a d~gerously 

vmgefid ascetic mirrors the ~ f o m a t i o n  of Y m -  into dark and destructive Niqti, 

mmge on the off- against .aw -t is  rig^ md fit.w8 she curses h v a  

and herself Above dl, she ctmcs Bhi-8, the cause'of her calamity- She finds a s y ~ ~  

among f m  ascetics and takes up their practices. Eventually she is bm@t to 

- - 

tmns., ?Be M m & m &  ViL 3: l 2 b  Bm& of Vb#&i; me Bmk uf the Eflirt(Chiago: 
U n i ~ d t y  of Chicago l b s ~ ,  1978), l73-78. 

--wT= by abductian is ~~ h h u  as a fm of mamiage calkd the 
nlkpsa rite (MI3 1 11.33). kmison sbws that bportant cemmnial tiemats of the 
nUpisa rite figare in the M-ds stmy of Bhipa and Stephanie Jamison, 
S&nfi& Wi& / & d & s  Wife 221 -226. 

~ ~ j ~ i  (5.172.1 7) 



not be moved He and ParaiwSma engage in a twenty-thee-day combat that aids in a 

austerities, I became agitated, depressed, and aU but lost my He sends spies 











Lurd skmda upon his f m t  of reds, ~ ~ " 3 ~ '  These d 1 ~ 0 ~  to a misphd- 

being b e  upan the Gages and discovd among the rmis unites BMpna m d  

m ~ d = w e I l w i n e  

Now, on the field of death, K ~ t f a ,  Kmp approaches %Myna in m m ,  

fbb at his f a  a d  identifies himseIf not as KuntFs bit as RikWits son, "who in you  

eyes was dways W?dy despid.q18 Emhacbg khqa, the old &or meals what 

Kaqp  has a h d y  leaned Y o u  Kungs scm, not -s, witbut a 

doat. Nihch told me so, as did DwipSyana pyfita] and K&va m]mqlg 
This is a admission: how hng bas B~I@M knom of br@s identity? f i v e  

his imbed insults diread a@mt the ''s@#apiM beem andid? Below the line in the 

Critid Edition, BMpna t i is  telling ammcnk Tau  w- born antmay to dlkwma, 

that is why y m  mind is as it isem3= To celibate mgeya,  who is convinced U t  wmen 

3x1 jiitotsi a- tnd&iW@i (6.1 17.1 1, note) 



him. When Kuntf to plead with her eldest son to join his brothas in the battie% 



pleadings: 

The impable wrong you have done me by casting me oat has destroyed 
tbe renown and glory 1 could have hati. Born a @&ija, 1 have not 



blames Kunti for his debilitating ignorance of  his true v m  Wb, and & m a .  

Siirya now intervex~es, spaking f b m  t&e sky ta~ instruct his son ta obey his x n d ~ ~ .  Still 

kinpi refbses.327 Having learned the truth of his Mh, he ~jects ic @@fp vaqm was 

award4 to him with the kingship of Aiim as fur &atn! !  dhmna, he always has 

mbraed it. How cruelly dishonest ring W s  wards when dies: "Today the 

earth dr&s tbe b i d  af the s@-&kson, &at viIestofrnen, who Iaugkd at the dice-wcm 

W''3a In some tinal, divine, dys i sy  Kaqds brutal death is attributed to the humble 

~ ~ w ~ c h ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ s ~ ~ g ~ ~ w o ~ w h o ~ i ~  

him for being a s&a. 

The wntmtioa of this dissertation i s  that the many ~ u s i a m  to the solar Wia 

shred by Kanp and 0th c~~ am d v e  s~~~ to fbstm specific 

expeaations in the ~~. One of those expectaticms stems fhm the Vedic story of 

%ma and Yamias the damgcmm rejected f d e  tumd to ddmction, m%#i Kaca a d  

hvayw, YaySti and D e ~ a y h - ~  woke the twins, as do Amb3 and Bhipa. Satyavati- 

KSE, qma&d at birth fhm her twin bther ,  wakes Nir@i. Tb old staria a h  bIp to 

clari@ the intensity of the antipthy between Kaqa and ~~, another "darkn 



For a critical piece of the puzzlingly hostile relatianship of &up and lkaup& 

w a r n  and her five sons who have k e n  lured into the house to act as the P@@avasi 

tmyiidj- siifaputmya bhiknih pibati 4o@am (8.69.17) 
329 tlhp dpi jiitlizp su&m@p-w- - -  - 

smmycyid va&i kqaymp --@ (1.1 15.44) 
h - s  is one among a number of emetic birth in the M&-bm&. 

For a discussion ofthis phenomenon, See Mary ~ 1 1  Smith, "Epic ~enogmesis," in 
h~ on tlk&lM~@ d Awhd Shams ~ i d m :  E. J. Brill, 19!31), 84-100. 

am Alf ~ t e b e i t c l  has written uckmively b u t  the shad names of Qgp, 
and Arjuxm, dm fhqucnay N e d  "IQgyLrn See, fm hmtance: Alf H.il&hitel, "Two m, Three Kgqps, Four K&qas, More Qqqas: Dark hteracti~ns in the 
Ma&bhibta,* in Ehwys on &M&%&a& d M n d  S b a  &eidm: E. J. BriII, 
l a ) ,  101-09. 



imprinted itself in the Indian hagination that V. S. S-ar found it necessary to 

includes, ewn, 13 floridly poetic yet rather accurate md&g of the omitted lines, fbm 



[italics his J?33 



the unknown brahmin as her chosen husband Have the P@@was been 

recognized? certainly has divined the ruse; he whispers to his brother, 

u . * ~ * t - ~ a s ~ b i k a b W , ~ ~ * ~ b w ~ k & m a  

palm, is none other than Arjuna, sure as I am VB~deva!"3~5 

However, the other kylriya contestants are furious at being bested by a brahmin. 

Citing the law that svayamvarassae meant only for their royal class, the @tliM led by 

Duryodbana and his company, attack the brahmins, led by the disguised Paii&vas. Kaqa 

goes straight for Arjuna. What transpires between the two brothers encapsulates the 

complex themes that make them such bitter opponents. Arjuna, unreflectively self- 

confident of his jaalrya identity, feels no compunction at assuming a brahmin disguise 

and wing it (o his advantage. Su-taputra Kama, who has just been humiliated for bis low 

class, nonetheless demonstrates that his svabba-va, "inherent nature," is royal. He 

addresses Arjuna: 

You please me, eminent brahmin, with the strength of your arms in 
combat, with your brave persistence and your discipline with weapons. 
Axe you the embodied art of archery, or P ~ ~ m a ,  0 best of brahmins? 
Or are you bay-horsed Indra himself, or imperishable W u ?  ... When I 
am angry, no man can resist me in battle, no one but India or the diademed 
Rb&iva!336 



Arjuna lies: "No, Kama, I am not the art of archery or  splendid Rama; I am a brahmin, 

the best of fighters, most excellent among those who bear amis."337 Upon hearing those 

words, Kmqa respectfully withdraws from the fight, "believing the Ims, 'fiery energy,' of 

brahmins to be invinciTale.''33* 

Where, then, does one turn for the "ultimacy" of selfhood in this inherently 

ve universe where no one and nothing is as it seems, even oneself? How 

distressing it must be for Kaqa when he learns that his instinctive respect for brahmins 

has rendered him vulnerable to the duplicity of his greatest rival, Axjuna's lying about his 

v a q ~  appears to be rewarded richly; later, when K m p  lies about his wwpa he will reap 

the curses Out lead to his death (see Chapter Four). Moreover, OraupadTs insulting 

refusal to allow a d t a  to compete for her hand has denied K m p  the prize that actually is 

his due - as Amba should have been Bh@mds queen, so Draupadi- should have been 

. brqa's.339 As it turns out, of course, KuntTs apparently unwitting command that her 

sons share what Arjuna has won makes - the common wife of Kan@s younger 

brothers. The svaywrara, including the incident of Dra-s insult to Ehqa that is 

excluded from the Critical Edition, prepares the audience fin- the calamitous game of 

brahmano'smiyudhamsresfhah 

be the eldest; after he brings Draupad" home he offers her to Y u d h i ~ ~  (1.182.8) 



dice, partidllarly for the behavior of Kkqa that, without the former scene, would appear 

uncharacteristically vile. 

The proximate cause of the fatefiil dice game is the saM& the great hall of 

illUS1cm built for Y udhisthira . by an architect-asu/a named Maya. The construction of the 

sabha-is connected with Yudhigws rather breathtaking ambition to have himself 

declared sanzra/, "dl-king," a supreme ruler to whom other princes of the land must pay 

allegiance. "Illusion is built into the very structure of the sabb&" observes David 

~ ~ w d ~ ~ w q ~ n & ~ W ~ & & - k a d i o f ~ E @ ~  

universe, which must also, then, contain inherent elements of deceit?W If this be so, the 

deceit, applauded consistently by Krsna, is primarily his and the P ~ v a s ' .  

In preparation for Yudhigwra's m7asu-m Krsna, Bhima, and Arjuna set out to 

neutralize a certain king, J- by name, who is a personal enemy of and the 

single ruler who poses an obstacle to Yudhi+@xirats suzerainty.341 They go disguised as 

Htakus, "bathed ones," a term for young brahmins who have just marked the completion 

of their Vedic studies with a ritual bath. The arrogant threesome dress inappropriately 

(for , forciily snatch garlands from a humble flower seller, and bully their way 

into the king's presence. 3-cUja receives the ~~~ ~ ~ 1 1 y ;  he genuinely is 

taken aback when they reveal their &atri@ identities and challenge the king to one-on- 

m e  cumbat. Jariiswp- and Bhima then fight for a hi1 ~~ days, at the end of 

340 David Dean Sbuha,  "Devana and Daiva," in Ri- StateandHistoryb 
South Amk Essays h Honour ofJ. C. fteesterman, cd. D. H. A. Kolff , A. W. van den 
Hoek, MS. Oort (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1992), 359. 



winch,uponstronghintsfromKrsna,Bhimathrowsthefatiguedkingacrosshisknee, 

breaks his back, and tramples his body into the ground. 

* 

*s brothel's depart on a digvifaya, a With Jax&iqdha eliminated, Yu&@ma 

conquest of the four quarters of the land, during which they win submission of the 

remaining rulers. All is in place fin- the celebration of the royal unction. The violence 

provoked by the P@@avas' brahminical disguises had tainted Dra+s traditional 

svawnpvam. Now Yudh iqms  solemn Vedic ritual is mote seriously defiled by the 

murder of King. 6isupala of Cedi, Jaribqdha's erstwhile general.342 !&upSa objects 

strongly when Kfsna is designated first in merit before all the attendant kings. As a 

Vy?ni, in the kula of Yadu, Kpsna is properly a tribal chieftain, not a long. In the course 

ofdie ensuing argument, m a  s-~mmarily kills 6i a; the wasSya is interrupted for 

funeral rites. Van Buitenen argues rather convincingly that the whole of S a b b m  is 

a reenactment.of the Vedic fa/asu-~m Van Buitcnen, however, does not consider what 

this transformation of a solemn Vedic ritual might have meant to the ia/iasrfs audience. 

Once again, die perspectives and values of Vedic tradition are being put into question. 

Upon what does genuine sovereignty rest in the kallyUga? When is duplicity dhannic, 

34' 2.18-22 
342 2.33-42 
343 "I wish to submit that The Assembly Hall is structurally an epic dramatization 

of the Vedic ritual." J.A.B. van Buitenen, ed. and trails., TheMaha-bhata, Vol. 2 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1975), 6. See also: David Gordon White, "Dogs 
Die," History ofReligions^, no. 4 (May 1989): 283-303. 



when adhannic? Y-ra's myal unction is a perverted and polluted ritual, with 

human sacrifice at its center and a real, not ritual, dice game at its ~ l o s e . 3 4 ~  

lhy- is among the at YucWghMs djm-j W-g thmugh 

the marvelous sabbahe makes a fool of himself by falling into pools he mistakes for 

marble floors, crashing into walls that seem to be doors, and so forth. Humiliated, 

furious, and deeply jealous, Duryodhana returns to Hastinapura, brooding: "Fate, I think, 

reigns supreme, and man's acts are in vain, when I see such splendid glory brought to the 

sons of KunW"'5 Pondering a means to revenge, and urged on by his cunning uncle 

&&mig l h y a h m a  builds a sabha-of bis own and invites Yudhiera for a game of dice. 

Yudhimra, so recently glorified as world sovereign, accepts the invitation. "Fate rote 

our wisdom as fire blinds the eye," he muses; "the Oldavacs*~ will i s  followed and men 

are bound as by nooses."-"* (Issues of (ate, daiva, and human initiative, pwvsakara, will 

be discussed in Chapters Four and Five.) 

acquiescence to Duryodhana's patently invidious invitation 

4xmlmt be t qh ined  adeqtmtdy by his weakness far gambling or his alleged 

vow never to refuse a challenge. The dicing scene emphasizes emphatically similarities 

between Dharma's son Yudbighira and SEqmts son Kama, whose solar kula links him to 

344 6i&upala, in fact, is the child of Kg@s paternal aunt. When &gqa lists 
6iiupiila's mi in preparation for killing him, prominent among them is the fact that 
6iiupala once had proposed to many R u k m i n i , ~ ~ ' ~  beloved wife. (2.42.15) 

~5 daivam cva pannfi msnye tu 
<fastva kunesute sub- s r i r t i r o  abrtamtatha.43.32) 

346 daivaq~ pmjBSip tu m m t i  tej& d c g m  ivapatat 
dhatui ca vaSam anveti pasair iva nara siw (2.52.18) 



Yam8 - both Yarna and Yudhighh are given the epithet Dbarmaraja, "King 

Dhanna."347 K m p  and Y i i d b i + w  are indeed brothers in the similar conflicts they 

individual's proper role of conduct - a conflict conducive in each brother to extreme, 

self-destructive "generosity." 5o(apo(ra lhqa ftcis like a J p t n h  King Yudhig@ira 

feeislike a Yudhiq~ds impulsive behavior at Duryodhanafs sabhacan be 

comprehended only by taking into account his deep-seated urges towards asceticism. 

Perhaps in reaction to the extraordinary riches and honors heaped upon him at his 

unction, Y d b @ h  compulsively gambles away everything: his wealth, his army, his 

kingdom, his people. He then wagers his toothers, praising each as he stakes him, as if to 

demonstrate how precious is  die wager and how thorough his detachment349 Finally, he 

347 We note as well that it is Yudhisjhira who first suspects some family 
cornicetion with Kama; he attributes his passivity during the dicing match to being 
stunned by the fact that Ka@s feet looked just like Kds (see Chapter Two). 

as the death of a brother, a sentiment that tee four 
hare. This insistence on Karpfs feet evokes the story 

of Yam% who threatens his shadow mother with his foot and thus is condemned to die. 
348 In fact, the bulk of the itihasds lengthy didactic books is aimed at persuading 

Y ~ ~ ~ t h H > ~ m d m t ~ t @ W f o ~ h m h o f ~ -  
M9 Yudhi~@&a's compulsive away of his possessions, his family, and 

his status as king is strongly akin to the behavior of Prince Vessan- from the 
Vessantara &taka composed around the fifth century BCE- Fitzgerald remarks that the 
M-& must stmngiy rivded "the pm-t and rclativeiy new mtud 
corpus of the day. .. the biography of the bodbisattva and Golama the Buddha." (James L. 
Fitzgerald, "India's Fifth Veda: The MabSbAa/a&kPreselltation of Itself," 167) 
Gombrich holds that the Pali text of the Vessaatara &taka is more comparable to the 
M-bbarata than to anyihing in Pali. At least one passage of the &taka, a long 
catalogue of fauna and flora, is closely modeledon a passage in the epic. (See Cone, The 
Perfect Generosity ofMace Vessaataia, xxix) Moreover, there are sufficient similarities 



slakes, and loses, himself=- is he condemned to total slavery, or has he won the freedom 

of utter self-loss? Sakuni reminds him that there is one last possession to gamble, 

Yudb@@ha responds with a beautiful, and chilling, eulogy to his queen - he 
knows he is going to lose her. 

She is neither too short nor too tall, neither too dark nor too red, and her 
eyes are red with love. I play you for her! Eyes like the petals of autumn 
lotuses, a fragrance as of autumn lotuses, a beauty that waits on autumn 
lotuses - the peer of Ari! ... Her waist s like an alter, hair kmg, eyes 
the color of copper, not too much body hair - such is the woman, long, 
such is the slender-waisted Paficali, for whom I now throw, the beautiful 
DraupK. Come on, Saubala [Sakuni]?3m 

  hey throw. fitarn. w e  have won!" cries âkuni. 

The incidents that follow are filled with references to vanaa, and particularly to 

Mtas. Dmyodhana immediately sends a messenger, a @ta, into the women's quarters to 

fetch D r a w - .  The Mta crawls up to her like "a dog in a lions' den."3Si He tells her she 



has been lost by Yudh@ba to Dmyodhana. Dmupadi asks how he, a servant, dare 

speak to her, and haughtily commands him: "S@@ go to that gambler in the sabbaaad 

ask, 'Whom did you lose Gist, Bhaiata, yourself or me?' Having found out, return and 

take me, son of a sff&!"352 He delivers the message, and Duryodhana orders him again to 

fetch her, but die terrified servant protests that he, a &la, dare not speak to one such as 

hupadi .  We wonder how these class references might have sounded to the silent 

8 h g a  mmm*ts b v b h  b*-&a ta the women's cprtem 

and drags Draupadi by the hair before the assembly, calling her the Kauravas "slave," - The primxss is wearing one simple w e n t  stained with menstrual blood- The 

sight of seems to excite Karqa: "And Kamyi was utterly delighted by his word 

[dssii, and approved of it laughing loudly."33 Kanp will pay with his lifs for that 

laughter. 

Kama, and fakum cheer on while the other men in the 

assembly remain miserably impotent. Even "wise" Bhi- equivocates, protesting that 

<ffianna is indeed "subtle"; he is unable to answer Dra;-s question as to whether 

Yudbi@ira, having already lost himself, could gamble her away.354 Then one man 

stands up and declares courageously that ill Ins opinion Draupadi has not been won. It i s  

one of Duryodhana's brothers, Vikawa by name, "Earless" or "Deaf." The ironic play on 



names clearly is intended, fin' V-s righteous intervention infuriates Ibqa beyond 

measure. All but fainting with fky ,  he rages: 

If you think that it was against dharma to bring her into the MI clad in one 
piece of clothing, listen to my  reply. The Gods have laid down that a 
woman shall have one husband, 0 descendent of Kuru. This woman is 
subject to many men and most certainly is a harlot!s5 

Kanp then say ta "This V- is only a child, babbling of wisdom! Strip 

the clothes from the Piip~vas and Dram!"3S6 Draw is saved by a miracle: each 

time Xh@Ssm pulls off one garment, another appeals.357 

h-, by rejecting Sutaputrs Kaqp at the svayamvara, denied herself to him 

as his rightful queen. He cannot forgive her for the insult, DOT for garlanding Arjuna, nor 
I 

for marrying the haughty men towards whom he feels such deep rivalry. K a q d s  insults 

are excessive, obsessive. Still, he desires her. "Quickly choose another husband, 

beautiful woman," he proposes.358 But Duryodhana intervenes; he looks invitingly at 

(2.60.40) 
355 rnanyase vS sabham etam anitam ekavibsm 

adiuinnqcti tatrapi sfnu me vakyam uttaram 
CICO bharta smya devaaf vihi* kunmandam 

Vankita (2.6 1.26-28,34-35) 
356 @jhvii&@ 

p@#avanaifi ca vasaipst draupadyS 6py upahara (2.6 1.38) 
3s7 The $?ripping of I3raupadl by D- is another much loved scene heid 

vividly in the Indic imagination, with a variant allowed only below the line in the Critical 
Edition, although the Poona editors do include a colorful illustration of the scene. The 
Vulgate and Bombay editions describe how Rraupadi prays to Kwna, and it is he who 
effects the miracle of the endless saree. See Critical Edition, p. 303-4, notes to line 40. 

358 anyam vpiipa patim aSu bhamini (2.63.3) 



-, exposes his left thi and slaps it invitingly."' W e  have Iearned fiom 

B h i ~ a ' s  grandfather Pratipa what the left thigh indicates (see above)! Dmyodhana*~ 

Throughout the dicing scene, while the PiQqiavas and members of the court stand 

by helplessly, commenting upon niceties of dbarma even while every norm of dbarma is 

being shattered, m a  is alive to the hypocrisy. Moreover, he pays tribute to Draupad]-ls 

true salfivic value. After she has won back her husbands' freedom, K m p  speaks: 

W e  do not h o w  of one W ~ M  h o w  fur k beauty among madchi 
who has accomplished such an unheard-of deed! While the and 
the Dh&tai&ras are filled with anger, Kgq@ Draupadi has become the 
good fortune of the sons of Pi@@! When they were boatless, sinking, 
drowning in dangerous waters, Paficali became the Ei@avas1 boat ro bring 
them to the farther shore.*I 

Khpa grasps the worth of what he was Wed at the wamra/s; lacking his mate, he 

will drown while the P m v a s  are saved. 

The dicing has a sequel. Rescued Y w m  is offered another chance to attain 

the renunciant's life for which he apparently yearns. In one last, winner-takes-all throw, 



Ydh@@ra cams twelve years of exile in the fmt, and a thirtamtti in mandatory kiidhg. 

He, his wife, and his brothers set out for the wilderness in ascetics' clothing. In 

the lead goes their priest, Dhaumya, cbantmg hymns to Yams, having fashioned the kua. 

grass that is dedicated to Niqti - the solar twins head die procession to e~ile13~2 

hatqmdi with her loose disheveled hair seems to embody that dark and dangerous 

immortal; die unbound hair is an emblem of her commitment to revenge IWQGsana's 

rn-ing atmi w s  ~aughter. AS ~IW inamation ofae goddess h, 

Draupadi is queen to Dharmaxiija Yudhisthira; as Niqti, she is sister of Dhann-ja 

Yama. InA identifies a dark shadow of the god Dhamia named 

Adharma, "Lawlessness." Adbanna's wife, he says, is Niqti; their sons are Fear, Panic, 

aidlh!h.? When,ontheeveofbattle,mtemptsK-to mJV- 

and join his brothc~s, the greatest reward he offers is that "at the sixth turn you shall lie 

with Draupadi-- In choosing to refuse that offer, K a w  is doomed to lie "in the lap of 

Nim*" 365 

362 lqtvii tu naim darbban ghoro dhaumyal,~ purohi* 
samaoi gayan yamyani puiato yati bhaiata (2.71.21) 

363 1.60.53 
"Â¥ ?as(hc ca tv- tatha kale draupady upagaroisyati (5.138.15) 
36s Kunti as well may be using Draupadi- as a temptation when she pleads with 

Kaqa to join bis brothers. Hiltcbcitel examines her words, "Enjoy that prosperity (an) 
belOngmg to Yudhi .&@am (5.143.8h nahg that the h- 
must refer, even if not solely, to Draupadi. Moreover, he observes that these words to 
&up are reminiscent of those earlier fateful words to her sons after the svayamvara. 
"May you all enjoy [it (her)] together," WitOaeti samctya sure (1.182.2) "la each 
passage," says ffiltebcitel, " the use of the root bbq; 'eat, enjoy,' carries a sexual 
overtone. Do we not honor the poets most if we assume that these coincideuces - all 
concerning words of Kunti to her sons about - - are 'real' and intended?" Alf 



Shpjaya's. Always honest with his king, the faithftil charioteer tells Dhftarasw bluntly: 

A great feud will follow, and the total destruction of everyone and his 
followers shall befal1. Thus warned by Bhisma, h q a ,  and Vidura, your 
foolish and shameless son Ruryodhana sent the son of a st& as his usher, 
to bring in D r a w - ,  the Pi@&vas' beloved wife, who walked in 
d'banaa.366 

For the siita mjaya, the day's vilest deed was not K e s  laughter, nor D@%kma's 

attempt to disrobe Krsna, nor s baring his left thigh, but the fact that the 

princess was summoned to the assembly by a suta. Draupadi- will undergo a parallel 

humiliation during the time when the Pi@@vas live disguised in the court of King V i m  

The king's wife has a brother, Kicaka by name, who is not only vile in his being but a 

sate by class.= He lusts after Draupadi- who is disguised as a ladies maid. When she 

repulses his advances, addressing him haughtily as sUtaputra, he grabs her by the @, 

throws her to the floor, and kicks her. Draupadi- complains bitterly of this insult in the 

presence of her disguised husbands, repeating like a refrain the detail of the incident that 

Hiltcbeitel, The Ritual ofBattle: Knshna in the (Ithaca; Cornell University 
Press, 1976), 226-27. 

366 tavedq s&pp riijan mahad vai- bhavisyati 
-md-e-hwati 
v- - ' p i ~ ~ d r o ~ V I ~ c a  
pT&@ym b m h m m e m  
priihiqod anayeheti putro duryodhanas tava 
sutaputrarp sumandatm5 nirlajja pratikaminam (2.72.5-7) 

3(7 The Killing of Kicaka, 4.13-23. There is  an intriguing theme dealing with 
brothers of queens in the itibasa. Besides Kicaka, there is hGiMs brother, vain h y a ,  
who allies with Dmyodhana and betrays and -s brother, wicked Sakuni. 



she finds most hideous: "A Stttaputia kicked me with his foot!"3*'8 W e  note here that for 

haughty Draw, Kicaka's crime lies not in assaulting a defenseless servant, but in the 

fact that the servant is in fact AyaHiH Draqmdi. The insult is avenged in one of the 

/tihSsds most violently comic scenes: Bhigna hides under the covers of a bed, 

pretending to be When Kiicaka ts to make love to the "princess," 

Bhima grabs him and beats him to a bloody pulp. Through details like these, the i&hasa 

emphasizes the complex status of the and Draupans especial aversion to them, in 

thus developing &q#s social predicament, and Iris vexed relationship with the woman 

who should have been his queen. 

Because of s cold rejection, Ibpa remains without a female partner. 

The itibasa indicates that he does have wives and sons; his women weep over his 

headless body in Stn-par~aa.3~9 However, no individual partner ever is identified.370 This 

last section will take a brief look at the female figure who seems to represent K.aa@s 

solar "other," a woman who is the antithesis of Yami and Niqti. Savitri is the daughter of 

the Sun, therefore in some sense a sister or double of K- Her story is told to 

Yudhimra by the sage Maika^ey - a as a reinhder that Dram- will be the P-q@vas' 

3@ 11.21 \ 

370 The same holds true for Duryodhana. Neither man is celibate tike Bhigna, but 
neither has a mate the itJf]aSa deems worth naming. K-a observes to Kfsna that in the 
great sacrifice of war to come, Duryodhana will act as Sacrificer and the role of 
sacnfids wife will be his m y .  5.139.42 



salvation. "Savitr* appears immediately before the "Robbing of 

the Earrings," $penultimate adbya-m which recounts lhqa's birth, 

abandonment, and self-mutilation (to be discussed in the following chapter). This elegant 

juxtaposition of stories demands that they be read as reflecting one another.371 Savitn, 

child of the Sun, is a kind of foil to Kama, his solar "other." Hers is the tale of the defeat 

of the Sun Vivasvat's son Yama by the Sun Saviws daughter. Savitri, as no other female 

hthe/fir&aaa,is t, powerful, and thoroughly in control. Her tale is rich and 

complex, and tins chapter will treat of it only cursorily. On one level, it is a reworking of 

the stoiy of Naciketas and Yama in the Katba Upans'@(aee above), now with a woman 

for protagonist and the goal not the renunciation of m&j@but liberation in life and in the 

body .372 A few of those lets will become evident in the foI1oWmg brief outline. 

King Aivapati is virtuous and pious, but childless. For eighteen years, he 

observes rigid vows and prays to the Sun Saviq. At last, Savitf's daughter, Savittl, 

appears to the king and promises that his wife will give birth to a splendid girl. The 

child, named after the Sun's daughter, resembles incarnate Sri (an obvious parallel to 

h u p a d i i .  Savitri grows up beautiful and wise, but possessed of such fiery splendor that 

371 Ancillary stories are found throughout the Critical Edition, except for the final 
three short pis/vans, and frequently are clustered. Ad@man contains 84 stories, 
&yakaparvan contains 80, and ̂ n&par~aa contains 158. Understanding those 
clusters and their themes is a work that begs to be done, and one that will shed much- 
neededlightontheliterarynatureoftheMahabbaiala. 

372 Sutton shows that the Atababbaratademonstrates an awareness of the 
U p a n i m  as a body of literature. Some Upam@are directly quoted in the 
Mabsbbaratt~, and the ffitbais one of the two most frequently quoted, along with the 



no man dares to choose her, for her tejas keeps him a~my.3~3 Whereas in the Vedic and 

HktiWup& stories, Samyu/mjfta was overpowered by the t i&  of her solar husband, 

and Kuna is overwhelmed by the teyasof Siirya, here it is a solar female wbo stuns men 

with her re/&. To find a mate, Savitri sets out into the world on her chariot, another solar 

referen~e.~7~ One day Asvatpati is sitting with the sage Naiads when his daughter returns 

to announce that she has chosen a husband, Satyavaf, TruthfulF5 Satyavat's father, 

King Dyumatsena, has gone blind and been driven from his kingdom. Dyumatsena, his 

queen, and Satyavat live in a forest hermitage. Narada, who can see into the future, 

discloses that Saviiri has made a grievous mistake, for Satyavat has one fatal flaw: he is 

doomed to die in precisely one year. Savitri cannot be dissuaded: "Long-lived or short- 

lived, with virtues or without, my husband once chosen, I will not choose another."376 

Savitrfs resolve recalls Kknp's obdurate, self-destructive generosity and Bhipna's 

homile vow, but with a difference: SaVItri is master of her destiny. She marries 

&etShtara. As far as I am aware, no one has studied the obvious structural and literary 
parallels between "Savitti" and the K&tba- l.ljamifad. 

373 tap tu jvalantnn iva tejaSa 
na kas cid varayiSm &a tcj& prativantid~ 

s94 Stephanie Jamison shows that Saviws independent action in finding her own 
and other other Vedic texts describe pati- 
to the d k m a  texts, a father has a limited 

amount of time - between mice months and three years - to fulfill his duty to find a 
husband for a daughter of marriageable age. What is unusual in SavitiTs case is that she 
is forced into independent action because her father makes no effort on his own. Then 
Asvapati urges her to hurry to find a husband so that he will not incur blame! After she 
has chosen Satyavat, however, both fathers ratify the marriage. Stephanie Jamison, 
Sacrificed Wife/SacriGcer̂ Wife, 240-247. 

375 Satyavati is the feminine form of the name! 
376 dirghayur atha viilpiiyuh saguno nirglino 'pi vS 









We have seen haw -tly the figures into that expIomtim. Clearly, this GI= 

was a major presence in the milieu h which tk i'm dcvel - priests, kings, anci 

warriors who had, f b n  the d i e s t  generations, intermixed, be it in m d u m d q a  or 

pmtiloma liaisons. The ~HI&s ~ ~ t s  d&isas acting in a myriad of roles: as bards, like 

Vaikmpliyana, as senmnts, Iike the groveling s@-& sent to summa h@-; as simple 

c&ateers, like Kmqa's adaptive fither, Adhira* as advisors and wnfidmts of kings, 

like -jam as g c n d s  of a king's m y ,  Iike brother af Viriib's even as 

kings, like bnp himse& king of Mga. The &atn@ characters afthe M H h m b  

have d i c t b g  &titu&s ~~ sti* yet dearly have p w n  an their 

services. The i2ii&W c~~ that it first found qrcss ian  through s@". It cannot be 

~ h m t  that V- whm asked at Jmamejaya's sacrifice to tell his Cheat B b t a ,  

dcmiu~~  to his student, the M&a Vai 

& as is amtended here, ICanp is ~~ the mqmesmtativ~ of the i U d M - m H s  

mode1 audience, then the fwt that he i s  a sad must wlor our mchmtadiag of that 

audimce. Perbps the intentian is to underscm ta the c d u ~ m e m b c r s  ~f the court 

capable of wdiqgthe i t i b  that my pretensions to c iw purity were long ago 

invalidated - the wdbsim bqhs with Y a w s  ~~~ the p i n "  marriage ta a 

-in and his pmhiited union with the daughter af an asma king. The m-&i bammes 

the mbIm of dl men, whatewer c b  thy may claim, who never e m  be certain oftheir 

blood h e .  However, i f  them is a m  pwerfid indication t k ~  the itibihia draws special 

atteatiam to tb dl#& ~Iass, pcrkps even to identi@ hhscIf with it, is tbat Viqqu's 



Sivitri a lone exception in her defm of Yamars inexomble will? Wkhe divine  aso of 

the ~ ~ t e r s  p v i &  mativations and e x p l ~ ~  for what occurs on earth, b w  

deterministic am those events? The next chapter will take up the issues of Daiva and 

human initiative, pticdarly as cxpiod  thmugb the chmwter of Ekqa. 

382 10.40, see above. 







' .  mstance - mwt accept paticnay his lot, follow the dbimna of his class, gender, a d  stage 

of life, and trust that in 8 future life con&tiuns will improve. Nonetheless, what the 

idhidual in the Wpga ~~ in this life ia iricxmtmv&%Ie: human e~~ is 

marred by pain and fallowed by death. In the ad, by pushing the fhctification of one's 

385 U-@ 1-20, in: Patrick Olivek, ed. and tram., Lfm@ia& (New 
h r k :  Oxford U ~ v d q  h, I%), 234. 

386 hitvii so 'siia sqtavan ni@mnitvig w w m a  
an- ymiq pwmiigSn-; bits6 ddmp bimjate ri8ja~iqh 
pqyiErp yon@ pqyalqta mjmti; p8ip&p yon& -0 mjanti (1 +8S 18-19] 
However, YayW, like most chmwtms in the MMbm&?, has conflicting views 

about !he pwers of h m m  versus the powers of fhte. He says: %e it happhess or 
suffhing, a person finds it is d q x m h t  on &m, not on his own p w m .  Therefore, 
m-g * ~ o f h h y ,  ~~ he grieve nor rejoice." 

- b j m m w v w - ; & i  - m - 8  
tasmiid diqpqi balwan ~ y a m h o ;  na samjvara n&pi m e t  H cit ( I  -84.7) 







- 

3w naivlihp m y  a y q  m@yw niiyaq~ lubdhaka pama@ 
Mbiqi jantu mmqe mi vapq hi p y o j m  
M w a m W m w ' d @ -  
pmqiib hem nSnyo 'sya vadhyate 'ymp sv-w (1 3.1.63-4) 

395 ctac ehrutvii h a p  -ha ma bhG cintiipm qp 
8vakarma p a ! y a ~ l o ~  &rb vidd&i nmaujaqabha 
m m w @ m m m m - v G  
mmi tat lqtafp vim vihita yem pwhivt@ (13-1.74-75) 

396 Yamslav Vassilkovy ''Ka'Wd (the h e h e  of C y d i d  Time) in the 
f b h B b t a  and the Concept of Heroie Didactics," in Composing a Tmd~un: Comep&, 





h m m p r e W i l e  principle at w d  stmngcr than the individual, which the individwd 

must cmfbnt done. The MWh&& e x p w  that principle in a variety of ways. It is 

Tuckf' wnecessim "a '%ortun&' "Mqq vhi@ "rule;" &t#Wi, 

nheGWgiv;w ae&m "the unthinkable;" a m  "the unforeseen;" pc&c& '*chance;" 

b d k m * & ~  "what must be*" Most bpmtmtly, it is kEk2, meaning both "time" and 

%eath,@' and duke literally, @*that which comes from the &vas, the gods,*' that is, 

inexarable '?Fatew ln the w d d  of the A%%w, &iva as Y k  4xmezting link 

between rnicmmszn and rnacruc~m,~ observes David Shulman; &va qresats  "the 

Mdual's situation within the deeper structure of reality." Its essence is "negativity, in 

the sense of destructivey dis-integrating, m k c d  m d  m b a l ~ g  ~ORXS ....*'a IQsna . . will 

a f f i  a solution ta counter tbe negative, dis-integmth~ and ddmative forces of Time 

and Fate. But is the solution pmposed in the Bh@vadg-6a*l&!e to everyone? Is it 

either qpmprhk or possible fm a man We bqp, W e  ourselves, h e  aa-? How 

can one ever be certain? This chapter will examine the it&lMs exphations of these 

hues ~~ h q a ,  ~ c ~ y  as in oppmitim to his nemesis, Arjmi. The forces at 

work in Arjumts life are not destmdve or dis-integrating for they are m M d  in 

m d m p W & M -  H o w b m @ & M - ?  WhtareKgqtpfs 

motives? How does &yzp @'guidew or " ~ ' '  m? I will arguey again, that the itihiEsa is 

not simply a ccjNe&icm of varhs philamphies and pints of view haphazdly mllectd 

together over t h e .  bthery the M m a &  s ~ c ~ s  its explonitims into its net. 

a David Dean Shdman, "On Being Human in the Sanskrit Epic: The fiddle of 



Nala,'' hmmd  of^^^ P f i l ~ b y 2 2  (IShtch 1994): 359. 
mvid Sh- a q u a  that their discussions, "repmted with a vicious 

verisimilitude [are] characteris~c of comedy in its me1 or mocking aspect" David &an 



a Fate? reasons IQp, is like the rain that W s  an a field, human eEbt like 

the prcsper prepation of the field that it may bear f2uit.m Whik he extols the 

camat b deterred f h n  his pla~~ Yet while he believeshe is  taking initiative here, the 

makes it clear that AiivatWman is acting as an instrtunent of lhiva. When he 

is R u b ,  hva in his fkightfbl q x c t .  Ahtthiiman determines to sacrifice hirnself to that 



Among the warriors killed early on by Asvatthaman is 6- In the previous 

chapter, Amba turned ~ ~ b i  turned hain@ was discussed in relationship to solar 

fierce Siva and immolated herself as sacrifice to that god. Reborn as the sister/brother of 

Draupadi, she brings about the death of Bhiqma. Now, in the camp at night, Aiivatthaman 

and 6ikag@n begin to fight. "Then mighty-armed Asvatthaman, filled with rage, closed 

with ̂ i i $ n  and with his sword cleaved him in two."407 No sooner has &kq@n been 

split asunder - the male and female halves severed, as it were - than the warriors of the 

camp have a horrific vision. Am& the man-woman, now physically becomes 

=la, Time, as N i i ,  Destruction. 

Dark, with bloody mouth and eyes, anointed with a bloody unguents, 
wearing a single bloody garment, with noose in hand, they saw her, 
&ha@ni, the Night of Time (kalara-tn), standing there smiling. ... On 
nights past those foremost of warriors had seen her in their dreams, 
leading the sleepers away and Droqa's son forever killing them.- 

This passage has been read - misread, I believe - as a late interpolation, an anachronistic 

reference to pWamC Dur@ or Kali. Hiltebeitel calls the lines an "intrusion" that the 

parvau can do without409 Again, however, the Mahabbarsta reveals the complex 



wholeness of its net Amba, continuing the curse of Yami turned Nixpi, at last fulfills her 

purpose, and the purposes of Daiva. Why else would the itihasa give a name to this 

monstrous female? Fen- these doomed warriors, Kalaratn- - Night of Tune, Night of 

Death - is Â ¤ Â ¥ i @ n  

Ja@-wfra 

Dh@ui@pa is arguably the most "fata1istic" of the itihasds main characters. He is, 

as Wrges Dumeadi aptly puts it, " 4 lafois la vietime, Ie docin*mire et /'agent d'w desfIn en 

u p ~ n c e  umsi mmgle qw !ui. ", "at once tb mouthpi- and the agent of a destiny apparently 

as blind is he is."410 The blind king dwells in a dark worid ruled by inscrutable Dhaq, the 

"Ordaher," personified Fate. When Duryodhana demands that his father invite 

Ytdh@@h to play the game of dice, D- foreseeing d i m ,  but with "his mind 

clouded by @va," dai Qdhacetafi, yields to his son's plan, deeming it "invincible 

fate," &stamp &ivam411 "Eveiything obeys the commands of Dm,'* he says to excuse 

the dice game; "the world acts through compulsion, not self-will."412 Later, witnessing 

the Kun&etm battle through the eyes of Fmpjaya, he tells his suta that "everything has 

been arranged by D m "  and therefore cannot be otherwise.413 Faithful Sqjaya councils 

D- to take responsibility for the fruit of his actions, not to blame the devastation 

on fate but to accept "here or hereafter" the karmas created by his own deeds, according 

410 Georges Dumezil, Mylhe el Ewe (Paris: ~Wimard, 1968). 162. 
4fl 2.51.16 

dhatra tu dejasya v& kiltxhp sarvq; jagac ce$@ti na svatantram (2.5 1 -25) 
413 p* yatha tattathamtad (6.72.26) 



to the reality of Iris sins.414 However, once the war has been fought, Sqtaya advises 

resignation in the face of the unbearable devastation. 

What must be must be, do not grieve over it. Who can prevent Fate even 
with the greatest wisdom? No one at all can step beyond the path 
bestowed by the Disposer. All i s  rooted in Time: being and nonbeing, 
happiness and imhappiness.4i5 

D m m ' s  obsessive fatalism ly is supported by those around him- The way of 

daik cannot be controlled by anyone at all," Vidura tells his half-brother.416 Up to the 

end of his We, D- is reassured that the war was not his or his family's fault; it 

was brought about by irresistible Fate: "Daiva cannot be resisted by human eff0rt."~1~ 

Clearly, the efforts of Dtytaribp and tho& around him to transfer zusponsibility for the 

war's the horror to blind destiny betray a deep unease. To admit that human effort, 

pttrusakara, can be effective in producing results is to accept, according to the doctrine of 

that those results will pursue the individual in this life or another. The 

lM?d@Whta challenges its audience to examine that doctrine; only the truly sighted may 

have the courage to embrace it. At the same time, the Mahabbarata everywhere supports 



a view that there is a universal cosmic order that must be, and will be, upheld. There is a 

plan. Humans participate in that plan; either willingly or despite themselves they act to 

fulfill i t  

Yudbspftira and Draapadf 

Yudhi- is not unlike D&lar&tm . . in his ro~clusions about fate. "Everything is 

controlled by DM&" he muses, as he sets out for the dice gamem4I8 SabbaparvaC tells us 

that Daiva is a force that drives and intoxicates; in Shulman's analysis, neither D-pa 

nor Yudtu~$im are able to hold out against it? However, as discussed in the previous 

chapter, Y- appears almost eager to divest himself of everything that keeps him 

bound to his dharma as heir to the throne. DlytariQ~ is too weak even to wish to be 

cured of his blindness; ins mind is clouded by Daiva; Yudhisthira, one might say, has a 

mind clouded by dbanaa. Early in their exile, Draupadi and Yudhi$@ira engage in an 

intense discussion in winch Draupadi berates Yudhiq- for his weakness and 

passivity.420 It is high time he stands up to the Kauravas, she insists. Yudhighira 

fcqmxk tbat the e t m d  law, dkma@? sisa&w of the wise is to be patient %nd gentle; 

he intends to obey that law.421 Dra- will have none of it. She reminds him of his 

defeat at the dicing match. Yes indeed, she says, men follow the of Dhaw like 

daivq p - nasakyamativartiturn(15.16.1-2) 
418 d l a a  m E &  kiledaq(Z.XL~4) 
4m David Dean Shulman, "Devana and Daiva," in Ritual, Stale andliGstoryiu 

Saua Asia: Essaysin Honour &I. Heesterman, cd. D. H. A- Kolff; A. W. van den 
Hffik, MS. Oort (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1992), 359. 

420 3.30-33 
421 etad atmavatam vgltam e@i dharm* 



bulls led by nose ropes.422 Having witnessed the PSy$avasf suffering and the success of 

Duryodhana, she declares, "I condemn D m ,  who sanctions such rnisfortune."4= 

Y i u B i i ~ ~  pleads with her not to revile the Oldainer, he claims that his own behavior is 

driven only by cBwma. "I do not act seeking the thiits of &ma;  I give because I am 

compelled to do so, I sacrifice because I am compelled to do so!"424 Indeed. he admits, 

his mind by its very nature, svabha-va-4 is possessed by &ma4= Dharma and dai-va are 

d a t e d  in Y a m s  mind. D r a e -  rejects Yudhiq@&a's woridview. "What 

comes to a man through absolute necessity, fitbat, through fate, daMG through his very 

, svabbavat, or through action, is all the firmt of his previous actions," 

she says.426 The importance of positive action is what Draupadi- would teach Yudhi#bh 

The one who holds that the supreme tiling in ibs world is destiny, and the one who holds 

it is absolute necessity, are both outcasts. The faculiy of action is praised!"42? Yet even 

must allow that the artifices of the gods are inscrutabie.428 

Everything, whether it comes from destiny or absolute necessity, is 
inscrutable. What we perceive as coming either from necessity or from 
destiny is actually the chain of cause and effect. Some comes from fate, 

ktpmii caiv-syalp ca tat kartasmy abam &jaS (3.30.50) 
422 mafi sutra iva proto nasyota iva g o v w  

dhatur W e b  anveti tanmayo hi tad arpanab (3.3 1.25) 
yo 'nupasyati (3.3 1.39) 

4axamp dlmrmqbai 
dadami &yam ity eva yaje yaspivyam ity uta (3.32.2) 

4% gudhflmSyii hi devataii (3.32.34) 



same from the stais, some from a person's own actions; thus a man obtains 
the fruits, there is no fourth way.429 

Draupad- does not reject determinism outright, but urges that in the structure of causality 

the preordaining force of daiva is not absolute; human effort is also a significant factor.430 

In her view, Yudhis- is too ready to surrender passively to some imagined will of 

Yudhi$fbira, however, may not be as fatalistic as Dm- imagines. His struggle 

rather centers on the conflicting life-ethics of pra@Z& a turning towards the world, and 

a turning away from the world in search of mo@ Suspecting the illusory nature 

of so-called reality, his instinct is to tun away from the world and to find final release 

from its cycles. During the exile, he has the opportunity to question the great sage 

Observing that the evil sons ofD- seem to prosper while he and 

his wife and brothers suffer hardships, he wonders how it cam be said that humans reap 
* 

their just rewards. How does bvara, the Supreme Being, operate? Do a man's good and 

evil deeds follow him into another birth? How so?43' explains that a man's 

actions follow him from womb to womb. Those who believe that &tiWtwidbs, "the law 
t 

of inevitability," governs everything are ignorant. A person who lives a virtuous life 

429 asti sarvam adrsyap tu digtam caiva tatha hatfaah 
d^syate hi ba@ik caiva 
kkp cid daivad dhafhiit 
purusah P~&=J apw Icsr&@wm (3 -33.3 1 -2) 

430 Nicholas Sutton, Religious Doc67*ne in the Mababbmta (Delhi: Motilal 
Banarsidass, 2000),374-75. 

431 3.181.4-8 



d y ~  pra-yasah, will be reborn from a noble womb.432 How much bangs upon that 

"usually"! In the end, even the great -deya equivocates, using words almost 

identical to Draupadi's: "Some of what men acquire comes ftom daiva, some from the 

stars, some even through their own actions, 0 king. Don't give it another tho~ght"43~ 

Yudhisfhira, of course, will continue to give it a good deal of thought. 

What is most striking in the Mahabharatds numerous dialogues dealing with the 

relative merits and demerits of human action and the power of Daiva is the lack of 

eat on the effectiveness of human action. The belief that human exertion is 

effective stands in an unresolved state of tension with die claims that the will of fhara or 

DhiQ=, or the inscrutable machinations of fate and necessity are the primary causative 

forces at went in the wortd.434 This dilemma is fimher complicated when the doctrine of 

karmas is added to the equation. On one hand, AaCTan places responsibility for the 

suffering and pleasures of life squarely upon the individual human being. Fate cm be 

influenced precisely because it is not arbitrary. On the other hand, the iDdl-VIdual can be 

perceived as being helplessly bound by the results of his past actions; in this sense, fate is 

not "blind," but it is inexorable. 

The Maha-bIsa/ata, then, offers its audience any number of arguments about &w, 

Ma, andpwusakaia through discourses in which nothing ever is resolved A 

^ 3.181.24-30 
433 k i q ~  cid daivad dh- khp cit khp cid cva svakannabhil~ 
. Prapnuvanti 6jan te 'stv aiyii vicSm$i (3.18 1.32) 



filrther element that must be considered is mat so many of the itilsassts characters are said 

to be partial incarnations of de-vasor aswas. To what extent can these characters be said 

to have "past lives"? Are they subject to the laws of karman or die woridngs of daiva in 

the sense that ordinary humans are? This important question i s  dealt with, I believe, 

through the character of Kaqa. The remainder of this chapter will look at Ka@s 

attitude towards pumg&Ba and &va, and examine how these forces play out in his life. 

After Dinyodhana's plan to have the P-vas bum to death in the lacquer house 

fails, after Arjuna wins the prize at the svayamvara and the brothers have jointly married 

Draupadi, Duryodhana returns to Hastinapura shamed, jealous, and eager to plot revenge. 

When Drona, Bhisma, and Vidura advise reconciliation, Duryodhana and K q a  argue 

that the Kaliravas must devise methods to break their cousins' burgeoning strength. 

Dmyodhana imagines devious schemes to alienate the brothers from one another and 

haupadi fhm her h u h & *  Kanp now assuxnes the role of advim - a role appropriate 

to a Mta - and he is blunt: "Dinyodhana, I don't think you have your wits entirely 

together?W35 The Piiniavas, he says, cannot be overcome by trickery, b n i ,  or 

corruption, for they are protected by destiny, &#a436 There is but one covase of action: 

to make war before the PQ@vas have struck roots. Above all, &uqa councils, 

- 

434 Bruce 3. Long, The Concepts of Human Action and Rebirth in the 
Mababbaraw in Kamia andRebirtfi in C7assicalIndian Tradftions, ed. Wendy Doniger 
OTIaherty (Berkeley: University of California Press, l98O), 44. 

435 duryodhana tava praj fia na samyag iti me ma@ ( 1.194.1 ) 



Duryodhana must act &forfKgqrp arrives on the scene. There is nothing that 

would not sacrifice for the sake of the Piiq@ivas!**437 

Bhisma, Drona, and Vidura are scandalized by Kaqds  

and Duryodhana's great disgust, they convince to seek not war but 

reconciliation by ceding to the PSq&vas part of the kingdom. The older generation wins 

the argument. Nonetheless, b r q a ' s  advice will prove to have been prescient. Had the 

Kamavas waged war on the PiQ@vas before Krsna arrived, before Anuna and lQyp 

cleared the Kh@@va tract, before Yudhi@hra built his saw performed his ra/asUŷ  

and won the allegiance of so many princes and kings, Duyodhana might easily have 

secured his place on the throne with a short, minimally destructive war. This is the first, 

butfarfromthelastinstancewhereKamais thwartedinactmgashismstinetsdictate 

and reviled for what in another would win praise. 

When Ikqa realizes that his advice will not be heeded, he bitterly lashes out at 

the elders whom he deems hypocrites. Is it not amazing, he sneers, that men who live at 

the king's largesse should give advice to the disadvantage of the king's son! Yet perhaps 

it could not be otherwise, Kaqp muses: "In difficult times friends are neither for better 

DOT for worse. Be it misery or happiness, everything happens according to rule!"43g He 

proceeds to tell a curious little story. Because this is his first speech of any length, it 

must play a significant part in our understanding of K a q p  



It is said that once upon a time in Rajagrha a certain AmbuVIca was long 
ofh-af- Hewas k - h a l l f i ~ t i q  h e ~ u l d o d y  
breathe in and out, and in all matters was - t on his minister. The 
minister, Mihkar@, soon became the sole lord. Thinking his power was 
secure, he began to behave contemptuously. The fool took for himself all 
the pleasures, women, jewels, riches, and powers of the king. Having 
taken what he coveted, his avariciousness only increased; having taken 
everything, he wanted to take the kingdom. The king was lacking in all 
abilities, he could only breathe in and out, yet it is said that the minister, 
for all his- striving, was unable to take the kingdom. What then was the 
king's sovereignty if not destined to be? If your sovereignty is destined to 
be, 0 lord of die people, in the eyes of the whole world it will remain with 
you forever. And if it is not destined to be, for all your striving you will 
not obtain it. Knowing this, consider the good and bad intentions of your 
ministers and pay attention to tee words of the evil ones as well as the 
good ones.439 

h q d s  story is cynically fatalistic, as the play on names, K a q a  and Mahakami . Ã  

underscores. A Aarn/is a kind of arrow whose tip is like an ear. The pun with his 

name betrays a certain grim humor on lhqi's part- Although the tale is an attack on 



Bhisma, Drona, and Vidura, K m p  includes himself in the critique. "Listen to us all, 

Duryodhana," K m p  seems to be saying, "but understand that whether or not you keep 

the kingdom will be determined in the end by Fate." 

Father's and Sons: Tlw Robbing of the Earnags 

Asthesonofa d^a, K m p  is akin to his brothers. In 

Kaqa will encounter his divine father, SXirya, as will Arjuna, Yudhlsthira, and Bhima 

encounter their fathers, India,440 Dharma,@1 and ViQq here in his incarnation as the great 

monkey HanumarP2 wuna is identified repeatedly as Nara, counterpart of- 
- 

NiHyasss~ In after Arjuna has set off in scareh of divine weapons, he is 
- 

told by Aiva himself that in a previous existence he was Nara, together with his friend 

NaiayaqaF3 Then Arjuna sees Yama, who, acknowledging his shared solar kola with 

Kama, makes Arjuna a promise: "Kama, a particle of my father, the god who sends heat 

Thereupon, Arjuna is transported to India's heaven where he lives in his father's palace 

for five years. 

Daiva dictates a different sort  of course for Kaqa, who from infancy is deprived 

of the privileges of high class enjoyed by his brothers. h q a  is a sensitive yet eminently 

duq@halp caiva boddhavyam ad*- ca bbQi tam (1.1%. 1 7-25) 
^ 3.4349 
^' 3.295-299 
^ 3.146-150 
443 naras t v q  pvrVadehe vai ~ y t q a  sahayavib (3 -4 1.1 ) 
444 pitur rnamiiqh devasya sarvdokapratapha 



realistic man, who must struggle to live the &tnH identity forbidden to him by Fate. 

Ignorant of his paternity, he nonetheless is attracted instinctively to the Sun and worships 

SRrya daily. Moreover, there is the fact of his golden armor ami earrings. As long as 

Kkqa bears these, he is invulnerable. Kmqds loss of divinity with die robbing of his 

congenital hp&las and kavaca signals his birth into mortality. He now must rely upon 

his unaided human effort while remaining vulnerable to dai'va. This had to be if Kanpi 

was to b representative of the audience of the Mm&f#ata. 

"The Robbing of the Earrings," penultimate adbym of 

immediately follows the story of Savitri, discussed in Chapiter Three. 

The Savitri story represents a singular overcoming of Kala and Daiva, perhaps even of 

the laws of kansvstn, for SaVItn- defeats bath, and her dead husband is reborn into the 

same body in the same lifetime. Savitri, daughter of the Sim, is related to I h q a  through 

Hie solar kula, a link stressed by the dramatic proximity of her tale and Kim@. "The 

Robbing of the Eamngs," is among the Mahabhhtds most moving and poetically 

rendered chapters. It begins with a question, is interrupted with another question at its 

moment of highest tension, flashes back many years, then takes up again the original 

narrative. It is a story of fathers and sons. It is prompted by a on Janamcjaya asks 

Vaiikzppiiyana, in reference to words spoken by the sage Lorn& to Yudhi- early in 

die exile, and Wly in h y a k a p m w .  Here is another instance of how the itibasa 

constructs its net and manipulates time. As discussed above, Y u d h i ~ ~  had confessed 

sa sumahavuyaS Way5 vadhyo dhanaqjaya (3.42.20) 



to spending sleepless nights worrying about Kama, for whom he feels a certain great fear. 

Having bean) the story of Savitri, Janamejaya now wants to hear more about that great 

fear concerning K a r p ~  V a i m y a n a  obliges: "When the twelfth year had passed and 

the thirteenth arrived," the bard begins.4*5 The exile is ending. The Pih&~vas need to 

pass one more year in disguise and then they can return to press their claim to the 

kingdom. Meanwhile, says Vai-piiyana, out of love for his son Arjima, India had 

devised a scheme to weaken Kama, reckoning, it seems, that the divine weapons given to 

Arjuna will not be sufficient to defeat the siitaptra. StQm is aware of Indra's plan and, 

filled with compassion and affection for his son, appears to K m p  a dream to warn him 

that India will disguise himself as a brahmin and beg for the golden earrings and armor. 

Kama, if you give away your beautiful congenital earrings, your life will 
and you will fail y&r the control of Death, Mrtyu. 

Honorable one, with your armor and earrings, in battle you are inviolable 
to your enemies - mark my words. Your two jewels have arisen from the 
Elixir, they must be protected, Kama, if life is dear to y o u 9  

Kaqa tells Surya that be cannot be kept from his life's vow: to give to any 

brahmin whatever he asks. "Fame like a mother gives life to a man in the world. Infamy 

kills the living even when the body is alive," he says. "By giving away these congenital 



objects I will obtain eternal fameY47 The Sun responds tartly, "The fame of a dead 

mortal is like a garland on a ~orpse!"4~8 Kaqa, however, is strongly attracted to the idea 

of posthumous "fame." It may be all he has to win. The Sun does not reveal his 

paternity, but he hints to -a that there i s  something higher and "god made" within him 

of which Kaqa is unaware. 

A secret of the god cannot be known to you, bull among men, so I will not 
tell you the secret, hi time you will know it. I repeat again, Wheya, 
listen: do not give your earrings to the mendicant! ... With your earrings, 
Arjuna cannot defeat you in battle even if lndra himself were his arrow. 
Therefore do not give your beautiful earrings to Indra, Karga, if you want 
to vanquish Arjuna in combat99 

Kaqa is immovable. "I do not fear Mrtyu as I fear falsehood, ... and I w7/vanquish 

Arjuna in battle. Sanction my vow, 0 best of gods. If Indra conies begging I will give 

him my life itseIf18'450 Realizing his son will not bend, SWya advises him to ask in return 

447 kirtir hi purusaq loke sqjivayati matpat 
akir&ir jivitaxp hanti jivato 'pi Saririg@ (3.284.32) 
so Tiam sariraje dattvii kirtim priipsy&mi Sasvatim (3 -284.35) 
mrtasya kiltir martyasya yathii rnalii gatayur & (3.285.6) 

449 asti catra parag 1drp cid adhyatmaxp devanirmitam 
at& ca tv&p bravfmy etat kriyatam aviSankay8 
deva guhyaqi Way% jfEtq na -am p-bha 
tasm& nakhy5mi te @yap kale vetsyati tad bhaviin 
punar ca vdqyiimi t v q  radheya n i i a  tat 
maSmai te kq&le dadya bhik~ave vajrapiiqaye (2.285.8- 10) 
a tu tv- arjunah Saktah &@lSbhyZm samanvitam 
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bibhemi na tatha mrtyor yathii bibhye ' W d  aham ... 
.. vijegyami rwe 'rjunam ... 
idam tvam anujmihi surdrestha vratam mama 



the boon of India's unfailing spear. When K- awakens from the dream, he prays to 

S&ya and tells the god his dream. With a slight smile, the Sun replies, "So be it."451 

At this dramatic moment, Janamejaya interrupts the story to ask Vaibmpgyana, 

'What was the secret that the hot-rayed one did not tell Kqa?"45= The bard then sweeps 

the audience back into the past, and into earlier sections of the i&AaSa. The story of 

Kaqa's conception already has been told briefly in Ad/par~as.~53 Now we hear in 

beautiful and moving detail about the visit of the irascible ascetic to the palace of King 

Kuntibhoja and its fateful outcome. Vaisampayana does not name the ascetic, but earlier 

he was identified as Durv%sas, the "Unclothed One," whose terrible demands are 

documented throughout the itiha~a. In AousaSanaparvan, m g a  relates an encounter with 

the naked Durvibis, who wanders about asking for hospitality threatening, "He who 

would give me shelter should not anger rne."454 Durv- goes so far as to have -a's 

wife Rukrnini pull him about while yoked to a chariot, while m a  remains nonplused. 

Both husband and wife earn boons for their '%0spitality.''~55 This, then, is the figure to 

whom the "child-lovingn Kuntibhoja "gives" KuntT.456 Kunti submits: "It is my very 

b h i k ~ t e  vajriqe dadyam api jivitam Stmanab (3.286.6-9) 
451 uvaca tap tathety eva kimpg  s t i r y a  smayann iva (3.286.19) 
452 kim tad guhyam na cakhyiitaq~ kargiiyehosqa r&minii (3.287.1) 
453 1.104 
4s4 yo map k g  cid vi%ayeta na sa main kopayed iha (13.144.14) 
455 13.144. During this same visit, Durviisas tells IQga to smear himself with 

some rice-milk, pa-yasa, but K&qa neglects to smear the soles of his feet. The ascetic 
tells him that all the parts that have been covered in the sweet will be invulnerable. 
Indeed, the arrow that ends Qyna's life on earth strikes the avatars in the foot. 

456 p m & ~  pandadau tasmai dvy'Zya sutavatsa/& (3.289.1 2) 



nature to honor the twice-born.qfl She will pass on this trait to Kazpa Nonetheless, we 

wonder if Kuntibhoja's "hospitality" towards Durvibs is what Kunti remembers when 

years later she bitterly complains to K$gqa that "like a gambler" her father had awarded to 

his fiend - only for the friend to give her to an ascetic (see Chapter Three). 

Despite D u r v b '  demands, faultfinding, and abusive speech, Kunti is never 

displeasing. After a year of servitude, the ascetic rewards her with the secret mantra that 

is, ammg the many boons recoded ~ ~ u t  the M a m e  s m l y  the mait 

portentous. "Whichever god you call with this mantra, my dear girl, will have to obey 

your will.-"8 What follows after Durviisas leaves is a tender love story unique in the 

itibasa. KuntTs first menstrual period has started, and she feels ashamed that she still is 

unmarried, 

Then [Kunti] saw the thousand-rayed orb rising, ablaze, and she was 
not satiated by the beauty of the Sun come at the juncture of night and day. 
Her eyesight became divine and she beheld the divine-looking god, 
wearing armor and adorned with earring~.~S9 

Kunti uses her mantra to call the Sun, and he, by the power of his yoga, splits himself in 

twdm Still shining in the sky, he comes to her in the form of a resplendent man. 

Tenderly he asks her what he should do for her, and when Kunti timidly attempts to send 



him away, he reads her inmost thoughts. "Your intentson, lovely girl, was to have by 

Siirya a son whose heroism is unequalled in the world, wearing armor and earrings."441 

She worries about propriety and d&anna, about what her father and mother will drink; 

still, she is unable to resist SEhyaas attraction. "Having given myself to you, dangtmus 

one, I will remain virtuous. In you are the <&anna and glory, fame and life of embodied 

beings."*= Sbya promises that after making love with him her virginity will be 

restored, and that their son will wear divine armor and earrings given by Aditi made from 

the Elixir. Kunti surrenders. 

"Utterly, lord god, will I make love with you, if my son will be as you say, 
lord of stars," said KunH. "So be it," replied the sky-goer, and possessed 
Kunti with his yogic self, penetrating her to the navel. Then she was 
shaken by Suiya's splendor, and the princess fell upon her bed in a 
swoon.463 

The story of KuntTs seduction and its aftermath is crafted with great poetic care, 

including finely rendered details about traits os Kmti and S i b p  that their child will 

inherit. None other of the P@qiavas is born from passion or tenderness. When Kmti 

uses her mantra again it is to please Pandu, who tias been cursed to an existence where 

death and sex are one. No details are given of KuntTs union with Dharma, In- and 



Viiyu, nor of Widxi's 1101on with the two Asvins. Those impersonal and functional 

encounters are in stark contrast to Kuntfs ravishment by Siiqm Kmga is a love child. 

Kunti, upon the advice of her nurse, sets him adrift on the river Aha in a little basket, 

finely covered and sealed with beeswax. Her lamentations and adolescent longings are 

heartbreaking. 

May you be safe from the beings of die earth, the middle regions, and 
heaven, little son, and from the creatures of the deep. May your pathways 
be benign, blessed, and unobstructed, and may those who h YOU, 
son, be free from malice. ... May your father, light of lights, guard you 
everywhere, he who gave you to me, son, surely by divine direction. ... 
All the gods must guard you in the smooth and in the rough. I will know 
you even in a foreign land by the annor that identifies you. Fortunate is 
your father, the wide-shining Sun, who, with his divine eye, will see you 
floating along. F m t e  is the woman who will adopt you as her son, at 
whose breasts you will drink thirstily, 0 son of a god.- 

Kanp's basket floats from river to river, until it is found in the Ganges by the suta 

Adhiratha and taken home to Radha, his childless wife. When the boy grows up, his 

loving father recognizes his son's martial aspirations and sends him to Hiistinapma, where 



Karga learns archery from Rmp. "He always competed with Arjuna-.. and Arjuua with 

K a r p  from when he first set eyes upon him."Â¥"- m a  also prays daily to Siirya, and at 

those times brahmins were wont to approach him for alms, for Kmp would not refuse 

anything. One day, "India, become a brahmin, approached him and said, 'Give me alms.' 

And Radheya replied, 'Welcome!"*466 The tale has been brought back masterfully to the 

point where it had been interrupted by Janamejaya's question. 

The brahmin asks, as Ekqa had been forewarned, for the armor and earrings. 

K a n p  offers him land, women, cows, anything, but the brahmin is adamant Kama, 

laughing now, tells him he knows who he is and a barter "In exchange for the 

armor and earrings, give m e  the unerring spear, Indra, that kills hoards of enemies in 

hostile encounter."4'7 The god agrees, with one stipulation: "hi your hand the spear, 

having killed one powerful, maring, shining enemy, will then return to me, son of a 

The god presciently adds that the enemy b q a  itante to destroy is protected by 

Kgga369  He assures Kama, however, that he will not look loathsome after the self- 

mutilation. Accepting the spear, K a r p  takes his sharp sward and flays his body. The 

poet now breaks into w b b  meter, surely to do justice to this intensely moving moment. 



Then heavenly kettledrums resounded and flowers rained from heaven at 
die sight of K m p  flayed by his own sword, while the hero among men 
kept smiling. Then, having cut the armor from his limbs, he gave it, still 
wet, to V-va, then cut off the earrings and gave them, too. For this 
deed, kmp is known as Vaikartana, "He who has Flayed HimseEW470 

When they learn of Kaqds  self-mutilation, the Kauravas are deeply dejected, while the 

w v a s ,  whose twelve years of exile have ended, rejoice. Daiva has prevailed over 

Kkpa's human efforts to protect himseIf 

Fathers and Sons: Tins Drilling Woods 

does not close with As the "Robbing of 

the Earringsw was bracketed on one side by the story of Savitri"s conquest of Yama, it is 

bracketed on the other with the curious episode called "The Drilling Woods."*?l The 

themes of this story, again, are &va, &ma, and the conquest of death. It resonates with 

both the Savitri tale and with book seventeen, "The Great 

" In that penultimate book, the god Dhanna tests his son Yudhighira by taking 

the form of a dog. In the Drilling Woods, Dbarma comes to test his son in the form of a 

crane. The adhya-p's title refers to the fire-drilling sticks of an old brahmin which have 

been carried away in a deer's antlers. The Paiivas set out in bat pursuit- They lose the 

deer and find themselves deep in the forest, exhausted and thirsty. Why, demands 



Sabadeva testily, must they bear more hardship and danger? Bhima, Arjuna, and Nakula 

immediately blame their plight upon their own cowardly behavior at the dicing match, in 

other words, upon oiOTtfaAara- Y u m m  has a different explanation: "Misfortune has 

no limit, motive, or cause. Dharma distniutes it here, both the good and the evil.*'472 

Again, we find Dharms's son attributing to dbattaa the attributes of &va, for 

Yudhi@ira, dbazma is not an abstraction but an active force in the world. NakuJa spies a 

lake inhabited by cranes and goes there seeking water. As he approaches, an awesome 

voice speaks from the sky, claiming that the lake is his. The crane's voice commands 

Nakula to answer some questions before drinking, but Nakula is unable to control his 

thirst. He rushes to the lake, drinks, and collapses. The scene repeats itself with 

Sahadeva, then Bh@rm When Arjuna hears the crane, he makes a fool of himself by 

wildly pelting the entire area with futile arrows; but he too succumbs to thirst, drinks, and 

.473 Finally, Yudhi- comes to the lake only to find his brothers lying lifeless 

on the shore. Ignoring his grief and thirst, he replies courteously to the crane and answers 

a long series of  semi-philosoptucal questions the voice poses.474 At last, the voice reveals 

472 napadam asti maiyada na nimitmp na kiirqmm 
dharmas tu vibhajaty atra ubbayoh p~yapaPayoh (3.2%. 1) 

473 3.29620-32 
474 For example, the voice asks, "What makes the sun rise and what are its 

companions? What makes it set and on what is it founded?" Yudhi@@ira answers: 
"Brahman the sun rise and its companions are the gods. It is founded on truth." 

kip svid adityam unnayati keca tasyabhitas 
kas cainam as&up nayati kasm- ca prat i t im 
M 
brahmad ity mun nayati dev* ?as*bhit& caf& 
dharm& dstarp nayati ca satye ca ptitighati (3.297.26-27) 



that it is not a crane or a nature spirit, but YudhisJhids father, Dhanna in person. The 

four brothers are restored to life and Y u w m  is granted, like Savitri, three boons. He 

asks that the drilling woods be restored to the brahmin, that he and his brothers and 

DmupadZ not be recognized during thirteenth year of exile, and that he may always be 

of a lofty moral character. 

The itl'basa displays a fine symmetry here, bracketing the crucial "Robbing of the 

Fairings" with "Savitri" and the "Drilling Woods," both of which deal with the 

overcoming of death. At the same time, the father-and-son stories - Siuya and Kar~a ,  

India and Arjuna, Dhanna and Yudhig$ha - emphasize the active role of the gods, of 

Daiva, in the lives of the characters. Swa, in order to preserve KuntTs secret, can 

intervene in only in dream-form and is ineffective in protecting his son. Indra stoops to 

deceit by adopting a brabininid disguise - a disguise Arjuna uses to fine effect at the 

svayamvara and at Jar%m@h's court - and his intervention, taking advantage of K&s 

generosity, is effective. Effective as well is Y u d h i ~ ~ s  conflation of and 

da/- Dharma's son gives substance, as it were, to the concept of dharma. For 

Yudhi@ka, dasva is not merely the impersonal, dis-integrating force that to be 

operative at Ae dice game; rather, it is an integrating power, personal, revivifying, 

protective. In the world of the J'tihaSa, dai'va works to uphold dbaima, a dbarma that 

requires the survival of Dhanna's son and his brothers. However, the fact that Slhya's 

will to protect Kamp is frustrated indicates a certain hierarchy of &m. A higher 

"Daiva" assures Sijrya's failure and India's success. 



At the end of hyatapanwa, then, the Pi&&vas, through the moral courage of 

Yudhi~ttura, have gained new life, and this rebirth on the shores of Dharma's lake surely 

represents an initiation of sorts. They must endure one year in disguise, but Dhanna has 

assured its success. The five brothers emerge from the liminal existence of exile 

prepared to face (he challenges of the war to come. The sixth brother, Kama, has been 

reduced. Stripped of his divine invincibility and physical glory, he is alone, vulnerable, 

even more iiminal, as it were, and subject to Daiva 'sapparently arbitrary workings. 

Kapi's world is the world of the kaliyqga. For him it is indeed a world that, when it 

reveals its hidden depths at critical moments of transition, proves hostile and 

disintegrative.475 However, Daiva is neither a disintegrative, nor deceptive, nor 

particularly subtle force in the life of Kanp's nemesis, Arjuna, who is under W s  

protection. 

During the PiQ@vas'yyear at Viram's court, K- and Arjuna have one intense 

encounter. Duryodhana, looking for adventure, has set out with Kaqm and a good-sized 

army to rustle King VM$ds ~attle.4~6 We are not the first to note that the comical scene 

of the cattle raid appears to be a self-conscious parody of the opening scene of the 

Bhapvad-4" Arjuna is  still in disguise as a eunuch named, appropriately, 



B$bm@, "Big Reeda (!). When the raid is discovmx& VS@ 4 his men., including 

disguised Yudhisthira, Bhima, and the twins, ride out to counter it. Duryodhana then 

attacks on the opposite side of the town where the king has no defenses. Young Prince 

Uttara is alone in the town and urges him to defend his father's property. Still 

in female garb, Arjuna takes the reigns of Uttarafls chariot. The prince, for all his 

adolescent bragging, proves to be a coward and his suta &hama@ admonishes him to 

accept his Wtnya dbaooa and fight like a man. Finally, to save the day, Mims reveals 

his identity, recovers his hidden divine weapons, has Uttara take the chariot's reigns, and 

singiehndedly faces the Kaurava troops. In the skirmish that follows, Muna puts to 

flight the entire army, including Bhisroa, Ehqa. Kroa, Duryodhana, and even hrqa. 

The scene is improbable and hyperbolic, but one deed rather seriously prefigures events 

to come. With a single arrow, Arjuna cuts off the head of lbqa's brother, as he will do 

to Kmpi in the grimly realistic Km&qetra battle. In ways such as this, the itibasa subtly 

constructs its universe, a universe governed by inscrutable Fate and the inexorable 

progression of Time towards Death. For all its "comedy," the cattle raid is a harbinger of 

far grimmer things to come. 

Book Five of the Mababbarata, Udyogaparvan, the Book of the Effort, chronicles 

Kfsna's efforts as peace ambassador from the Paif@vas to the Kauravas, although the real 

effort here appears to be to take control of the outcome of an inevitable war (see Chapter 

Three). The K u r u w  battle must take place if Qpp is to fidfill his role of arafira. In 

a ~ d  trans., The Mababbaraa VoL 3: The Book of Vikgfa; The Book ofthe Effort 



order for Kppp to assume such absolute control, at least a modicum of p- is 

required on the pan of his instruments. Arjuna as Nara is the "man" whom Qyp- 

NSriiyaqa must use to assure the victory of ItdbanBÂ£ with die victory of the divinely 

sanctioned side. As representative of that side, mumi is asked to make but one decisive 

choice478 The Kauravas and PiQ@was are desperately seeking allies. Duryodhana and 

Arjuna both go to Krsna to seek his help. Krsna lies sleeping upon his couch, prefiguring 

puranicvigu upon the endless coils of the serpent Ananta- Awaking, he first casts eyes 

upon Arjuna who is sitting at his feet, and offers a choice: himself as an unarmed 

noncombatant, or his armies, fully equipped, obedient, eager to fight. Arjuna makes the 

right decision, choosing K&qa alone, and Dmyodhana is delighted with his mighty share. 

K&Qa agrees to be Arjuna's charioteer. 

Moments before Y i u l h i m  arrays his troops against Bhigua's on the Kurukytra 

field, Arjuna, to encourage him, recites a parable. At the start of the primordial battle 

between the devassmd aswas, says Arju~~a, BrahmS had told Indra that wars are won not 

by force, but by mercy and truth, for "where there is there is victory," yato 

disarm* &tojay@.- This maxim would be appropriate to Yudhis@ira who clings so 

fiercely to dbanaa, but Arjuna wants to change the formula. The P@&vas victory is 

assured, he says, because "where there is IQmgp there is victory," yaw &qas tato 

(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1978). 15-16. 
478 5.7 
479 6.22.1 1 



jayah.- The war will be fought by a new set of cosmic parameters that include very 

little mercy or truth. In &qa's  world, a world moving from the dVapara to the kaliyaga, 

dbaima can be ignored or even deliberately set aside. IQgp assumes the role of DM@, 

the Ordaineq Kila and Daiva work towards victory through his will. The real "battle" is 

effort to manipulate people and conditions in order to give advantage to the 

PSq@was. Karp  proves to be his primary obstacle. This lonely man who relies on his 

own human effort, pwasakara, tests the god's ability to control and direct his primary 

instrument, Arjuna. 

The battle hinges upon two fatefill friendships: EQga and Anuna, Dmyodhana 

and K m y ~  In Udyogaparvan, these friendships are modeled in parallel images. When 

Kfsqa enters the Kaurava court to sue for peace, he finds "Kmpi and Dmyodhana, noble 

and riddm s k i n g  the stme  seat.*^^ When mjap as Dtq%rS@ds amtmswbr goes 

to the PZi@avas, he finds Arjuna and Q n a ,  drunk with honey-wine, seated together on a 

golden bench. "I noticed," Saqjaya reports, "that w s  feet were resting in Arjima's 

lap, and Arjuna's fee t the laps of K&qp and Satyabhama," Kfsna's favorite w i f e F  

Female partnership is not an active element in the lives of Kaqa and Dulyodhana, the 

prince, says Karna, has his army for his wife; and K m p  is denied Draupadi- As Arjuna 

and recline at ease on their golden bench, feet in one another's laps, it is significant 



that a female is present to complete the unbreakable union of A@ma-Klsna, Nara- 

Niiriiyana, on the eve of the war. 

The Mababbsratds war books by their very structure emphasize that Kurukpm's 

b d u  events have been determi& in advance. -a@ty, the war is related in 

flashback. Vyih gives divine sight to the suta Sqjaya so that he may descni  what he 

has seen to 483 When Sarpjaya rushes from the field to the blind king; it is 

always to report devastating news, a succession of disastrous reversals: Bhisma has 

fallen,~hasfallen,~hasfallen,Dulyodhanahasfallen,thewarhasbeenlost 

In each instance, m j a y a  recounts to the grieving king what had led up to the calamity in 

question. In one of the GffSs more famous lines, IQyp tells Asjuna not to fret over 

killing his relatives: "I myself have slain them already," asserts the divine chari0teer.~8~ 

The use of flashback to relate the battle reinforces these words and the inevitability of the 

outcome of a struggle in which so many men will strive futilely against the will of the 

avatars. An oppressive binden of Daiva blankets the lone, detailed, battle parvaos, one 

devoted to each of the generals of the Kaurava armies: Bhima, Drona, Kama, and hlya. 

Because Kaqa  has vowed not to fight as long as Bhigma is engaged, he is absent 

from the field throughout Bbi-maparvan. When the old warrior falls and reconciles with 

Kanp from bis bed of reeds (see Chapter Three), be passes on to the artaa weighty 

m Sapjaya describes his gi f t  to D h m p a  at 6.16.7-9, saying that be can see 
beyond the range of the senses, can hear from afar, and has knowledge of what people 
think and feel. Saipjaya b o n e s ,  as it were, Vyih's surrogate author for the duration of 
the battle. 

484 mayaivaite &am piimam eva (6.1 1 -33) 



mantle of responsibility. "Like the ocean to the rivers, like the sun to astrology, like the 

righteous to truth, like a fertile soil to seeds, like the clouds to all creatures, be you the 

support of your friends."1*S The Bombay Edition adds another line: "Be to the Kauravats 

as Visipi is to the dwellers in hea~en.~8* Not infrequently hereafter, hxqa will seem to 

fulfill for Dmyodhana's armies the role that fulfills for the PS@avas'. When the 

Kauravas learn that Bhi- has fallen, their panic-stricken thoughts go out to K a q a  "like 

the thoughts of drowning men to a boat," and they cry out, "Kama, brya! ... Only be is 

able to protect us from great danger, as Govinda j&p always protects the heaven- 

dwellers &om very great danger.- The Kauravas, without the avataia to protect them, 

turn to the sUtapatRL When he learns that grandfather Bhi-a has been struck down. 

Karpa is dejected and says, using words that echo K&@s, "I consider all these warriors 

already ~lain."~88 "This ephemeral universe is constantly flowing," Kaqa muses. 

"Reflecting upon this, I consider everything uncertain."4*' 



kixqds uncertainty is well founded; he will enter the battle stripped of his 

protective armor and earrings. He does have India's invincible spear, but he may use it 

only once. Later, he will confess to his charioteer hlya (more about this unkind sata 

below) that he bears a heavy burden of curses incurred during the years of the Piiq@ivast 

exile in the fores! Early in the exile, to calm Yudhimra's sleepless anxiety about 

Kama, Vy- had revealed secret mantras to help Asjuna obtain divine weapons with 

which to slay the &ta'sson.4m At Kurukwtra, Karqa reveals to 6alya that he, too, had 

sought divine weapons.491 In the heat of the battle, hlya hears a condensed version of 

stories Narada will develop in greater detail in Book Twelve, Sbtiparvaa. With an eye 

to defeating Wuna one day, K a q a  had solicited the bralimaStea, the infallible weapon of 

Brahma, from the fierce Bhfgu Pam4u- whose legendary exploits include repeatedly 

destroying the @tri& race. Aware that the brahnun never will accept a sSta or even a 

twice used a bralmunical disguise to his great advantage. As a brahmin he wins Draupadi 

at the svayamvaxa while avoiding combat with Kama, who refuses to fiat a member of 

the highest -a. Arjuna, and B h a  dupe Jarikqdha by pretending to be 

saa-takas. Oaiva is kind to Arjuna when he practices deception, but unkind to bqia. As 

tells it: 

Kaqm went to P a d m a  on Mount Mahendm Approaching Rama, he 
benthisheadandsaid,"IamaB brahrnin." This earned him 

3.37.25-30. And see above. 
491 8.29 



respect hrfo1111ed all about Kanp's , Rama received him kindly and 
said, Welcome!' at which Kmpi became extremely happy.492 

The Bhrgu is pleased with Karp and teaches him everything about the brabmastro, 

including its mantras. 

One day, when PamhSma falls asleep with his head in his pupil's lap, a frightful 

blood-sucking worm begins to bore into Karqa's thigh. In &ti- it is said that the 

worm was a demon under a curse, but in it is said that India created the 

worm for the sake of his son Arjuna and in order to destroy K q a ? 9 3  As he had when he 

robbed the armor and earrings, Arjuna's father is pictured intervening directly to protect 

his son by playing upon Km#s ': courage and generosity. Although Daiva 

often may be inscrutable to the characters in its power, to the iUbasds audience the 

workings of Daiva are made transparent. K a n p  bears the excruciating pain caused by the 

worm so as not to disturb his guru. When Parahiraa awakens and sees the pool of 

b1ood around K w s  leg he is aghast No brahmin could bear such torment, he says, and 

demands the truth. Kimp responds, "0 Bhargava, know me for a ~Zta, born from the 

intermixture of brahmins and &a(n>as. People call me Kama, son of Radha. Be 

gracious to me, Bhargava; I came out of desire for the Brahrna weapon."4* Furious at 



the lie, the Bhrgu pronounces a curse: when K m p  is  engaged in mortal combat and most 

in need of the unfailing weapon he will forget the mantras for evoking it.4g5 

That is not the only curse Kkgi earns during his stay with PamhuSma. While out 

hunting, Kanp accidentally shoots a brahmin's sacred cow. He begs forgiveness, but the 

angry brahmin curses b q a :  

When fighting the one you always want to challenge, you wretch, and for 
whose sake you are striving so hard every day, the earth will swallow the 
wheel of your chariot. And while die earth is swallowing up your chariot 
-1, your enemy will use his prowess to cut off your head, while you 
remain befuddled496 

K q  keeps these curses secret When he returns to Hastinapma, he reports simply to 

Duryodhana, "I have obtained the weapon."497 

K a q a  is loath to succumb to despair or self-pity, despite the blows dealt to him by 

what he can only perceive as the occult power of d a i n  Not for him the paralpis Anuna 

experiences when faced with the horrors of war. Once k m p  is free to fight, he fights 

whole-heartedly - except when engaging one of the P-vas. He fights man-to-man 

with Bhima (7.1 14), Sahadeva (7.142), Nakula (8.17), and Yudhis(hira (8.33), letting 



each of them off lightly, wuimding diem more by his insults than his weapons. There is a 

reason for this. Before the battle, Kmga had rebuffed KuntTs plea that he return to his 

brothel's; but he had made her one promise: 

Although it is possible for me to slay them in battle, I will not kill your 
sons - not Yudhismra or Bhima or the twins, excepting Arjuna. ... You 
never will lave fewer than five sons, illustrious woman: either without 
Arjuna but with Kama, or with Arjuna if I am killed.498 

hrga keeps that promise at great cost. Had even one of the m v a s  been slain, their 

forces would have been dispirited and weakened. As it is, be exhausts himself in futile 

engagements with his brothers making it all the more probable that Kunt? will remain 

with Arjuna and without K m y ~  

Space does not permit an examination of all the numerous parallels between 

Jhga and Arjuna illustrating Daiva %disintegrating effects on K a q d s  struggle and its 

protective effects on Ajuna's. K m p  is reviled -- and ultimately punished in painfil! 

death - for behavior that wins praise, victory, and long life for his brother. Consider, for 

example, the slaying of Arjuna and Subhadra's son Abhimanyu, which is spoken of as 

one of Km&+ctra's most shameful episodes.- Muna has been lured away to fight at a 

far comer of the field while the Kaurava armies march upon the remaining P@@ava 

troops in an invincible circular formation. At its head is Drona, who has replaced B h i m  

as the Kaurava general, and at its center stands Duryodhana protected by Kaqa, 



D@&ma, and iQpa. With Arjma a h m t  Y- feIs blpless and begs 

Abhimanyu to help penetrate the enemy formation. As a child, Abhimanyu had 

overheard his father repeat the mantra for gaining entry into the invincible circle. 

Yu- promises to protect Abhimanyu and the youth, with all the reckless courage 

of his sixteen years, plunges into the formation. The circle closes quickly behind him. 

Abhimanyu bad not heard the formula for getting back out - he is trapped. Nonetheless, 

he fights furiously, killing great n u m b  of men, including hqa's younger brother. 

' Kaqy and Abhimanyu engage one another until Karqa is sorely wounded and inquires of 

Drop how the seemingly invincible youth can be beaten. Dmqa replies that the only 

method is somehow to deprive him of his bow. Kaqa uses his arrows to shatter the bow 

while the others destroy his chariot and armor. Abiumanyu then picks up the wheel of 

his broken chariot and wields it against the Kaliravas, like Vigu with his caknL The 

motif of the single chariot wheel resonates with the fate that will befall bnp's 

wheel due to the brahmin's curse, as well as with the wheel stolen from Stirya by Indra in 

the &pa& myth and die single wheel of the chariot SWya is said to drive across the sky 

(see Chapter Three). Abhimanyu has not a chance against his heavily armed opponents 

who, indeed, are violating the rules of warfare that dictate one-on-one combat. When 

-8's son strikes the fatal blow, Sazpjaya recalls, "creatures cried out from the 

heavens upon seeing the stricken hero fallen like die moon from the sky, lamenting. This 



lone man lies dead an the field, slain by six of -tra's . mighty warriors, headed by 

Draw and Karqa. This is not ifflanna?*"m 

UK slaying of the brave youth is undeniably shameful. It is only the first in a 

long series of a&arm/c acts, many if not most of which are initiated by and 

executed by Arjuna or another of the pandavas- K m p  had asked h q a  to reveal 

Abhimanyu's vulnerability, then used that knowledge to destroy his enemy. Axjuna had 

asked B-a to reveal his vulnerability and used that knowledge to similar effect. 

Kisna, however, requires no outside information; he knows each man's weaknesses 

including the curses he bears; moreover, IQga is not inhibited by scruples concerning 

dbarma or truthfutaess. For instance, when the Kamva general Drozp begins to make 

great progress against the Piix~&~a armies, gives this advice: 

Adopt a new means of victory, sons of Piiqdu, casting aside dbanaa, so 
that everyone is not slain in the battle by Droqa on his golden chariot. My 
idea is that with [Drona's son] Asvatthaman dead, he will stop fighting. 
Let some man tell him that Asvatthaman has been killed in batt1e.m 

Whereupon Bhima kills an elephant named Asvatthaman, and Yudhiem lies to Dmqa, 

"Aivatthaman is dead," muttering under his breath, "the elephantn= Draw despairs. 



again, 'Act carefully in battle.' May you be protected from the PiQ#avas. I am laying 

down m y  weapons."503 While h q a  sits in yogic meditation in order to leave his body 

consciously, Dlqgtadyunma, Draymdi's brother, decapitates Drona, and hurts the head in 

front of the Kaurava troops.% Kjqqds instruction to the P@@vas to "cast aside dfranna" 

is a narrative strategy that recalls for the audience his instruction to Arjuna in the 

Bbagavad@tato "abandon all & m a  and take refuge in me alone."m5 The abandonment 

of and subsequent loss of innocence or any pretense to righteousness weigh 

heavily upon the warriors from both camps. "Where have the games of our childhood 

gone, Satyaki, and how has this battle come about?" muses Duryodhana to his old friend 

who now is fighting against him. "It is surely the becoming of insurmountable Time!'% 

There are no heroes or villians in the battle of Ku-tra, except in some 

absolute divine perspective. It is the will of the gods that the P-@vas win, for this 

- -  

502 7.164.73 
503 k a w  kaqa mahepihi tapa dmyodhaneti ca 

qg@me kriyatam yam bravimy q a  p m  p- 
pZiq@vebhyah Sivw vo 'stu Sastram abhyufqjSmy aham (7.165.33-34) 

104 m~tadyumoa, like his sister Draupadi, was born parthenogenetically, from 
his father King Drupada's sacrificial fire, specifically for the purpose of killing Dropa, his 
father's bitter enemy (1.156.37-40). During the battle, Dram slays Drupada before 
D- slays Drona, later, Asvatthaman, Droqa's son, slays Dw@adyumna. 
Iklalamoud cites this series of acts of vengeance as just one example of what "the 
Maba-bbaratashows us in a thousand different ways, that the desire for vengeance is a 
vital ambition, an essential passion that needs no justification outside of itself, being that 
which gives meaning to human action. The narrative fabric of the epic is, indeed, a 
network of tales of vengeance." Charles Malamoud, Cooking the W d d :  fitaal and 
Thou@t in Ancient India, 1989, translated by David White (Delhi: Oxford University 
Press, 1996), 156-57. 

505 sarvadhannih parityajya mikn e m  ianqaq~ vraja (6.40.66) 
50' b a  Sa kri@ gatasmiihp Elye vai Sinipuipgava 



earthly battle mirrors the sempiternal battle between devasand aswas, first fought when 

creation emerged from the churning of the Ocean of Milk. Daiva, the efficient principle 

behind human existence, preserves cosmological cycles and sotereological principles that 

are inscrutable to humans, at least to humans in the age of kali The tool of Daiva is 

Kala, "time-and-death," to which the immortals are immune -- unless they assume human 

bodies. The MaAZbharata's battle books, despite their great size, demonstrate a 

remarkable literary unity. These repetitiveparvans, so lengthy they seem to play out in 

real time, constitute an essential element in the J6ha-sds discourse about time, death, fate, 

and human responsibility. Nowhere is that exploration more condensed than in the life, 

and death, of Karqa. 

Kama will assume the generalship of the Kaurava armies after Drona dies. Prior 

to that, however, Daiva will inactivate the weapon Kama had obtained from Indra in 

exchange for his armor and earrings -- an "exchange" that proves to have been 

exceedingly unfair. Again, Kaqa's magnanimity and courage prove to be his undoing. 

Years before, Bhima had married a HiQasf. a goblin-like female, who had taken a fancy 

to him and assumed a desirable form. Their son is Ghalotkaca, monstrous, fantastically 

powerful, and utterly devoted to his father. In AdiparVan, as part of that first book's 

construction of dramatic tension, it is said, before the story of Bhima's son has been told, 

that India created Ghatotkaca "for power's sake, for the destruction of invincible, great- 

kva ca yuddham idam bhCiyah kale hi duratikramah (7.164.28) 



spirited Kaqd"' Daiva, we see, manipulates the outcome of the K-tra battle long 

in advance. Ghatotkaca does not kill Kama, but he does indeed bring about his death. 

Kaqa is filled to encounter the mighty /afcsasa on the fourteenth day of the war. 

That day he affirms again his reliance upon his own human initiative in the face of Fate 

by promising (us dear friend Duryodhana: "Whatever a devoted and ever solicitous 

person can do, that I will do for you, Kauravya. Victory depends upon Raiva. Today for 

- your sake I will fight with relying upon my own manly strength. Victory depends 

upon Daiva."508 Kmga and Arjuna do fight that day, but inconclusively. Arjuoa then 

@WWs s ally King Jayadratha* When Arj-una's victory appeals doubtful, 

intervenes. He tells Arjuna that he is going to use his yogic powers to conceal the 

sun; because the dbarma of battle dictates tbat fighting must cease when the sun sets, 

Jayadratha is sure to lay down his arms. When Jayadratha was born, Qqqa tells Arjuna, 

his father had been told that his son one day would lose his head in battle. The father had 

cursed the man who caused Jayadratha's head to fall to the ground to have his own head 

shatter into a thousand pieces. Qgqa magically darkens the sky and, as predicted. 

Jayadratha, in obedience to &arm4 disarms himself. Now, at m a ' s  prompting, 

Saktihetor mahatmaDa - 
vinaSaya mahatman* (1.143.38) 

sm yat tu salcthnati kaiyazp satatq hitakari@ 
tat karisyami kauravya jayo daive pratisfhi* 
adyaYotsyet@mahaqi sv- vyapâ ritab 
m m q  wvmm~e pai&hiw (7.12028-29) 
The Sindhu king Jayadratha had attempted to abduct Draupadi during the exile 

in Die forest (3.248-256), thus the deep enmity felt towards him by Arjuna. For the 
slaying of Jayadratha, see 7.12 1. 



Arjuna shoots one perfectly aimed arrow that severs Jayadratha's head and sends it into 

the lap of his now aged father who is sitting at his evening prayers. When the head rolls 

from his lap to the ground, the head of the devout old man shatters into a thousand pieces. 

The conduct of the battle continues to degenerate- When the sun actually does 

set, the enraged troops continue their mutual slaughter, now fighting, all rules, by 

the light of oil lamps. The image of the two armies fighting in the bloody penumbra is a 

powerful metaphor for the dimming of truth and disarm8 in the kaliyuga. Kaqm 

reassures the Kauravas that with India's invincible spear he is confident of slaying 

1 strive to the utmost of my steength to contend in battle for s 

good," he swears, then adds his usual caveat: "Victory depends on Daiva."510 In the 

obscure half-light, K m p  begins to loll great numbers of Yudh&@Ws men. Arjuna tells 

IQqqa to drive the chariot in Kaqa's direction, but ma, who worries that Kimp will 

defeat Arjuna, suggests they send Gha@tkaca instead. The faithful I$&@+ww is eager to do 

W s  With his "copper-red eyes, gigantic body, red face, sunken belly, hair 

standing upwad, bristly bead, pine am, huge jaw extmding ear to ear, shaq tusks, 

and gaping maw," Gha@tkaca paralyzes all with fear.5'2 Ghatotkaca also possesses a 

powerful magic by which he can make himself disappear and reappear, take on various 

forms, and conjure up the images of multiple goblins. Kanp alone is not frightened and 



fireball that rains down weapons, thunderbolts, and boulders. The Kauravas panic and 

flee in eveiy direction, certain that all is lost Faced with this crisis, b q m  directs "his 

mind inwardn513 to know what he should do. The dazed troops plead with him to use 

India's spear. Thereupon, taking up the weapon he had "obtained and worshipped for 

years for the destruction of Phalguna [Arjima], that foremost of weapons given to the 

&%is's son by India for the sake of the earrings," b q a  hurls it at G?~aptkaca.~l~ The 

huge crashes dead upon the battlefield, crushing a great many men beneath his 

gigantic body. The P@@ms are brokenhearted at the loss of Bhima's son and weep 

bitter tears. Krsna, however, is in raptures; roaring like a lion he embraces Arjuna. 

I feel great joy! Listen to me, Dhumgjaya [A,rjimaJ, and your heart will 
feel the t delight. Know, splendid Dkuwpjaya, that with his spear 
foiled through G-tkaca, Kaqm is already slain in battle! ... How 
fortunate the armor was stolen! How fortunate the earrings were taken 
away! And how fortunate the unfailing weapon was foiled through 
GhaWbca! Witb his amor a d  earrings, Ihqa smgbbandediy could 
have vanquished even the immortals in the triple worlds.515 



The anaphora here, the repeated "bow fortunateÃ  ̂dim emphasizes w s  celebraticm 

of the successful working of Fate. Directed by his will, Daiva truly isdig& "auspicious 

good fortune." 

Sagjaya relates to D m p a  how, during the previous days of battle, he and 

other Kuru Warnens had pi with Kinpa to hurl India's spear at Arjuna or Krsna; but, 

through the action of Daiva, hzqa always forgot his resolution. Muses Wjaya:  

I dunk Daiva is supreme since Kama, with spear ill hand, did not kill 
either Partha [Anuna] or Dcvakfs son K g p  in battle. Surely because his 
mind was weakened by Daiva, Kama, with the weapon of doom in hand, 
but deluded by divine illusion, did not hurl it at m a  or for the 
destruction of Arjuna, powerful as India, 0 king.516 

K&qa explains to Satyaki Kaqa's failure to hurl the infallible weapon in more explicit 

terms: 

Killing Arjuna, wielder of the C%b@va bow, was always in K w s  heart. 
I would always delude Radheya so that the weapon was not thrown at the 
white-horsed ~ihp#va. As long as I could not thwart that means of 
Phalguqa's death, I bad neither sleep nor joy in my heart, Satyaki.s17 



h n p  has been deprived utterly of his heritage as the son of Swa While Arjuna 

still enjoys India's protection as well as the infallible guidance of Krsna, the hand of 

Daiva - not so inscrutable after all - has rendered vulnerable Arjuna'a greatest enemy. 

W s  explanation to Styaid recalls what he had said to Axjuna earlier, in the 

Bound by your own karma born of your inherent nature, son of Kunfi, you 
will inevitably do what you do not wish to do out of delusion. The lord of 
all beings abides in the region of the heart, Arjuna, causing all beings to 
move as if mounted on a machine through his power of illusion.518 

Like Kama, Arjuna too acts under the power of Daiva; but for him that power is  not 

impersonal, unknowable, and dis-i but rather personal, constructive, and 

divine. In Kqpp has this to say to Bhima: 

However well advised, well-guided and well-performed, human action 
(kanaaa) may be obstructed by Daiva. ... Human action also may interrupt 
what Daiva leaves undone. ... The world has no other way of existence 
than action, P@&va Knowing this, a man will carry on, whatever be the 
fruits of both kannaa and Daiva.519 



We end this chapter, then, with a provisional answer to the questions posed with 

the story of Gautami, Azjunaka, Mrtyu, and Kala: If behind the material cause of 

misfortune - the proverbial - there seems to be some powerful controlling 

agency, can we ever know for certain what it is? Is it the inexorable power of Time and 

a power controlled by the gods for their inscrutable purposes - that is, Daiva? Or 

is it the power of k a r m a  an individual's actions bearing fruit? The incidents of Kaqpds 

life strongly suggest the former. Kama, for all his initiative, despite his solar origins, 

despite his noble character, cannot with the tions of hdra or the manipulations 

of IQyp Arjuiia, on the other hand, whatever he is or does, cannot but succeed. That, at 

least, is how h n p  must perceive things as he prepares to assume generalship of the 

Kaurava army. The following chapter will continue this exploration, concentrating on 

and m a ' s  efforts, as incarnate Time, Kala, to bring about Kkpts death. 



Chapter Five 

Fate, Death, and Time: Kaqa and Kpna 

From one perspective, the MabSbharata may be understood as a monumental 

assemblage of religious and philosophical doctrines. There is mom for everything, and 

individual concepts almost always are articulated in absolute terms. At times the 

emphasis is nitgz&n@ga, the path turned away from the world; at times it is 

p r a ~ i i k g a ,  the path turned towards the world. Both paths embrace any number of 

practices and beliefs. The focus of this dissertation is the literary - not theological or 

philosophical, not eschatological or mythological - nature of the What 

prevents the itib& from being little more than that infamous "motley pile" of nineteenth- 

century Orientalists is the manner in which the authorial voice comments on the diversity 

of concepts through a masterful use of narrative strategies. Thus, a comprehensive 

evaluation of dissimilar doctrines and points of view is effected through an artful 

examination of how those doctrines might impact in the life of the individual and in the 

lives of groups of W v i m s .  The f m  of this dissertation is an how the M e b d s  

model audience receives and is led by the model author's narrative strategies to find the 

itibasds "meaning" or "meanings." 

In that context, the story of Gautami and the hunter discussed in the previous 

chapter may be seen as a template for m e  afthe M & m s  large projects. The stmy 

expresses a doctrine or worldview that subsumes all others: Maw& the doctrine of 

cyclical Time (as opposed to "time"). Yaroslav Vassilkov has demonstrated that 



kalavada passages are widely scattered throughout the Mahabbaiata. If those passages 

'are examined against the background of the whole body of the [Maha-bbarsta] and not in 

isolation, one can see that the teaching on the omnipotence and vicissitudes of Time is 

inherent in [the lOhSsds] world outlook."520 As discussed in the previous chapter, Kaia 

. and Daiva are closely associated - Fate and Death are implied in the workings of Time, 

and all are subsumed in NMiyana Krsna: ffila, Daiva, and Kpgm are one and the 

same.521 Gautanu- is (sold Chat the snake, the material cause of her son's death, is not to 

blame - Mrtyu bears more responsibility; but the ultimate responsibility is Kala's. As an 

afterthou& it seems, Isaman, die past actions of both Ga- and her son, is identified 

as the - or a - culprit. The doctrine of karman is problematic in the M ! ! d F l a @  the 

text recognizes h a n  as a possible explanation for the mysteries of human existence, 

but never is the point made emphatically. We may take this to indicate, as does 

Vassilkov, that many passages mentioning including the lines in Gau-s story, 

testify to later "surgical operations."S22 Or we may take these passages at face value. hi 

the latter case, the impression conveyed i s  that kansan is a weak and unsatisfactory 

explanation for Time's vicissitudes. The Gautami story's template may be applied to the 

530 Yaroslav Vassikov, "Kalavada (the Doctrine of Cyclical Time) in the 
Mahabharata and the Concept of Heroic Didactics," in Composiaga Tradition: Concepts, 
Techniques andRelatioasfupSf ed. Mazy Brockington and Peter Schreiner (Zagreb: 
Croatian Academy of Sciences and Arts, 1999), 25. , 

aiJulian Woods argues this point emphatically: There is no longer any doubt: 
NWiyana, time (Ha), and Daiva are one and the same." Julian F. Woods, Destinyand 
Human Initiative in theMababbarata (New York: State University of New York Press, 
2001), 39. 

522 Vassilkov, "Kalavada," 30. 



larger /'- Where does the audience identi@ in this story? Clearly with the three 

humans: the grieving mother, the well-intention& hunter, the dead child. Death is the 

means by which Time and Fate effect the destruction of the world. Gautami and the 

hunter are representative humans, left behind to pick up the pieces of Time's 

annihilations. IWp represents the individual to whom the wider Mababbarafa is 

addressed. This chapter will deal specificallywith the impact of Time and kalavada on 

the lives of the AfaAa6-H~ characters, Kaqa in particular. I understand Kala and 

Daiva as nuances of one concept. Vassilkov does not view kalavada as systematic 

philosophy. Rather, following the Russian Indolagist V. Lyscnko, he considers the 

doctrine of cyclical time, kalavada. "a poetic expression of an ordinary man's feelings in 

the face of outer forces he was unable to perceive or control by his cognition or senses; 

the forces that had acquired the form of Time."5a This chapter will argue that because 

the itiiWm conflates Kala, Daiva and Krsna, Tune is more than a poetic expression, and 

that if its movements are cyclical, those cycles are multidimensional. The action of 

IQyp upon the destiny of Kamp illustrates that argument. 

Time's "Temptatr&n " 

In the previous chapter we remarked that in the Mahabarads universe a certain 

modicum ofpmvsaiSra is exacted of an individual before Daiva - or Krsna, as the 

ultimate expression of Daiva - assumes absolute control. Because Arjuna chooses m a  

alone and unarmed while Duryodhana chooses the V& army, Arjuna is destined to be 

523 Translated from the Russian, in Vassilkov, "KSIavada," 26. 



protected by K^sna, and is destined to be destroyed. Qga also will offer 

Kanga a choice. However, the leaves open the question as to whether K-a really 

has a choice, any more than he had a cboicenot to give his armor and earrings to hdr* 

or to pledge eternal friendship to Duryodh- 

Kama, the isolated individual in the darkness of the Miage, embodies an 

irresolvable tension between an inherent ethical sensibility that impels him to certain 

. * 

actions, and an intuition of an inexorable fate manipulating those actions and detennnung 

their outcome. On a wider level, the M-bbarata asks, through Kama, whether an 

individual's sense of ethical responsibility is an illusion - or worse, whether is it a ruse 

by which Daiva can determine the course of events. If Time and Daiva are 

determinative, then the ethical alternatives are twofold: either the individual must give 

up all action as fatile, or he must pursue endeavors while cultivating disinterestedness in 

their fruit~.~24 will preach the latter alternative in the Bbaga-a but by 

promising Arjuna certain victory in battle he effectively vitiates Arjuna's yogic 

disinterestedness- Kama, however, when faced with the choice, chooses the path of 

disinterested endeavor, knowing that death is more certain than victory and that victory 

depends upon Daiva- 

-a's temptation of K&ga is the avatars's fmsA effort to prevent - or prepare for 

- the war. The question begged here is wilythe avataia, incarnate V i m  the Supreme 

Lord, should have to make any "effortw at all. Why does Qs~a not use his divine power 



me, the eternal god of gods,"sB he accepts the W t a t i m s  of whichever fom he takes in 

Now, taking bnp i  upon his chariot, Qgzp reveals in private the unspoken secret: 



Neither for the whole mmth nor a heap of gold, neither &om happiness nor 
far,  Govinda, will 1 be d e  to bra& my wad. ... Neither death nor 
capture* neither fear nor avarice, J- am make me break my word 
tathewisemof ~ 5 3 2  





A f k  listening to h q d s  predictions, K g p  does something that genmaUy is ''a 

not by the oEkr of tk kingdam; you do not want to rule the earth 1 am offering 

- me, D&bana, and King D m m ' s  son Duryodhana without a doubt, 



EmpreIates t o ~ a ~ ~ g ~ h ~ c h k M ~ m & e P @ ~ v a  

w d g  white turbans and most ofthe Kam- wearing red turbam.m He had watched 

as dmpd a bloody earth with entxails, d seen Yudhiqm mount a pile of bones 

d cat fbm a goldem pIatter.~S also &scribes omhm wsxni~ pmts. He 

takes these s i p  as true indicators of the fbtme. In the world of the Daivti 

not idkpcney ~ u n c e s  itself ~~ prtentsi- Evil signs are witnamed before d 

after the dice game, befm the deaths o f h q a  and Bhigma, and before the death of 

EQgp, to name but a fw instances. At significant maments a atisembodid voice is heard 

speaking h m  the heavens, jackaIs bwl,  homes and elqbmts weep, meteom flash, b l d  

W = ~ W - = l ~ ~ @ ~ , W p l W r n a v e  ~ ~ ~ g n  

wnjmctions. At such moments W v a  seems to la its veil, Ma- becomes 

tmmprmt. The amems H7 Kaxpa's conviction h t  "everything depends on Ikiva.'' 

~ t h e ~ ~ m ~ n o t ~ t t o ~ @ e i s ~ ~ b o f f d ~ a r n ~ t o  

influence Bthm -he m y  ally himself witb tk god who ccmtmls it. b m p  s-ts tb t  

e%qa h o w  werythhg in acbanw. The ~ ~ p t a t i o n "  is not a temptation at dl. Rather, 

a g b -  m - b m  (S.l.41.1-3) 
~ 4 4  The d y  Kauravas not in red tmbms am Mvstth&xm, Qpa, and Kgavarman, 

a e h & a ~ U & v e * m m c q a t b ~ & t - .  



it is a fulfilling of some power, opaque to those it controls, that demands, however 

unjustly, that the individual be held responsible for his actions. K m p  must "choose" his 

future. K&#s final words to Kmp are a dark warning: Today the utter annihilation of 

the earth assuredly is at hand, Kama, because my words do not touch your heart.@t54' W e  

must wonder if truly intended to touch heart. The temptation to defect 

really is no temptation to a heart as loyal as K-s. K- responds ruefully that if they 

two do not survive the battle, surely they will meet in heaven.547 He embraces Qga and 

dismounts from the chariot 

Kfsna will attempt one more manipulation. He will give Kama another 

opportunity to choose the "wrong" path over the "right," impossible, alternative. 

Immediately before the fighting begins, -M approaches K m p  on Kurukg%m to make 

an outrageously implausible proposition. 

Kama, I have heard it said that out of hatred for Bhiqna you will not fight. 
Choose our side, Radheya, for as long as Bhim lives. When Bhiqma is 
slain, RSdhcya, then you can enter the battle again and help Dhj-tarasp's 
son, if you view all thinfcs impartially.54' 

K- does not, as Kgpa well knows, view all things impartially. He replies: "I will not 

do anything displeasing to Dlq&ui@m's son, Kesava. Know that I am Duryodhana's 



fiend even unto death."549 The fact that IQ-ga K-asRadbeya,sonof 

Radha, is both insult and warning. To be recognized as the son of Suiya he must change 

allegiance. Although knows who Kaqm is, he will refer to him disparagingly as 

the dfaputra whenever he speaks of him to die Piiq&vas. Here again, reveals the 

limitations of the humanity he, as ava(a/a, has accepted. &qqa is genuinely cmmxmd 

about the ability of the Pi@&ms to win the war. The means permitted to him exclude 

divine omnipotence; he acts in the world and in the lives of humans through the means of 

Daiva and Kala, as well as by manipulating the "law" of karmas, which in the itih- is a 

weak law, to be sure. 

That final "temptation" directly follows the Bbapv-a through which the 

avatarapreventedmima {torn making a wrong choice, a choice not to fight and not to 

kill. By revealing his divine form, IQga assured Arjuna's binding devotion, his bbakti. 

Aquna will not remember for long what Qqqa bad said to him during their intense 

dialogue, but that is irrelevant- The divine charioteer controls the destiny of his warrior; 

Arjuna will be guided and protected at Kuruksetra, for Time requires a human 

instrument. The MabiW&z&v appeals to a number of dissimilar doctrines in explaining 

the causative forces operative in the world, and that latitude nowhere is more evident than 

in the Gi-ta.55" Even in regard to men of action like -una and Kama, the messages are 

549navipriyamkarisyami 
t a m  (6.4 1.87) 

SSSee Bruce 3. Long, The Concepts of Human Action and Rebid  in the 
M a b a b . a w  in Karma &Rebuilt to ClassicalIndian Traditiomi. eA. Wendy Domger 
OTIaherty (Berkeley: UtrivCTsity of California Press, 1980), 48. 



mixed. On the one hand, teaches forcemlly that an individual is not a free agent; 

he is an instrument, willing or mwilfing, of Daiva, of Kala, of m. "Deluded by the 

notion of Ins own individuality, he will thank, 'I am the doer.'"551 On the other hand, 

Kysna indicates that what the individual is by his inherent nature, dha-rn is die product 

of his own deeds. "Fettered by your tarmaa born of your inherent nature, son of Kunti, 

from delusion you will do even what you do not want to do." "2 In fact, the doctrine of 

svabba-va turns out to be not unlike kilavSda. A man's behavior, be it moved by Daiva or 

his own inherent nature, is subject to Time's delusions, a fact underscored by mqa's 

handling of K a ~ q a . 5 ~ ~  Karqa is tempted with things he does not want- In choosing to 

refuse, all the pain and humiliation he is destined to suffer are justified. Publicly, 

will blame Kmqa's fete on his "evil actionsn and will use that argument to convince 

Arjuna to kill "the M&qputza." When "there will be no more tretanorm nor dvapara" 

individuals like K m p  will be left alone and unprotected. The fortunate few, like Arjuna, 

will be chosen in time by Time to choose rightly. 

When, at the moment of theophany, Arjuna asks Kfsna who he t d y  is, 

replies, "I am Time." 

I am ancient Time, the cause of the destruction of the world, come here to 
annihilate the world. Except for you, all these warriors arrayed in 

551 manyate (6.2527) 
- 

kmtup -bsi yan mom kari- a d z ( 6 . M . m )  
553 Vassilkov remarks the "sn&Mwvada, the doctrine of 'inherent nature' as the 

highest principle not infrequently figures in the MBh as a sefy related to 
kalavada" He cites examples when the two doctrines arej one following upon 
the other. Vassilkov, nKalavada,w 19-20. 



ranks shall cease to exist Therefore rise up, seize glory! 
Having conquered your enemies, enjoy sovereignty! These men already 
are struck down by me; be merely the instrument, 0 ambidextrous archer. 
h n a ,  Bhipa, Jayadratha, Kama, andother heroic warriors as well, are 
killed by me. Kill them, do not hesitate! Fight! You will conquer your 
rivals in battle.554 

docs not demand disinterestedness from he is told to "enjoy sovereignty," 

and promised that he will slay his enemy, Kama, who is, in fact, already slain by 

Time. In the lifelong duel between m a  and Arjuna, b n p  alone is faced squarely 

with die ethical problems posed by kalavada, 

A Gita in Negative 

The parallels the Mababbamta establishes between Arjuna and Kaqa are reflected 

in the / I s  structure. One fine example of this is hnp's experience of a 

n v a d g f i  in reverse. While the raid on Virafa's cattle (see Chapter Four) is the 

GXt3s comic prelude and the A a ~ ~ t a i t s  denouement (see below), Kmqds experience in a 

chariot driven by &lya is an image in negative ofArjunaes experience in a chariot driven 

by Krsna. hya, king of the Madras, is die brother of Madri, mother of the Piiniava 

twins, Nakula and Sahadeva. By all rights he should be an ally of the P w v a s ,  and 

when Yudhiq$ka and Duryodhana send out calls for allies, hlya marches forth with a 



large army to join the P@@was. But h y a  is a vain and self-indulgent man. During the 

march he comes upon one opulent lodge after another, all built especially in his honor, 

where he is provided with excessive homage and certain "superhuman" thrills (alas, they 

are not enumerated), which only augment his conceits55 After repeatedly relishing these 

he may give thanks - whereupon Duryodhana springs from his hiding place, reveals that 

the hospitality was his, and claims a reward: "Be the commander of my entire army!"5% 

Nonplussed, hlya cheerfully agrees, then rides off to inform Yudhig?hira of the 

unfortunate mix-up. Yudhighira receives the THEWS stoically, but asks a favor in return. 

Since blya is "the of Vasudeva Qyp in battle,"557 he surely will be called upon to 

act as Kaqa's charioteer when Kanp and Arjuna fight. When that occurs, says 

Y-thira, "if you wish to please me, protect Arjuna, and by quenching the splendor 

(tejas) of the suta's son, bring us victory."ss8 To cement the promise, Yadhigbh makes 

the same request shortly before the battle, and h y a  renews his false-hearted pledge to 

undermine the greatest warrior on the side he is sworn to support.559 This is the man, 

Vasudeva Kg@s "equal," who will act as Karp's when, after the unjust killing of  

Droqa (see Chapter Four), Kaqm is appointed general of the Kalirava armies. More than 



once in the battle books, h y a  is said to be "the equal of VSsudeva in battle."560 

This curious comparison is a narrative strategy not so much to elevate hiya as to 

underscore I@@s deviousness. ID battle, is indeed the equal of h y a  in 

duplicity; like ^alya, Qyp understands how crucial it is to the battle's outcome that 

Karp be dispirited and weakened. 

Sitting together the night before Kmp is to assume generalship of the Kaurava 

armies, Kmpi and Duryodhana experience uncharacteristic remorse. "Reflecting upon 

the pain they had caused Rraupadi at the dicing, their hearts were heavy with sorrow. 

Thinking about Ac pain they had inflicted on the PiizyJavas, the night seemed a thousand 

years long.'~1 Their contrition merits no tempering of what Time has in store for them. 

Next morning, Kaqa boasts that he is superior to Arjuna in but charioteer and 

as foreseen requests King h y a  for his driver. Vain klya is insulted and insults K a p  in 

turn &--ad mi%awn~ meant to be the servants of bdmhs, kptzi- and va@vzq 

and not the other way around! w562 Dmyodhana reiterates his intimations of Khp's 

nobility: "I do not think K- possibly could have been born a dte- I think that strong- 

armed warrior with his golden armor and earrings is the son of a god born into the 



AkpOya Ma. How could a tiger be born from a deer?"= After a good deal of flattery, 

the Madras long is to take up, reluctantly, the reigns of lhqa's chariot. 

In the -ta, Arjuna had grown despondent and flung down his bow- - bad used persuasions both human and divine to encourage him to fulfill his 

m y s  dhanna, and then promised him victory. Now, no sooner do Ehqa and &Iya set 

out, than the charioteer begins to denigrate his warrior. Well then, siTtaputf3~" be sneers, 

"how can you treat the PZ@&vas with contempt, all of them great warriors and great 

archers who know all the ~eapons!**5~4 Their entry onto the field is marked by evil 

portents. Meteors shower, thunderbolts erash, violent winds blow, bones rain from the 

sky, Kqu's horses stumble and fall.Ms However, "stupefied by Daiva," the Kauravas do 

not notice the portents. "Seeing the SBta'sson setting out, die lords of earth cried, 

Victory!' The Kauravas considered the Pq&was already slain."5*6 In reality, Kila 

already has slain die ffiuravas. 

Unlike Arjuna, when Kanp enters the battle he does so enthusiastically, with 

extravagant self-confidence. "Even if Yama, Varuna, KUbera, and Indra along with their 



attendants come to protect the l'%&@wa in the great war," he boasts, "why mince words, I 

will vanquish him and them!*'567 "Stop! Stop your bragging, Kama, " laughs h y a .  

"You are beside yourself and saying ternus things."56* h y a  reminds K s q a  that 

Arjuna had defeated him during the raid on V w s  cattle - why should it be different 

now? Kampa is not daunted. Ordering h y a  to drive onto the field, he offers rich rewards 

to any of Yudhis@h's men who will lead him to Arfuna and IQqzp Dmyodhana's troops 

are heartened by his words, but &lya is contemptuous. He compares Km#s plan to that 

"of a man tied to a heavy rock who wants to cross the ocean using only his two arms, or 

of one who wants to leap down from the summit of a mountain!"5*" Kkqa calls hya 

"an enemy with the face of a friend" who i s  trying only to frighten hirn.570 Retorts h y a :  

"You'll dunk yourself a lion until you see the two K y p  standing together in one chariot. 

You always will be a jackal and Dbmwpjaya always a lion!"s?~ An irresolute Arjuna had 

heard his divine sItta exhort: Rise up! Seize glory! Enjoy sovereignty! hrqa enters the 

battle guided by a disloyal Mta who wants to weaken him. Adding more pathos to this 

Cnffin negative, Kaip's anger is short-lived and tempered with candor. "What 

Vasudeva and Arjuna are, I know,"572 he admits, and divulges to his sBta the troubling 



events leading to Parahiima's and die brahmin's curses. In the face of blya's 

deprecations, Kmqa chooses to face Daiva and Kala with heroic disbterestedness. 

I have called Kmgds experience in his chariot with &&a a "Gitam negative," for 

what a negative calls to mind is its positive - the two are simultaneously opposite and 

identical. Like the -parody in Virafaparva with acting as Uttads charioteer, 

and the hog*ta(to be discussed below), the episode of Kmp and !hya is a narrative 

strategy that directs die audience to consider, or reconsider, the B-vad@Hh the light 

of the similar/diSsimiIar event. 

In a a p a r v a n ,  immediately proceeding Arjuna's and w a r s  final battle, there 

occurs a startling scene, a clash between brothers that seldom is mentioned in 

MabSbbmta studies - a curious omission, for it is one of the itihasds most 

psychologically revealing episodes. It exposes repressed resentment inYudhi@ra and 

Aqjuna, and it reveals the extent to which the outcome of the war is dependent upon 

Arjuna defeating Kama. On the field, brga has a number of opportunities to keep his 

promise to Kunti that she will have five sons at the end of the war. He fights with each of 

his brothers, excepting Arjuna, and allows each to escape. He and Yudhi@ira engage in 

particularly bitter combat, which cuminates with Yudhighka seriously wounded, his 

chariot shattered, and his charioteer slain. As he attempts to flee the field, Kama touches 

his shoulder condescendingly, and laughs: 



How is it, pray tell, that you, born into a noble Ada and into the dbarma of 
a jba)'n>a, are escaping your foes in battle to protect your own life? Sir, I 
dun't think you are gmpdy acquainted with &atn~dkuzn& You am 
attached to brahmin powers, to reciting the Vedas and perfanning 
sacrificial rites. Do not fight with me, son of Kunti, and do not approach 
W ! 5 7 3  

w s  evaluation of Yudhi@hids divided nature is devastatingly perceptive. A shaken 

Yudtiighira escapes to the camp to nurse his wounds, while Kaqui continues to fight 

valiantly, killing multitudes. 

Meanwhile, K g g a  has been am@ng matters so as to protect &*ma from a 

premature encounter with Kama; Kaqu Gist must exhaust himself. When Yudhi@ra is 

wounded, Kf^na suggests that Arjuna retire fmm the field to comfort him. They find 

Yudhi@.bi lying in pain on Dra-s bed. Assuming they have come to announce 

Karpts death, he feels he can voice at last his deep-rooted obsession: 

For thirteen years, aya, for fear of him I have had neither sleep at 
night nor joy by day. Filled with hatred for him, I bum, Dhmmpjaya. ... 
Awake or asleep, son of Kunti, I always see b q m  here, there, 
everywhere! Here, there, wherever I go, Dbmupjaya, from fear of K a a p  
I seem to see Kmqa standing before me.574 



Yudhi@h is mortified that Kanyi allowed him to live; his sole consolation, he says, is 

that Wuna finally has lolled the M m t r a .  When Aqjuna admits that he has left the field 

with Kmp still alive and fighting, Yudbighhi is furious. Frightened and weakened by 

his wounds, he lashes out with uncharacteristic acerbity, reproaching Axjuna for deserting 

die field and fleeing to the camp. Arjuna should hand over his mighty w i v a  bow to a 

better warrior, he says, one who knows how to fight. "If you had given this bow to 

Kesava [Krsna], you wicked man, Kehva would have killed the dreadful Kaqa in battle, 

like India slaying Vgtra with his thunderbol~~5~S Better for k t i  to have aborted Arjuna 

in the fifth month, Yudhig@ha raves, than for Arjuna to have left Jkqa undefeated on 

K e r n 5 7 6  - whereupon Arjuna draws his sword. 

The scene would be comic were it no so painfillly revealing. K g q p  attempts to 

calm Arjuna, but "breathing like an amay snake," Arjuna retorts, 

If any man would say, "dive Gi#va to another," my secret vow is that I 
would cut off his head. This king has spoken those words, Pariikmna, in 
your very presence, Qovinda. I dare not forgive him. Therefore, I will 
slay this dharma-fearing king. I will keep my promise by killing this 
excellent man? 



Kfsna rebukes Arjuna for giving way to wrath. He says there are only certain 

circumstances in which a person may be killed. T o  kill a man who has withdrawn from 

battle, is without weapons, Bhaiata, one who has turned his face away, is miming away, 

or seeking shelter, or is joining his palms in surrender, is not respected by the wise."57* 

(These words will take on added relevance shortly, when Kaqp is killed.) However, 

IQyp continues, dharma is subtle; there are cireurnstances under which only untruth can 

preserve the troth. "It is good to the truth- Nothing is considered higher than the 

truth, but it is very difficult to understand the principles of a particular truth in practice. 

In certain circumstances truth is not to be spoken and untruth is to be spoken."579 Arjuna 

has an obligation to keep true to the vow he has taken about his bow, IQga reasons. 

Nonetheless, when a person is shown disrespect, he is as good as slain. Arjuna should 

insult Yudhhthira, thus fulfilling his vow while avoiding the sin of fratricide.580 

w s  somewhat tortuous reasoning proves effective; it gives Arjuna an excuse 

to vent years of repressed resentment. Arjuna scoffs at Yudhiewra for unjustly 

criticizing his brothers from his safe position upon bed- As had Kama, Arjuna 

accuses Yudhi+@ira of being more like a brahmin than a AyitriH more forceful in speech 

than strong in arms. "I have never derived any from you whatsoever," Arjuna 



avows.*" "I do not rejoice at your sovereignty, since you are addicted to the evil practice 

of dicing. Having yourself practiced an evil act, you now want to vanquish your enemies 

with others' help in battle! Only die unrighteous are addicted to d i ~ i n g . " ~ ~  

After unburdening himself, Arjuna, deeply ashamed of himself, draws his sword. 

"What is this again?" cries Qm~3a.5~3 "I am going to kill myself;" replies Arjuna.sw 

suggests a less drastic alternative: "Brag about your own good qualities, Partha; in 

that way your self-esteem will be restored immediately!*s85 It is not difficult for Arjuna 

to eulogize himself: "No other archer like me is known, 0 god-king, except the god who 

bears the trident [hva]. I am even approved of by that great being. In an instant I can 

destroy the universe of mobile and immobile creatuxesÃˆW58 He continues in this vein, and 

ends by professing a whole- intent to kill the ~Utaputra K m p . 5 8 7  

The emoting does not end there - now it is Y u d h i s m s  turn. He claims be is 

the worst of human beings; A,rjuna should behead him immediately.5a8 "Sinner that I am, 

I am retiring to the forest this very day. Live happily without me! Mighty Bhima is fit to 



be king. Eunuch that I am, what use for me is s0~ereignty?"589 After listening patiently 

to Yudhiqghids self-deprecation, Kfsna calms him down by promising: "Today the earth 

will drink the blood of the wicked Radheya, I swear truly to you; know that the suta's son 

is killed today!"S90 Yudlus(hira now begins to sing the praises Kfsga: 1 am guided, 

Govinda, and carried across by you today, Madhava. Today you have saved us two from 

a terrible disaster, Acyuta"591 A repentant Arjuna falls weeping at Yudhiq(hira's feet. 

"Then (he king. King Dharma, raised up his brother Dhmpjaya, and embracing him 

affectionately, wept aloud, 0 lord of the earth. The two resplendent brothers, tigers 

among men, having wept for a long time, purified, became joyful."Sm 

Kgga has manipulated this cathartic unbosoming to prepare Arjuna for the great 

duel that faces him. He has fulfilled the role of a perfect suta by encouraging, 

admonishing, and praising his warrior while denigrating the enemy. Nonetheless, after 

flattering Arjuna a bit further, finds it necessary to end with a caveat: "In all 

events, I must say what is for your benefit, P@@va. Do not, strong-armed one, 

underestimate Kama, that splendor of battle."393 Kmga is strong, proud, an accomplished 



Warnor, he also is "evil-natured, turned to wi and cruel."- No one, not even 

the gods, can defeat him, none but Arjuna. "So kill the sffteison today!"5s Arjuna 

claims he is ready: 

Today, Krsna, I will free myself from the debt I owe to all archers, to my 
own wrath, to the Kurus, to my arrows, and to Gwdiva! Today I will be 
freed from the grief1 have cherished for thirteen years, K-rsna, by slaying 

in battle like India slaying the demon b b a i a P 6  

The moment for which has prepared his instrument has come, and K m p  does not 

have a chance. It is the seventeenth day. Meanwhile, b q a  is exhausting himself in 

battle. 

This scene of suspended ftatricide, placed in the midst of the battle books, is both 

shocking and effective on a number of levels. As a relief from the concentrated 

descriptions of battle, it sweeps the audience into a wholly unexpected and fascinating 

psychological dimension. As a narrative strategy, it amuses pity for Yudhi-s 

weaknesses, disdain for A.rjuna's braggadocio, and sympathy for Kaqds vulnerability- 

The episode, initiated and manipulated by Kr?na, emphasizes the extent to which the 

avatars will go to prepare his imperfect instruroent, --ma, to defeat BGqa. Raiva is 

shown once &re to be more powerful that human initiative, yet upon i t  



David Shulman suggests that the entire Maba-bbarsta can be regarded "as an 

extended essay, carried along on a complex narrative frame, on time and its ten-o~5."5~? 

This dissertation has taken the net of India as a metaphor for that "complex narrative 

fhum? and argued hat cmly by emmining and appreciating the it&&ds fine literary 

structure do we begin to understand its mIlltivoca1 discourse. We have argued that the 

i b & h # B M ~  mode1 author has usmi multiple narrative -es ta suggest that Khrp, 

for all his flaws, is not unlike the itttiasa's d e m x ;  he is a solitary human in an age of 

darkness. However we articulate Kmp's dilemma - he is deluded by Kala, condemned 

by Wva, manipulated by IQyp - his is an existential dilemma born of an irresolvable 

conflict between his own inherent nature, svabba-' and die vicissitudes of The. 

Certainly no other figure within the iftbssa is more conscious of, more subject to, "tune 

and its terrors." K m p  is keenly aware that inscrutable destiny ultimately will prove 

more powerful than human effort. He is, by nature and through Daiva, incapable of the 

absolute surrcnder demanded of a bbakta of Ky^na. As such, he presents to the iftbasds 

audience a model of the isolated individual crying, as it were, to a deaf heaven. His 

heroism is  far more genuine and more inspiring than Arjuna's, but his proud individuality 

is pathetic as well. 

- - 

597 David Dean Shulman, 'Towards a Historical Poetics of the Sanskrit Epics," 
htamtioaulFaIklore R e v i d  (1991): 11. 



negative," with a faithless leading him into fruitless skirmishes. To emphasize the 

doom awaiting Duryodhana's general and his armies in comparison to the victory 

guaranteed to their adversaries, an extended analogy is developed between K a n p  and 

Kgqa. It begins with Bhipna's last blessing to Kama, which sines like the Gits. 

Like the ocean is to rivers, like the sun to astrology, like the righteous to 
truth, like a fertile soil to seeds, like the clouds to all creatures, be you the 
support of your friends. Let your friends follow you as the immortals 
follow thousand-eyed Indra.% 

And the Bombay Edition adds this line: "Be to the Kauravas as Vigu to the dwellers of 

heaven!"= K k p  will fulfill that role until he dies. When the terrified Kauravas rush to 

for shelter on the battlefield, he tells them, "Do not fear, come to me,""" echoing 

w s  call in the B ' v e - t s .  Take refuge with me alone ... do not be distressed.ml 

By choosing to remain alone and unrecognized, b q a  must bear a double burden, 

fillfiuing for s armies the role that the "two on one chariot" fillfill for 

the Pi@@vas. K a q a  believes that victoly depends upon Daiva, yet fails to recognize 

that Daiva, as =la, is Kpga. 

598 samudra iva sindhiin&p jyoti- iva bhaskara 
satyasya ca yatba santo bijSnBm iva coruafl 
parUnya iva bhU- ahgdihp bhava 
bandhavaS tviinuj1vantu iv&mri!@ (7.4.2-3) 

599 kauraviQ@i bbava gatiryatha Vi+@ivaukasam (7.4.4) 
The Bombay Edition insists on parallels between K m p  and Vigu/Krsna in a 

that are^miitted from the Critical Edition. 

ma bhaigtety abravit kaqm by abhito miim iteti ca (8.59.41) 
601 main ekazp bnupp vraja ... ma $u@ (6.40.66) 



Lengthy, brutal descriptions of battle precede Arjuna and W s  final combat. 

Bhbm Wls the promise he had made at the dicing to slaughter Ih@%ma and rip spa 

his chest. "I am drinking your blood from your throat, 0 vilest of men!" Bhima gloats.- 

Thereafter, kills Kanp's son Vpsasena before Kama's eyes, fust severing the 

young man's aims, then his head."*" When Arjuna and h q a  at last prepare to fight, 

each warrior turns to his charioteer with a question. "If the Partha kills me at some point 

today in combat," asks Kama, "tell me truly, friend, what will you do then?" Qya gives 

a bold but unconvincing reply: "Kama, if N u n a  of the white horses kills you today in 

combat, alone on the chariot I will kill both Madhava [Kfsaa] and the Pii@ava."*04 

When A@ma asks the same question, Q p p  replies with an ominous laugh: 

The sun may fall from the sky, the earth may split into a thousand pieces, 
fire may grow cold, but h n p  will not loll you, Dhanaipjaya. But if such a 

uld occur, it means universal destruction. Then I will kill K m p  
in battle with my own two arms.605 

Fortified with this promise, Arjuna engages ksqa- 



The fight between the two brothers is prolonged agonizing?= At one point, 

i d  arrow at A,rjuna, a weapon that has taken him years to master. 

h y a  tells him it will never succeed. Kaqm is furious and shoots the arrow in spite of his 

sB&'s insults, shouting, "You are dead, Phaigmpi!"~ The arrow certainly would be 

deadly, but is at the ready. He presses down on the chariot and the arrow just 

misses Arjuna's head. It strikes instead Arjuna's golden crown, which falls to the earth 

'like the sun setting behind the Western Mountain,- the same metaphor used when 

IGuqa's head falls from his body,609 suggesting poetically that but far W s  

interference, the roles of killer and killed might have been reversed.610 

Now K&s curses begin to take effect. As the mantra for the Brahma weapon 

slips fixnn his memory, the wheel of his chariot sinks into the mud. Below toe line in the 

Critical Edition are lines included in the Vulgate: at this moment, Kala, embodied Time, 

desirous of telling Karqa his death is at comes to him invisibly and whispers 

maliciously, T h e  earth is swallowing your wheel.w611 !hya is not mentioned; Kaspa's 

suta does not help him in this moment of  greatest need. Ka- jumps down to extricate 

the wheel and, weeping in frustration, pleads, "Be patient for a moment, Pii~#?#~a,  seeing 

a 8.6647. 
hato *si vai phalguna ity avocat (8.66.9) 
papata parthasya id rip is^^ utt-; divakaro 'stad iva parvataj jvalan (8.66.16) 
astaxp gacchanty athadityab prabhain adiya gacchati (8.67.32) 
The Bombay Edition elaborates this scene by explaining that K@s deadly 

arrow is inhabited by the snake Asvsaeaa, who wants to revengehis mother's beheading 
by Arjuna during the burning of the Kh@@ava forest so many years ago. 

6 i 1  kalo hyadrsyo mpa viprasapannidarsayankarna- bruv@d~ 
b h h s t u  cakmxy tasminvadhakale 'bhyupete 



that my wheel has been swallowed up because of ah/ra.wi2 He reminds Arjuna of the 

very mles Qqa had cited earlier: Itis forbi to kill a person who has turned his face 

away, or is joining his hands in surrender, or is without weapons.613 Despite his 

dilemma, Karqa continues to address his brother and foe with dignified courtesy: 

You are a hero, son of KunG, so be patient for a moment while I raise this 
wheel from the earth, Dhanmjaya. Don't kill me while you are on your 
chariot and I am standing on the ground. I am afiaid of neither of 
Vasudeva nor you, son ofPi@du. You are born a ky t r ih  sprung from a 
great kula. Recalling the precepts of dbaima, be patient for a moment, 
5cJava.6'4 

Before Arjuna can waver, BQpp interjects from upon the chariot: "Radbeya, how 

propitious Oat you are remembering iSbanaa! When base men fall into a teenile plight 

they normally blame it on daiva and nor their own misdeeds.Wl5 Where had Kaqa's 

dbaima gone when he let Yudhiq#him be cheated at the dice game, IQgp asks 

rhetorically. Where had his dbanna gone when he laughed at the menstruating Draupadi 

in the clutches of Duĥ asana? * Where had his dbarmagone when, because he coveted the 



kingdom, he relied on evil 6akuni to defeat the Piiqqlavas?6"' W s  words have the 

intended effect. Arjuna grows enraged and begins to shoot arrows furiously at Kama, 

who struggles to protect himself. Filially, at K p g t s  urging, -una takes the powerful 

an7dika weapon, places it on his GiQdiva, and shouts, "May this arrow bring victory! 

Vengeful, glorious as a conjunction of sun and moon, may it guide K q  into the 

presence of Ya.ma!"(517 

When his wheel had sunk into the earth, and the mantra escaped his mind, 

brqa  had reflected that while he always had been devoted to dbamia, and while wise 

men say that dbarma protects its devotees, in the end dbama was protecting him no 

At the moment of death, &uga feels abandoned by the very principle he tod 

striven to uphold throughout his difficult life. K m t r a ,  the so-called field of 

~ 6 t s  signifies for Karqa a total wllapse of the annihilation of whatever 

might provide an ethical compass. "There will be no more tietanor &t& nor dvapara. ..-" 

In the darkness, what &my does not know is that &qqa has changed the niles. The great 



final teaching of tee Bbaga is a secret the Lord shares only with the chosen. 

"Abandoning all dbanna take refuge with me alone. I will deliver you from all evil, do 

not be.distressed."620 Kama, refuge of the Kauravas, not having abandoned dbarma, now 

feels abandoned by dharma. Daiva, Kala and Mrtyu - Fate, Time, and Death - govern 

the kalipga. Arjuna's <â /& strikes its mark. 

With his limbs pierced all over with arrows, bathed in a torrent of blood, 
X a q d s  body shone with its own light as if with sunbeams. Having 
scorched the enemy armies with light rays for arrows, the Kanp-sun was 
made to set by the mighty Arjuna-time.621 

As the Kauravas watch in honor, Kmpts head is torn from his body. "Like the head of 

India with its thousand eyes, like a splendid lotus of a thousand petals, like the sun of a 

thousand rays at the close of day, thus did Kaqds head fall to the earth.*622 From the 

fallen body a light streams fonh and enters the sun.623 

Duryodhana weeps over the bloody remains of his general and friend &ilya, 

once more on the scene, attempts to comfort him: "Do not be di Bharata. It is 

619 Dharmakqetre kuruketre, "On the field of dharma, the Kuru field," are the 
famous opening words of the 

tasya S i r 0  vtwuqdh- 
(8.67.3 7)  
dehat tu kamasya nipiititasya; tejo tiipt- k b p  vigahyacirena (8.67.27) 



destiny."'" There is no more affecting scene in the Mababbarata. A succession of 

narrative strategies has developed sympathy for Kama and a wary skepticism 

towards Qpp and Iris human instrument. As Shulman remarks, Kanp "falls victim to 

his own innocent faith in ... a universe infused with the possibility of meaning.*6= Our 

distress at the fall of this lonely hero is only augmented when Yudhi#ira comes to the 

field to view the corpse and, rejoicing, cries out to ma, Today I am king of the earth, 

together with my brothers, Govuida!"m 

Mftyu 

After the war, Yudhisthira, sitting beside the dying Bhigma, struggles to come to 

terms with the terrible calamity of war and the intolerable knowledge that &WQ~ was bis 

elder brother. He asks the about death: "What is Mjtyu?" he wants to know. 

From where does Mrtyu come? From whom is Mityu bornF27 Bh- answers with a 

When Brahma first created the universe, says Bhisma, it was populated by a 

multitude of living . Those beings multiplied so rapidly that the goddess 

Earth went before Brahmii and pled with him to lighten her burden. The god grants her 

wish. From the orifices of the creators body emerges a woman, "a dark woman, 

dressed in red gannmts, with red eyes and red palms, weari divine earrings, adorned 

624 tan di hum bharata dis- etat (8.68.12) 
Shulman, King awl Clown, 387. 
adya rajasmi govinda prthivyiEm bhratgbhq saha (8.69.3 1) 
kasya mityuh kuto nqt~@ kena niftyur iha praja (12.248.6) 

62~1 12.248. The story of Mrtyu is told as well in -parvan (7.72) of the 
Bombay Edition of the Mababbaiata, after die killing of Abhimanyu. 



with divine ornaments."629 Brahma commands her - she is Mrtyu - to unburden the 

Earth by bringing death to all living creatures. Mrtyu begins to weep; folding her bands 

in supplication, she entreats Brahma to release her from the ghastly task. She flees into 

the wilderness where she performs extreme austerities for numberless years. Still, the 

creator will not be moved: Mrtyu must unburden the Earth. However, BmhmS makes a 

concession: "Eternal dbarma 73,411 enter into you,"63Q he says, and Mrtyu will incur no sin. 

Rather, the tears &tyu sheds will become temble diseases. Then, when a person's hour 

has come and he is  struck by disease, Mytyu is to send forth desire and wrath, 

kamakrodbau. Those dual sins, not Mrtyu, will be the agent of the person's w"tYu 

will be absolved of responsibility; when desire and wrath enter a man, he will be held 

responsiile for his own . The origin of kamakrodbaa is left unexplained; it must be 

a creation from Brahm& 

It is not clear how the story ofMrtyu might have comforted Yudhisthira. The 

story is, however, similar to Gautamiis. Disease, like the snake, is Death's material 

instrument, and Death herself is absolved from direct responsibility by kamafsrodbau. 

Mrtyu, born from the mind of Brahma, is a form of embodied Daiva; desirc-and-anger, 

also created by Brahmh are an impersonal &va that insinuates itself into the human 

individual and manifests as if through that individual's initiative. The story, particularly 

as it is strategically placed, raises a significant ethical dilemma inherent in a world 



governed by kalavSda, by Kala. Death's chosen victims, all mortal creatures, are 

deliberately deluded. Hie burden of a person's acts perf"0rmed from his deluded 

intelligence is his own to bear, while the evils that follow "appear as natural 

consequences, retribution for his own misdeeds."631 

It cannot be unintentional that dark Mrtyu shares an epithet, Krsna, with 

Draupadi, who is born ftom fire to "accomplish the work of the gods in time, Mc," by 

leading "the kp67yaS to their doom.""̂  Mrtyu and Kgy$i share their names with the 

dark Lord, -a, who is Time, and with Arjuna, who, as one of the "two K p p  upon a 

single chariot" acts as the material agent of Time and Therefore, when Arjuna 

pcrfonns the essential action of killing his brother, K q a  falls at the hands of "mighty 

Axjuna-time," kaleaa (see above). When an individual has been chosen by 

K y p  to choose to take refuge with Kisna, he is safe both physically and morally. He is 

freed fromall sin, as~says;andasMrtyu'sstolyattests, tobe freefromsinis tobe 

free from death. Death comes through - for Kama, but not for Arjuna. 

ends with &my's death. The ninth book, hyaparvaa, opens with 

w j a y a  rushing to D m p a  with the devastating news of the final two days of battle 

and their horrendous aftermath. "Most of tee survivors are women, for the world has 

been deluded by Time."633 Duryodhana is dead. Kaap is dead. Only ten @tnyaS 









Karqa. AU he d l s  now is that at &e dicing Kaqpfs f-t had ranbkd bim of Kmti's; 

the thought ofKm#s fat prompts in bhn the desk to give up the kingdom md retire to 

the forest. A r j m  finds Yucbi-s grieving deplorable: ''Oh, how padid, oh how 

mkrabie, oh how extmmeiy f*bmindedm axe Yudhiq?bim's words, he says? Arjuna 

never will express remorse for killing his brother. 

sdfklieline, courage, and Nonetheless, while I@q,m 4 1 s  attention to 

e ~ r d ~ l y  large M s .  That is why this tiger among men always has to be! on the 



tbat upon baring these words, TQyp Mup% cast K$ga a withering sidelag 

@mce-"f543 

This &c exchange d s e s  intriguing q u e s t i ~ ~ .  Why is Arjuna cansidered 

vhtudly flawless? E s  largep@dUa has played a not insignificant role in his earlier 

adventures on the mad, but in a kytmja &is is a manly virtue. Kpp's "criticism" is, in 

f e  praise. Arjunafs very lack of complexity, his cherhl w-ilhqpess to plunge into any 

my, his abiiity to oEkr Qqa a simple devotion, make b n  the avatiZmkiciea1 bstnmextt. 

&qa, rn the other hand, is complex, tcmmmw ~ ~ i t i v e ,  made so by the 

cimimst%t~- of his life from the moment of birth. N W s  list of reasons "whyw Kanp 

met his paidid fkte prompts the audience tui punme a "why." WZtyare IUla and 

Mva so adavorable to the mn of S-? 1s there my justice at work in the world? 

bleed, f b m  the pin t  of view of the isolated individual, thm q p e a ~ ~  to be no arbiter or 

cock of d o r m  law to explain "the d i v d t y  of punishments and the discrepancy 

b t ~ e s n  tk off- and the crime."M 

p-iqhsya pkyjike 'syi&ikSya~ 
mbyap sa p q v y m  nity8m adhwsll pjyate! 
ria hy anyad an- y ~ u  dd#habhSg jay@ (14.89.7-8) 

Our appreciation of W s  assessment of ~ ~ f s  single inauspicious mark is 
heightened by the fat in h K h& G q @ i  tramlation of the Mm*& &am the 
-teenth -, p&@k, is translated as ' ' ~ h ~ ~  IQga finds Arjma's 
chcc- just "a little tea highm! Pratap CXmmb Roy, ed., lTW&Mhh& of 
fi-mm V+jmm, tmmlated by K M Chnguli (188348%- Reprint. Caicutta: 
Oriental Publishing Company, 1955), Volume XI, p. 165. 

ht hupadi tiry& siisiiyam aikqata (14.89.10) 
BhaUachaji, Fa- h ~ ~ t ~ k ,  273. 



=la: Cowkg (almost) Full-CIrele 

Y ~ ~ s  deep remorse for the death of Kanp and so many others at 

Kun@etra, and Us urge to (enounce the throne and the world, prompts the 

M H e H s  Iengthy twelfth and thimth bwks, the &tiand h - 7  

These books may be and frequently have been read as inflated compendiums of religion, 

philosophy, and myth. However, it is important to keep in mind their narrative context - 
they bring solace to comfort Yudhig- and educate him in the dharma of kingship- 

Bhigna's improbably long deathbed oration demonstrates how individuals may take 

solace in religion at times of great suffag or despair. For all the teachings about mo&a 

contained in the two huge pa/vans, there never is any intention to encourage Yudhi@hk 

dcmg the path of m-f@az Tile qprent  ccdxct between tlle te-ac- of m-mlmqga 

andpmmfuga, by the very fact that it is not resolved, is rendered irrelevant. Even 

the eulogies to 6iva as the highest god are not strictly in opposition to those extolling 

Vi- The end result of all the discourse is that Yudhlmra is comforted, which is what 

he ly needs. He asks the same questions over and over again, telling Bhima 

that he cannot hear enough and wants to hear more. Taken as a whole, the two so-called 

"didacticu books represent the rich tradition from which the MaaWbarsta springs; their 

very breadth and variety pose a deliberate challenge to non-Vedic, mtika, traditions, and 

an affirmation of the tradition from which the itibasds audience springs.645 Who could 

1 ancient India, the naStikas (those who say, "It [the Veda] is not" true, rigs@ 
were cansidezed hetmxbx by the " o m x m - d  fraditim Tb ~~ 
included in particular the Buddhists, Jains. and xjivikas. The ancient gmmmmian 



need more than what i s  offered to Yudhishira? He, the son of Dhamia, is  the 

consummately "religiousw man, and he revels in it all. In books twelve and thirteen, the 

demonstmtes once again that it contains "everything." In the end, however, 

Bhi- dies and Yudhi+Pra is still the same person, ridden with guilt and longing to 

retreat to the forest 

Julian Woods argues that the i6basa demonstrates an inability to resolve the 

tension between da/m and parvsatara, drawing heavily upon the k t l a n d  Anadiiam 

and the Bhagavad@tS, as well as the commentaries of later writers like Ramanuja 

and in his exploration of the two woridviews. He concludes that the 

Mababbaratds author 

does not appear to be aware of the basic contradiction posed by the 
Juxtaposition of a finalistic teleology that permeates the course of the 
world, and our God-given freedom to choose between the good ( ~ ~ )  
and our own teKindulgence (preyas). to the light of the cosmic 
determinism of Daiva, human selfatennination is reduced to a 
groundless phantom.- 

Woods critiques the Mababbarafds author for a somewhat unformed or unthoughtful 

treatment of the issue. However, he concedes, following Biardeau, that the author 

"would have tended to see the issue in the context of the practical needs of his 

reader/listeners, not as 8 problem to be solved int~lllectually.'~~~7 This dissertation would 

Patafijali referred to the attitude between the two groups as that between a mongoose and 
a snake. Cited in: Gavin Flood, An Introduction to Hinduism (New York: Cambridge 
Lhiversi ty Press, 1996), 82. 

Woods, Destiny and Human Initiative, 149. 
Woods, Destiny and Human fmtiativ, 152. 



disagree with the first assertion. A close examination of the itihasa reveals that its author 

is quite aware of that "contradiction," and has employed a number of narrative strategies 

to focus on the problem. As for Wood's and Biardeau's conclusions about the author's 

concerns for his audience, we would concur perhaps even more forcefaJly than either of 

them, both of whom read the I2itiiih as myth and symbol rather than as Literary 

narrative.648 

These considerations bring to mind Madhva and Sukthankar's observations, 

discussed in Chapter Two, concerning three "levels" or "planes" on which the 

Mahabbaiata may be read: an "historicaln or "mundane" plane, a "religious" or "ethicalw 

plane, and a "transcendental" or "metaphysical" plane. We observed that both of the 

great commentators on the itubasa emphasized the meamhgof the text, whereas 

Abhinavagupta and hdavardhana, following Bharata, emphasized reception. For 

Madhva and Sukthankar, as well as for scholars like Woods, there is an implied 

hierarchy, the third plane being decidedly "higher' or *deeperu - and inherently more 

interesting - than the second or first. However, a reader-response approach to the 

Mababbaiata must turn that hierarchy not upside down but on the level, must position it 

honzOntal1y. The AfaAafeA-ta '5 characters exist on all three planes, some being 

Woods concurs with Biardeau's attempt to account for problems that arise 
when K m p  is interpreted as the At-6bSratds mythic anti-hero. Why, then, is his father 
Swa, the Sun, a high and powerful dew? Biardeau reads the itibasa as an 
eschatological myth dealing with the end of the world, the end of an eon. In this 
structure, then, Kanp is  interpreted as the "replica of the dreadful sun, which rises at the 
end of a cosmic period to destroy the world by fire? Cited in: Woods, Destinyand 
Human Initiative, 43. 



stationed more firmly in one plane than another. For instance, sages like Markandey . . a 

and Narada operate from a transc t realm and are able see the truth of things both 

divine and mortal. Others, like Vidura and Bhigna, axe inclined to act as mouthpieces for 

morality and dharma While few characters are simply human - most claim divine or 

demonic paternity - the P-vas and Kauravas operate primarily on a human plane. 

The great difference between men is that some are under the protection of Qyp and 

some are not. Karyi exemplifies the latter sort of human being. His resentfulness, 

ambition, and iveness are mitigated by a respect for truth ami an adhesion to the 

ethical code of a mqm be believes is higher than his own. K m s  longings for the 

transcendent are expressed in his daily worship of the Sun. The irony here is that Kama, 

not having been chosen by Krsna, prays to the "wrong" deity, one that cannot protect him 

and will not reveal his paternity. Qga operates on all three planes. As avatars, 

incamation of the transcendent Viqqu, he assumes human limitations in order to uphold 

ettbanaa. 

To approach the three perspectives in a "horizontal" or "literary" manner is to 

understand them in reiationship to time - or Time, Kala, the aw% who, like the 

iVhasds "author," V y h ,  moves everywhere at will. Krsna/Kaia, mediated by VyUi, 

determines the vision of the world available to beings in the world at any given 

moment.649 The literary expression of time in the Mahabb-ta has three distinct 

649 This is underscored by the exceptional cases when characters are given 
supernatural vision by Kf?na or Vyiba Arjuna, Bhipm, Ihqa ,  Saipjaya, Vidura, and 
Uttanka are given glimpses of Qpp's divine form. S-jaya and Gandhan- are granted a 



movements. In the first five parvans leading up to the war, the principle characters are 

relatively young and the narrative is crowded with activity. The passage of time is 

compressed and intensified. Even the twelve years of exile pass at an almost breathless 

pace, interrupted as they are by inspiring stories and stirring adventures. The rapid 

pacing slows with the dicing, which is told in deI~'berate, realistic detail, almost in slow 

motion. In contrast, the battle books, parvaassix through eleven, are told as if in "real" 

time. The exquisitely and excruciatingly detailed descriptions of battle serve to blur, 

almost stun, our perceptions, much as the perceptions of those fighting in such a 

gruesome battle, while heighten&, are blurred and $turned. Two episodes stand out in 

the battle books, the Bbgavadeffaasd the killing of K m p ~  In both, time doubles. For 

the two armies time stands still as gives his great teaching to Arjuna, and as Arjuna 

and Kfsna fell Kama; on the other band, for the central figures - Kama, and 

Kgqp - time is wrested (by Time) into another dimension. In books twelve and thirteen, 

the "time" it takes Bhi-a and others to give their advice to Y u d h i s m  is improbably 

lengthened. Time is stretched, expanded to accommodate all that must be said in a 

relatively short period of "time." In contrast, the last five pa/van?are so brief as to be 

contained in a single  volume.^ These books cover thirty-six years, from the end of the 

war to the deaths of the Piiq@vas, and time has changed. The characters are growing old, 

kind of tele-vision by Vyiisa. In Vy&a allows all the survivors of 
the war, including the widows of the fallen Warriors, to see the forms of their dead loved 
ones. 



the world has grown old, and the age of kaKhas begun. This is the position in time from 

which the audience experiences die ta. The mood of these books is markedly 

poignant The of Kmpi is a palpable presence.651 

The After-Song 

The great fourteenth book, A s ~ a r n e d h i k a ~ a n ,  "The Horse Sacrifice," the first 

and longest of the five books that (almost) bring the ta fill! circle opens with 

Yudhis@ra declaring, "I can find no peace, being responsible for the slaying of the 

pitamaba [Bhiqma] and that man-tiger K- who never evaded cornbatY2 Vy- 

scolds Yudhiq@im for forgetting all he just has been taught. Your mind is still 

son, you are bewildered by childishness."6fl V y b  suggests that Yudhi@hira 

- 

Using Brockington's figures, the eighteen books of the Critical Edition contain 
73,560 verses. The final five books contain 4479 verses, total. John Brockington, The 
Ssmaknt Epji (Leiden: Bdl, 1998), 6 0 4 2 .  

651 John Brockington, reporting on a wide survey of -bbSrata iconography, makes 
this interesting observation: "It is also noteworthy that among the many Mababb-ta 
relief narratives there is never any depiction of anything after the end of the battle. 
mere is m m g  wmmpmding to the &tiand ~ - m ( b  me Mict im of 
Bhigma on his bed of arrows belongs in reality to the battle scenes rather than being an 
allusion to this post-battle teaching) - which perhaps is not surprising - but also nothing 
corresponding to the visually more promising Advamedba or Mabaprastbaaikapanpans. 
Some relief sequences concentrate on the earlier parts of the narrative, while others show 
mainly scenes from the battle books, the factors influencing this probably vary." John 
Brockmgton, "Visual Epics," in Indian Epic Traditions - Past sadPresent, chair John L. 
Brockington, Sixteenth European Conference on Modem South Asian Studies, 
September Edinbinxh, 2000. 

652 na hi &ntiqi papa&-i gbatayitvii pitamaham 
karnamca~ sixpgrarneqv apaiiiyinam (14.2.12) 

653 a m  te matis tits punar balyena muhyase (14.2.. 15) 



prepare himself for kingship by celebrating the the Vedic horse sacrifice.654 

With the encouragement of Krsna, Niirada and Vy- Yudhi+(hira to the 

~ormous and the Pii&avas perform funeral rites for Bbigma and Karp .  

Qga and Arjuna now ride out together into the pacified kingdoms. T h e  two 

great souls, Qyp and the PTi~&va, stopped at Indraprastha, entered the beautiful 

assembly hall and enjoyed themselves.''655 They, and we, have returned to the magical 

sabha-built so may years ago for Yudhi@&a by the asura Maya. We imagine that it has 

long been deserted, the jungle grown around it again. The two old friends speak about 

the past, about loved ones lost, and delight in one another's company. Then Arjuna 

speaks candidly to K&zpt: "Strong armed one, at the approach of the battle your 

became known to me, son of Dev*, as  well as your supreme form. But what 

words you spoke to me out of the goodness of your heart, K&va, all of it, lion among 

men, has disappeared from m y  damaged mind.*1'5*' &-ma has forgotten the 

vadf@iSal Qgp is appalled. Arjuna assuredly is "faithless and dim-witted, "a7  be 

scolds. It is not possible for him to repeat the eternal mysteries he had spoken while 

6s Vyisa also suggests that Yu- prepare for the sarvamedba. or ten-day 
on that "human sacrifice" 

wasatonetime Yudhi@hira has having 

p M i p  tibp vijahriite ca bh&ab (14.15.5) 
=viditoip te nuhabaho saipgrbxe samupasthite 

mahatmyaip dcvaki- mates tac ca te riiparn ai~varain 
yat tu tad bhavata proktaqi tada k d v a  sadqdiit 
tat sarvarp p~~~~ na@up me m s - a c e ~  ( 1 4  l6.S=6) 
nlhmm a id&dWm 'si tiutrn- cihi PSqyJava (1 4.16.10) 



absorbed in yoga. However, he will tell Arjuna another mstory,Â¥ itibasa, which Arjuna 

should tzy to remember. The verses that follow, aittip-yassixteen through fifty-one, 

comprise the h u @ a  the "After-Song." Its contents intensify the pathos of its 

circumstances, for the After-Song is dry, philosophically technical, and arguably 

inappropriate for a " mmd" incapable of retaining the Bhagavadgi-ta. The 

Aoqgf'deals primarily with renunciation of the world and m o w  Once, IQqqm says, a 

brahmin had related it to him; it was told to that brahmin by a sage, who had formulated 

it while speaking to his wife. The multiple narrative frames remove the teaching quite far 

from Kfsna. The AnagHdoes not speak of bbaktior of action in the world as legitimate 

paths to salvation. In other words, this After-Song is a distant, dun, reflection of the 

vat#~KPiZ It certainly does not describe a path to liberation appropriate to a man 

whose dbarma is that of a warrior and prince. 

Uttanka @)revisited 

The episode raises a number of questions for the audience. Why was the 

taught to in the first place if his mind was too weak to retain it? Is 

this condition representative of all humans lost in the darkness of the kaliyupp? Is true 

action based on true knowledge and true love possible for that individual? After hearing 

the Anu@la, Arjuna begins an emotional paean to -658 He says he knows who 

is because he has been told as much by Vyiba, Narada, and Bhi- Can he not 

recall m a ' s  theophany during the Giftsf Arjuna's mind does indeed appear to be 



"damaged.** The largest question raised, then, is the very efficacy of the Bhagavm&if-ta to 

transform Arjuna - and, by extension, to transform us, the audience, who live in a broken 

age, - 
The final books of the Maha-bbarata amplify the pathos. The After-Song is the 

first of a series of reprisals that will bring the Mababharata (almost) fill1 circle. Episodes 

from the early years and particularly from are skillfully woven into these 

books. Time continues its repetitive cycles, but time has changed, and everything and 

everyone along with it. Kfsm leaves for his city of Dvaraka. Along the way, whom 

should he meet in the desert but Uttanka, whose fabulous adventure in the underground 

world of the na-gss, "snakes," in pursuit of the queen's earrings is described in AdiparVan 

(see Chapter Two). The tale, repeated here with a number of variants, effectively 

brackets the itib- with its mysterious themes dealing with death and time (see below). 

In fact, placing B&@s meeting with Uttanka in turns time inside 

out. For the audience, the leader, Adiparvan seems to have taken place "long aga." 

However, we know that Uttanka's encounter with the wily na-$a Tak&i is what 

prompted him to urge king Janamejaya to perform the snake sacrifice to avenge 

s killing of King Pmikgit, Janamejaya's father and Arjuna's grandson. Therefore, 

in terms of linear time, Kfsna's encounter with Uttanka must take place long before 

Uttanka's encounter with the n,i@a In the desert, Uttaiika asks K $ q p  if he has ieconciled 

the PiQ&vas and Kauravas; when he hears that there has been a devastating war he is 

furious and threatens to curse Kr?na. Kqpa averts the curse by, as discussed above, 



explaining the limitations of the avatars, and then by revealing his divinity: * I am 

existence, nonexistence, existence-andononexistence, and that which transcends existence 

and nonexistence. Nothiiig is beyond me, and I am the eternal god of gods."6# Krsna ... 

grants Uttaiika a vision of his universal form - the same vision, says VaihqqSyana, that 

had been given to Muna - then proceeds to Dvaraka- Kpga will return to Hastinapura 

for the iEivamedita, 

It is fitting that Uttarika appears near both the start and the conclusion of the 

When be goes to the underworld of the snakes, Uttaiika has a vision. He sees two women 

at a loom weaving a cloth from black and white threads, and a wheel being tinned round 

by six boys. Uttanka sings mantras to charm the snakes: 

Three hundred and sixty spokes are fixed to the pole of this eternal wheel, 
moving always in a cycle of twenty-four hawmonthf, which the boys mm 
round and round. The two young women are weaving this multi-colored 
loom, constantly tuning their threads back and forth, tinning them from 
black ones to white ones, forever the creatures that have died and those 
that exist660 

Night and day, the dead and the living, the fabric of time, black and white... we even 

discern here an allusion to the "black" and "white" signified by the names ma, "black," 

and Muna, "white". Vassilkov observes that the Wheel of Time, k a l a d b i ,  has a 



(L3.150-151) 
Vassikov notes that the images of H w  and World-Tree, "foHow each 

otiaer in rapid mccasion in mamy Vedic hymns (e.g AV 10,743; 13, 1 4  etc)." Vassilkw, 
"~8Wikh,w 20. 

im 14.7841 



s ~ c m b s  to M h v i i @ & s  arrows. The older generation has given way to the yom- 

Arj- lies dead - for a while. His salvation arrives in the person of another woman he 

wander. He h been struck dam by his young son in the pmencx ofthe boys mother, 

of barley offixed by a pious brahmin. Blfthe mongoose's body had been cluing& to 

gold by such an aE&g; he bas came to YucWqfhirds sacrifice in hopes of tramfoming 



an= had manif- to Yudhi@iira as a mane, but in that bygone time he had expressed 

Retreat to the Forest 

of time. Fifteen yean have passed since the war, but old wounds have not healed. A 

not bmught h u t  by Diqtar@@a, or ~~ or K m p ,  but by Daiva. h i v a  annot 

musing d l y  to Yu&i@hira, "My heart surely is made of iron, my son, that it is not rent 







psa, Ominous portents are heralding a terrible calamity. Meteors shower, rivers change 

course, the sun is eclipsed, and the hearts of the people are filled with apprehension. 

Messengers come to Yudhi@ira with the staggering report that the V M s  are 

exterminated and m a  is dead. It seems the Vnqi people had grown lawless and evil. 

Omens similar to those observed before the Kurdqetxa war afflict the land. By day, 

embodied Kala is seen wandering around the houses, "a hideous, monstrous man with 

shaven head and dark-brown in color,"675 At night the Vysni women dream of a black 

female, mstn; who laughs at them and steals the auspicious threads from their wrists.676 

Society is in chaos. IQpp watches as the blades of grass turn into iron clubs, with which 

his people, drunk and violent, bludgeon one another. Then Kgxp wanders alone into the 

forest. "Thinking that the time of his departure had come, restrained his senses, 

speech, and mind, and lay down in high yogaOm677 A fierce hunter, Jara by name, comes 

along; mistaking for a deer, he shoots him. The arrow pierces w s  heel, his one 

vulnerable spot, and Kgpp leaves his body. 

When he learns of all this, Arjuna rushes to Dvaraka to help the survivors, 

including W s  16,000 women (!).67* After burning the bodies of- and Balarilma, 

he and the huge retinue set out for Hastinapura; behind them the sea Tushes in to swallow 



up Rviir~&~ %las, Mva!" cry the people as they flee the Arjma's heroic 



think it is the impress of Jamam, you aim shoald && it so."@3 However, in the 





haven a d  heli is a nzse.''GM By presenting the reader (Hudson uses this term in the 

amtends Hudson, b v e n  and bell bath are shown to be illusions. The mfiil and 





preceded itself, and now has frozen. The snake Taksaka, remnant of the great sacrifice 

with which it all began (there always must be a remnant) is poised as if on some magical 

event horizon beyond whose blackness (Jfcrsna!) none can penetrate. Within it the 

"everythingm that the itahasa contains has been absorbed, "compressed" by Time, as 

mjaya says, into Time's infinite singularity. All we can know for certain, in the 

universe of the Mabaibbarata, is that at some moment in time, Time will again spew forth 

everything into Time. 

The Mahabbarsta does not answer Janamejaya 's, and our, question: What 

happens next? What happens after Daiva, Kala, and Mrtyu have caught creatures in their 

noose? The itibi&a does not answer the question because the question precisely 

represents tee ignorance brought with the kaliyuga. By leaving the question 

unanswered, the audience is turned back towards life. The penetration of early parts of 

the into the film1 books seems not so much to close the circle as to compel 

us to begin again a journey which is never really new and never the same. 

W e  can only examine fife Through the Great Bhamta the audience is assisted in that 

examination, but the question never is resolved definitively: Can an individual choose to 

be chosen and to be saved "from all sin and evil"? IfA@ma is the ideal devotee, we can 

only observe that he and K g p  are Nara-NWyana, two lQyp on one chariot, the white 

and black threads of Time's fabric. Arjuna is not an "indiVIdua1." Kama, however, is an 

individual. He chooses to be alone because he halone. His splendid disinterestedness is 



both inspeg and disconcerting. In the end. .. but there is no end to this /ftAasa in the 

concluding chapter we will attempt to summarize the Me-bbarstds universe; we will 

reflect upon "tragedy;" and we will ask whether Abhinavagupta and Anandavaidhana 

were right - that the Mahabharata suggests an entirely new flavor, rasa, the rasa of 

Peace, the urge towards m o w  



Chapter Six 

The Belly of the Lord 

"Style itself makes its claims, expresses its own sense of what matters," says 

Martha Nussbaum. "Literary form is not 1c from philosophical content, but is, 

itself, a part of content - an integral part, then, of the search for the statement of truth.n692 

If, as I contend, the Mababbarata is a work of literature and should be treated as such, 

then methods of literary criticism are the best means of approaching it. Nonetheless, as 

argued in Chapter One, new paradigms are needed to understand the fom, the shape, of 

the MahSbbate, and thereby to apprehend its content and "statement of truth." To name 

the an "epic," to apply to it Aristotelian standards of "unity," is to approach 

it with instruments incapable of grasping the Mahaft&arata'sunique wholeness. I have 

used the Net of India, iadrajala, as a metaphor for the kind of unity inherent in the vast 

itihasa. India's net itself, with its myriad reflecting and self-reflecting jewels, figures the 

starry heavens, and it expresses a universe that, like the heavens, is curved both in 

substance and in time. The land of literary analysis to apply to such a vast and complex 

work is one that pays attention to the text, to its use of language and style, to its shifting 

play of concepts, its compositional units and their juxtapositions, and much more. In this 

dissertation, I have used methods of reader-response criticism as I find them most 

amenable to such a minute paying-attention. 



Umberto Eco describes the "model author" of reader-response theory as a set of 

instructions that must be followed step by step if we choose to act as the model reader or 

model audience. The model author is not a historical persost, but a "'narrative strategy "693 

Eco envisages the model audience as a kind of "ideal type whom the text not only 

foresees as a collaborator but also tries to create" through its narrative strategies.6g4 In 

other words, the model audience is embedded in the text. The rasa theory that the sixth- 

century aesthetician Bharata applied to drama, niity-a, is itself a kind of audience-response 

theory. Bharata examined how a drama suggests certain 73535; "flavors," based on certain 

"stable" emotions already present within the audience, and draws them forth. The ninth- 

and tenth-century aestheticians xnandavardhana and Abhinavagupta applied rasa theory 

to art forms other than drama and cited the -bharata as a supreme example of poetic 

unity (Chapters One and Two). Throughout this dissertation, we have explored how 

reader-response theory may enable us to respect the traditions from which the itih& has 

emerged, to listen to what the literary form of the Mababh-ta expresses about the 

Mababhamta. 

The character of K q a  has been used as the point of focus -- firstly, because the 

itibasds great size demands a set of self-imposed limitations, and secondly because this 

character is so centrally important to the narrative, and is an example of how the 

692 Martha C. Nussbaum, Love's Kno wledge: Essays on Philosophy andLiteraturs 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1990), 3. 

Umberto Ew, Six Walks in the Fictional Woods (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1994), 1 5. 

694 Eco, Six WaIks, 9. 



- - Mababbarata makes use of myriad narrative strategies to direct and structure audience 

response. Kama, I have argued, uniquely expresses (he ioaasrfs audience. Through him 

we can learn about the author's concerns and the concerns of the audience that the text 

itself helps to construct Kmp is the human individual in the darkness of the kaliyuga, 

the age ushered in with the Kudqetra war. A good deal of the Mahabhmta is 

around Kanpt (Chapter Three). Throughout long passages in which he is not actually 

present, including the ten os/vans following his death, b q a  still is woven skillfully into 

the B b H s  net. He is never absent. He q p a r s  in the thoughts and dreams of 

other and ofherwise is structured into the text through allusion and symbolism. 

The complex shape of the itibasa suggests a highly competent author and a highly 

competent audience capable of experiencing, of lead- the Mababharata as a whole and 

of tasting its rasas. That audience clearly is expected to notice among the Jtihasifs 

narrative strategies the weaving of older, Vedic material into the central narrative to 

create something challenging and new. The Vedic references surely must be understood 

as important components in the ittbassts project of claiming authority, of appropriating 

for itself the status of a "fifth Veda." However, they are more than that. For instance, the 

text assumes a knowledge of Karpfs solar Ma, "family." Old stories about the Sun, his 

wife, and his children are revisited and reevaluated through the lives of Kanp and other 

characters. To be attentive to those references is to gain important perspectives on the 

motives and behavior of the characters, as well as on the major issues the text works to 

. Among other things, Kq#s solar kvJa helps us to understand the 



Mababbaratds attitude towards women, and why women are placed in positions of great 

power and agency. 

From another perspextive, the M M W M s  repeated ref-- to ~f imateriaI  

is pan of its exploration of the relevance of the Vedic worldview to the individual lost in 

the kaliyuga. Kanp is a member of the solar lineage, but grows up ignorant of that fact; 

believing he is a low-class a w q a  created by tee misogynous union of a brahmin 

woman and a &atrifp man (C Four). He is despised for his origins, and struggles 

with the conilicts inherent in his attraction to the dbarma of a Jksatnya and the dharma 

that an intensely class-conscious milieu wishes to impose upon him. What is more, his 

brothers themselves, so haughtily self-confident of their pure &atri@ blood, are shown to 

be the products of a tortuously complicated and ancient genealogy in which distinctions 

among the v a p s  have been thoroughly blurred. All this must have made a strong 

impression on an audience composed of +(n>asdependent on brahmins for legitimacy, 

and brahmins dependent upon Ap?tnyaS for their livelihood. Pretensions to caste-purity, 

the itihaSa indicates, were invalidated long ages ago with the ancestor King Yayati, who 

married "against the grain" a brahmin woman, and begat sons not only upon her, but also 

upon her &iatriM servant, daughter of an asws. Through Kama, then, the Nta becomes 

the type of all humans in the age of darkness, whatever vaqa they may claim, who never 

can be certain of the purity of their kulb, nor of who they are and what they know. We 

must note as well that IQga's clan, the Vms, is descended from Yayati's patiloma 

marriage - technically, m a  and his people are the descendents of s B ' .  



Kama, the Maha-bba/ala'smost complex character, is used throughout the text to 

illuninate other characters. Kmp himself is a narrative strategy; viewing the itiMssfs 

universe through him expands our undemanding of his brothers and Draupadi, of Krsna, 

of B k ~ a  and the Katuavas, and of the burning philosophical and ethical issues with 

which the MabSbharata struggles. Characters and concepts that might tend towards the 

one-dimensional are probitmatized when placed in Kanp's ambit. Through Kama, the 

cumplexifks its ongoing discoumz abatit d b m a  and v-4 h u t  lhiva, 

"Fate," and p- "human initiative," about ma, "Time," and Mrtyu, "Death." 

Aijuna is Kmp's rival and the two brothers are the antithesis of OIK; another 

(Chapter Four). Arjuna's life, protected as it is by the avatars, when viewed in the light 

of Km#s life, forces us to wonder wbythere come to be such disparities. The inhasa 

tells us little or nothing of the past lives of Arjuna and -a. Thus, the audience is 

directed to find an explanation for the pain or grace each experiences either in actions 

performed in the present life or in Daiva, that which comes from the gods. Kaxyds fate is 

to suffer y because of actions that when performed by Arjuna win rewards. 

(The most striking, although far from the single, example of this being Arjunats winning 

of Draupadi-, who should, by right, be bqm's queen.) Here, if we are attentive, we hear 

the MabSbbaratds deli'berate ambiguity about the theory of karman inherited from the 

Upani@ - a theory that, as the i m  amply illustrates, is neither comforting nor 

ascertainable for humans caught in the brutal realities of a hostile universe. Daiva, not 

human initiative, operates as the connecting link between micro- and macrocosm. Kama 



is acutely aware that life is governed by some impenetrable principle that is stronger than 

the individual, which supcrcedes both his capacities and intentions and must be 

confronted alone. For Kama, ate is a disintegrative power, but this is not so for 

who has EQyp for refuge and guide. 

K g g p  offers Arjuna - and by implication all humans - a solution to the negative, 

destructive forces of Time, Fate, and Death (Chapter Five). The MahabA&Wa uses Karxp 

to prod us to inquire if that solution truly is available to everyone as the Bhagavadp-fa 

claims. Is AAai-0possible or appropriate to a person like Kama, like us, the audience? 

IQgp reveals - and other voices claim - that he, the amtarn, takes birth from age after 

age to uphold dharma. The =b.tds universe is governed by kalavada. the doctrine 

of cyclical time, or Time, which is ICISJML As supreme Lord and thus the supreme 

expression of Daiva, Qga has chosen Arjuna (and his brothers) as his primary 

instrument to uphold dbarma. However, teaches his instruments that in a world in 

transition from the dva-ijwm to the ̂ a/r age, dbaima can be set aside deli'berately for the 

sake of victory. Bhrqa's father, the radiant god Suva, attempts to protect his son from 

destruction by Arjuna and Krsna; his failure to do so indicates an inherent hierarchy of 

conflicting daivas. Krsna's power Suiya's. The true "battle," then, centers on 

Kfsm's efforts to manipulate events and individuals to assure victory for the P w v a s .  

Kaqp is w s  main obstacle, but the contest of man and god is  no contest at all. Like 

Kama, Arjuna is moved by Daiva, yet for him what comes from the god, from incarnate 

Visnu, is neither hostile, nor disintegrative, but rather personal, constructive, 



and divine. Through Kanp and Arjuna, then, the MMb*fii asks whether an 

individual's sense of ethical responsibility (Kama is arguably the itihasds most "ethical" 

character) is an illusion - or worse, is a ruse by which Daiva influences the course of 

events. 

IQgp and Kaqa have a particularly interesting relationship. tempts Kaw 

with kingship and a wturn" with Draupadi; he reveals to h n p  the truth of his parentage; 

he even acknowledges him as the greatest warrior, Arjuna's superior. Yet in public 

denigrates K m p  and emphasizes his base roots as the &taputra, son of a Mta. Kaqa 

suspects that IQqp is more than man, yet he insists on hteractmg with man-to- 

man. Kmqa never succumbs to the avataps'sdivine lure; he does not choose Qgp 

because &pp does not choose him. However we articulate it, K@s is an existential 

dilemma born of so irresolvable conflict between his own inherent nature, svabba-% and 

the vicissitudes of  Time. By nature and through Daiva, brga is rendered incapable of 

die absolute surrender demanded by Qqxp of his bfiaktas. At Kmp's moment of 

he believes himself abandoned by the very principles of dbarma he has striven to uphold. 

K@s lonely heroism is far more genuine and inspiring than A.rjunals; he presents to the 

<afs audience a sympathetic portrait of the isolated individual in an uncertain, 

daikened universe. Karqa's manipulation by K&qpt as Kala illustrates how human lives 

are subject to Time's &Iusions. 

lbrga has been called the M@iharatds tragic hero. David Shulman discusses 

h q a  in these terms. Although Shuhnan claims that his concern "is not with fitting 



K- into a Western model of trag4~3y,''~95 he goes on to mount a persuasive argument 

for such an interpretation, and it will be useful to consider some of his positions. The 

classic Western definition of tragedy comes, of course, froro Aristotle. In the Poetics, the 

philosopher describes tragedy (he is speaking of theatre) from the point of view of plot 

structure and of the emotions produced in the audience. The two most important 

elements of plot structure are identified as reversal (peripeteih) and recognition 

( a n a ~ ~ s 5 ) .  Recognition, says Aristotle, "is a change fmm ignorance to knowledge, 

bringing the characters into either a close bond, or enmity, with one another, and 

concerning matters which bear on their prosperity or affliction. The finest recognition 

occurs in direct conjunction with re~ersal."6~6 Shubxian identifies four moments of 

permSteia in bqa's life: the Show of Weapons, when Duryodhana anoints Ka- king 

of Mga and binds him forever "in the tragic bond of faithfalnessWm7; the Robbing of the 

Earrings, when &up ignores his father's warning and flays his divine ornaments from 

bis body; Qqtpi's temptation, when Kaqa insists on "the freedom to choose a meaningful 

death," thus making "(he drive towards tragedy ... irresistible-; and the moment of his 

death, "the natural culmination of a lonely, tragic life," when K m p  "dies resentful, 

w!DavidDeanShulman, TheKingandtheClowiaSouthladianMythand 
Awl3ry(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1985), 382. 

<Bt Aristotle, ThePoetib ofAristotle, translated by Stephen Halliwell (Chapel 
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1987), 43. 

m7 Shulman, Kingand Clown, 382. 
698 Shulman, King and Clown, 384. 



angry, and alone.- Shulman implies that some form of anap/zy/saccompanies each 

of these moments of reversal. 

In a successful tragedy, the change from ignorance to knowledge coupled with a 

hero's reversal of fortune (Aristotle gives Oedipus* discovery of his true identity as the 

supreme example) arouses terror (pbobos) and ruth (el+ in the audience, effecting a 

katharsisof those emotions. Shulman holds that ten-or and ruth are aroused as we witness 

h p  fall "victon to his own innocent faith in fate, in sacrificial order, in a universe 

infased with the possibility of meaning.- Nonetheless, Shulman recognizes that 

Kaqds "personal tragedy" is also related to the obscure workings of dbanna, daiw, and 

karman. Here, 1 believe, is precisely where and why the itihasa cannot be said to have a 

"tragic hero" or a tragic worldview. To the Greek mind, fate, moira. absolutely cannot 

be inuucnced. The very helplessness implied in moira is what makes tragedy possible. 

However, as discussed in Chapters Four and Five, Daiva, while apparently inexorable, 

coo be influenced by karmaa.701 In a universe where the supreme Lord takes birth among 

humans as the avatars and offers humans the possibility of salvation through devotion to 

him, tragedy in the Greek sense is impossible. This may help to account for the subtle 

yet profound difference between phobosand eteos on the one hand, and bhayaaaka and 

on the other. The ras^of terror and pity do not arouse Aarfia/Ms in the audience 

699 Shulman, Kmg and CZowa, 385. 
700 Sbulman, King and Clown, 387. 
701 Klostermaier contends that "Indian literature does not know tragedy: karma 

can be influenced or even totally neutralized through religion!" Klaus K. KIostermaier, A 
Swvey ofHmd'*sna ( W a d  EditJoa) (New Yo*: SUNY Press, 1994), 2 16. 



because the concept of katbaisis does not exist in rasa theory. Rasa is not something that 

is produced or that "happens"; it is already there in the audience, constant, subject only to 

apprehension (See Chapters One and TWU) .~~  Khqa does arouse strong "flavorsu of 

tciror and pity; but the Maha-bharata does not end with K-s death, and we must pay 

attention to the wholeaessof the ittbassts net. 

Lee Siegel, in his study of the comic tradition in India, concludes that Western 

categories fail in the Indian context In Western terms there is no tragedy in India."m 

Siege1 goes on to argue that there is only comedyin India, for in the end, stories end well 

and the world rolls on. The comic sentiment is not understood in India as a dichotomous 

principle in relation to a tragic one; it is rather a mood which arises out of an opposition 

to, or parody of, any of the aesthetic flavors."m In reference to a South Indian telling of 

Karpa's story, Shulman co~cludes that while tragedy may inhere in a hero's beginnings, in 

the end "the seductive tragic modew is precluded by the comic.m Both Shulman and 

Siegel relate the comic mode, hasp rasa, to the presence of the god. Shulman speaks of 

"the divine clown's savage mercies, his disastrous playing with the world."706 Siegel 

describes a merciless divine laughter, a "roaring of se," that is the response to all 

tragedies as comedies: The laughter of the gods is at the ignorance and folly of men, the 

Edwin Gerow, Indian Po?ftcs(Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1977), 250. 
703 Lee Siegel, Matiers: Comic Tradaftoa in H a  (Chicago: University 

of Chicago Press, 1987), 8. 
704 Siegel, LaughingMa/tens, 8. 

Shulman, KingandClown, 400. 
Shulman, Kingand Clown, 399. 



laughter which comes with the Suspension of compassion that is concomitant with a 

conviction that there is no difference between the murdered and murderer.'m7 

Anandavardhana and Abhinavagupta claimed that the Mababbaiata was designed 

to produce a ninth iasa beyond Bharata's traditional eight: &intarasa, the flavor of peace. 

The two great aestheticians believed that Aik~tarasa was brought about by a combination 

of other rasas, namely vfra, the heroic, mudra, the violent and cruel, and b z p ,  the 

compassionate. In Chapter Two we discussed how fwa, no&, and h m p  are structured 

into the Maba-bbaratds multiple layers. There are numerous instances of a scene o f  

heroic action turning cruel and violent, only to be followed by a scene of great pathos. 

The overall shape of the itibSsa exhibits that pattern, as we follow the protagonists from 

optimistic heroism into brutal warfare and on to a pathetic (and perhaps illusory) journey 

to heaven. What is the effect of this upon the audience? Docs it provoke, as has been 

claimed,- a craving for tranquility that Abhinava says leads to moksa, "the highest aim 

of man"?709 Is this structure a narrative strategy to turn the audience away from things of 

the world, from mais and towards an Illtimate reality experienced only in the ineffable 

Siege\, Lau-Matters, 381. Says K&qa in the .BAatraWM "He who 
thinks that this being is a killer and he who thinks it is killed, neither of them know. 
Neither does it tell nor is it killed." 

ya enmap vetti bantiimp yaii cai- manyate hatam 
ubhau tau na vijanito hanti na hanyate (6.24.19) 
708 J. L. Masson, and M. V. Patwardhan, Oantarasa andAbbina-5 

Pbi/osophyofAestheftcs(P~~~~: Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, 1%9), x. See 
chapter Two. 

Anandavaidbanaand Abhuiavagllpta, TlieDhvanyalnka a f h v a i d l u m a ,  
withtheLocaaaofAbhscotvagupta. EditedwitlianIntroductikbyDarnelH.Hwbysalls, 



unmanifest? To attempt to answer those questions, we must take another look at the 

Mahambbaratsf̂  ambiguous ending. 

In the severiteenth book, M & @ w * m  Yudhighh, followed by a dog, 

climbs the mountain towards heaven as, one by one, his wife and four brothers fall dead. 

As Emily Hudson has pointed out, it is strange that the P@@avas do not mourn Draupadi 

when she dies, and curious that there is no mourning, either by characters or text, as the 

five -&vas are reduced to one. This is, says Hudson, "a narrative strategy that serves 

to disengage the from the narrative world of the text, because the reader feels a 

sense of grief and loss that is neither soared nor satisfied by it.'*710 Hudson holds that at 

the end of t h z  Mm&@ multiple narrative stmate@- prepare the "cuuragm~" reader 

for the itsbassts final message: that the universe is filled with tremendous human 

suffering - and that is i t  This point of view is in consonance with the view that the final 

result of the Malsabbmta is to turn the audience awayfrom the world; Hudson foresees 

no escape through moksa. 

Gerald Larson's interpretation of the "meaning" of the M-bbaiata seems to 

agree with Hudson's. Larson, like Madhva and Sukthanlcar (see Chapter Two) interprets 

the MahS-bharata on three levels. He names them the ~dtii-dai~Aa, "pertaining to the gods, 

the Zdhlbbautika, "pertaining to ordmaly beings," and the adbya-tmika. "pertaining to 

- - - - - - -- 

translated by Jeffrey MoussaieffMasson Daniel H. H. Ingalls, and M.V. Patwardha 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1990), 525. 

Emily T. Hudson, 'Heaven's Riddles or the Hell Trick: Theodicy and 
Narrative Stmtegies in the M a b a n  paper presented at the Internation Cd-= 
on the (Montreal: Concordia University, May 18-20 2001). 



oneself? The fust two levels, says Larson, are "tragically dehumanizing." On the 

fiist, Vedic mythology and ritual are deconstruct* the sacrifice just does not work any 

more, and the war to re-establish dharma becomes a reprehensible holocaust. On the 

second, we learn that that the Ktmkgetra battle is not simply "a tragedy for all concerned. 

It is a tragedy wrought by God himself!" Finally, on the third level of self- 

understanding, the meaning Larson finds is "stark" - so stark that he expresses it by 

citing immortal lines singing a supremely tragic worldview: 

Tomorrow, and tomorrow, and tomorrow, 

Creeps in this petty pace from day to day, 

To the last syllable of recorded time; 

And all our yesterdays have lighted fools 

The way to dusty death. Out, out brief candle! 

Life's but a walking shadow, a poor player 

That struts and frets his hour upon the stage, 

And then is heard no more; it is a tale 

Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury, 

Signifying nothing (Shakespeare's Macbetb V,v, 17) 

Nothing? I would argue that the Mababbarata no more signifies "nothingw than it 

signifies m o .  (another face of "nothingness"). The iOBasa is not a tragedy, and its 

universe is not tragic, although its flavors certainly taste of bhaysaalca, mu- and 

Gerald James Larson, " Kim Akurvata, Sqjaya?": The Great War in the 
Night of a Thousand Sum," Keynote Address pesented at the International Mahabharata 



kamna. Consider the fact that Vyiisa, the ikibiWs purported teller (no idiot, he), i s  

repeatedly said mttu attain morn. In &*as we hear the story of how VyW was 

granted by Siva the boon of a sod12 Soon thereafter, V y i h  catches sight of a lovely 

apsara-and spills his seed, from which is born Suka. Suka follows the path offl/m*and 

much to his fathefs chagrin attains maksa. V y i b  grieves when his son vanishes from 

the earth for good, and must be comforted by &a. Vy- then, represents the path o f  

pmvrttff Subject to desire, passion, attachment, and grief, this teller of the fifth Veda 

never could attain moksa, nor does he strive for it.713 Vy- himself is a narrative 

strategy. By creating the itibasa and engendering many of the characters within it (he is 

the biological grandfather of the Fhy$avas), then telling himself into his own story, VyW 

points the audience to a worldview that, I believe, is the tsfs widest "statement 

of truth," to use Nwbaum's terminology. 

That worldview is articulated explicitly in one of the Mababharatakmost 

wondrous, terrifying, and moving passages: the session Yudhishh spends with 

m @ e y a  during the exile in the f o r e s t 7 l 4  M&bqt$eya, like Vy- is a sage who does 

not leave the world for moksa, although the ancient seer has witnessed, as Yudhiswra 

says, "the end of many thousands ofyugas. w715 Y u d h i ~ m  asks -ya to recount 

Conference (Montreal: Concordia University, May 18-20 2001). 
î  12.3 10-320 
713 For a discussion of Vyiisa and b k a ,  see Bruce M Sullivan. Seer ofthemfib 

V e  JQgm hf-v V m  h ilk lb&&2&m& (klbi: Motild Banamidass, 19991, 
3942. 
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what occurs at the end of a yuga, when all is annihilated and then reborn. This provides 

an occasion for a description of the kaliyuga, the very age in which the audience i s  

situated, an age that, like all ages, returns again and again in Time's cy~les.~Jfj After one 

great destruction, says M-- ya, there comes a new &tayuga, followed by a He& a 

and then another kali: This entire cycle of twelve thousand years is a Day of 

Brahma. As theMproceeds, conditions on the earth degenerate from bad to worse. 

The four vzwywceasc practicing their appropriate dharmaq mieecAa. "barbarian," kings 

role the earth (the descendants of YaySti's son Aim in our itibasa); people are short-lived 

and lawless. The women have too many children at too young an age and the earth grows 

overpopulated. Vedic students drink alcohol and copulate with the wives of their gurus; 

hermitages disappear, lands and forests are ravaged. The seasons are disrupted; rain does 

not fall when it should. Marka$&ya gives many more details to picture an age that 

sounds surprisingly contemporary to us, and must have seemed so to the itihssds 

audience. At last, says Mihhqdeya, a drought scorches the land, rivers dry up, and the 

great world-destroying fire turns all to ashes, including humans, dcva&, and asuias. A 

violent storm and flood follow. Then the self-existent Lord, ruler of men, drinks up 

those terrible winds and lies sleeping on the Lotus of the Beginning, 0 Bharata."717 

Markdeya then, at the end of a pga, wanders alone over the desolate total 

ocean, finding no resting place. One day he comes upon a great a b m ~  



tree. This is the tree with roots above and branches below -bed in the Bhapvadm- 

(and, by analogy, the great double-tree with Arjuna and Kanp for trunks - see Chapters 

Two and Five). Sitting upon a branch of the bee he sees a beautiful child with "a face 

like a fall moon, eyes like a lotus in bloom,"'" and skin the color of cornflo~ers.7~~ 

- . . Markandeya is  amazed; mustering all his ascetic powers, still he cannot comprehend the 

marvelous child. Then the boy speaks sweetly, inviting the sage to enter his body. He 

opens his mouth wide and, says Markande - . . ya, "powerlessly I am transported into his 

mouth by an act ofDaivaU7~ Inside he beholds the whole earth, overspread with 

kingdoms and cities and mighty rivers. The oceans are there, the heavens and celestial 

bodies, and the various classes of men performing their proper tasks. All the gods and 

the foes of the gods move within the belly of the child. MMcqdeya prostrates in 

surrender to the great being, when suddenly a wind propels him out of the mouth, where 

he finds the same child sitting in the a p t  and beginning to laugh. The laughter 

alerts us to who be is! The child identifies himself as Niiriiyana, as V b u ,  Siva, and 

Brahma, as Prajiipati from whose bodies the four v a p s m  formed. All, in fact, is he. 

Desire, anger, fear, joy and confusion are his forms, as well as all that is good and 

auspicious. "My injunction is decreed for all beings who wander in bodies; they act with 

their minds controlled by me, not by their own free will. ... Whenever dharma is 



exhausted, 0 most virtuous one, and reais up, then I create myself."nl In the 

Ayta age, says the god, he is white, yellow in the tree red in the and black - 

Thus, worthy sage, I have imposed myself completely upon all creatures, 
best of brahmins, yet no one knows me at all. Whatever pain you have felt 
while within me, 0 twice-born, is all for your greater happiness and good, 
sinless one. And whatever you have seen in the world, moving and 
standing still, was in every way but myself set up there, 0 wortby sage.722 

Here, 1 submit, is the ids  most explicit description of its universe. 

Indeed, it is a universe characterized by tremendous sufferiiig, but that is not "it." Painful 

as it is, arbitrary and unfathomable as it seems, the universe is the body of God, the body 

such a God - malicious, murderous, mocking - but to approach him in loving surrender. 

Moreover, 1 suspect, MZrkq~ya's description of the world is a description of the 

Mahabeta itself. We enter into the itilJasds great maw and find within it simply 

everything. We wander within it, experience pain, joy, bewilderment; and if for a 

moment we take a step out of it or back &om it, we are confronted with the laughter of 

Krsna, the eternal child. 



The very strangest thing about the end of the Mahabbarata is the (apparent) 

absence ofIQg,m Why is he not standing at the mountaintop to usher Yudhighira to 

heaven? Why does Yudhighira not find him in heaven with Duryodhana, or in hell with 

his brothers, wife, and mother, or in the second heaven finally attained by Draupadi, 

Kunti, and the six sons of Kuntf? What about Kgp's promises in the BSlagsvadgi-tat0 

protect and save his devotee? When Yudh&hira enters heaven, we are astounded not 

only by the absence of Qga but also by Y u d h i w s  lack of concern for Krsna, He still 

nurses one great sorrow (Yudhighira brings all his human passions into this curious 

heaven): bis failure to recognize Kaqa's feet (see Chapter Five). He expresses an 

overwhelming yearning to see his brothers and wife, but does not yearn for ICrsna. What 

Yudhi- stands for in death, then, is a passionate affirmation of Ma, of the human 

affection shared by family and friends. This human-heartedness, sanbrda, is, as discussed 

ill Chapters Three and Five, what I b q a  had chosen when he refused to renounce his 

loving adoptive parents for the sake of the kingship and royal prerogatives offered by 

Krsna. Inthe ~ M s  W ~ Y a ~ ~ m W r n m ~ ~ s  own 

family for the sake of Has pleasures of Duryodhana's heaven offered by the gods. Out of 

affection for his family, he chooses to reamin with them in hell. In what for him is a 

supreme act of renunciation, Yudhieghb angrily renounces aYksnna.723 Immediately, 



Dhanna cranes before his son and tells him he has passed a final test224 Yudhi- 

instantly finds himself in another "heaven," reunited with his beloved family. Kanp had 

performed similar actions when he affirmed his loyalty to his s@ta family at W s  

temptation, and when he bitterly accused dhama of deserting him as he fell to Arjuua's 

arrows. Those acts, however, prompt no rescue. 

What, then, of kmp? Shulman desen'bes Kanp as 

a peculiarly attractive character both in his own right and in comparison 
with (he rogue's gallery that surmimds him - the deeply flawed epic 
heroes from both sides of the battle, as well as the deceitful and murderous 
deity who uses them far his designs.725 

This certainly is true, but Kmqa is nota "tragic hero," for tragedy is impossible in a world 

that roars with the laughter of that murderous, deceitful deity. Km#s place at the end of 

the Maba-bhamtaamong his brothers, in hell or in heaven, forces us to reconsider his 

While he does die angry and resentful, his death still is an affirmation that; as he 

so frequently has affirmed, "victory depends upon Daiva." Daiva-Kala- triumphs 

over K . s  lonely human will. Thus, Kamp does not die alone, for he dies at mga's 

pleasure in Qy,yds presence. And what had happened to him next? Had he gone directly 

to hell, where his brothers join him thirty-six years later? Had he hung about in heaven 

for the interim with Although the itd&wir% silence on those issues is a 

- 

724 The Gist test, says Dhanna, was the challenge of the crane-Dham in the 
episode of the Drilling Woods. The second test was posed by the dog-Dhanna. 
Yudhi?m had passed those tests as well. 

Shulman, w a n d  Clown, 380. 



narrative strategy to make us pose precisely those questions, they sound meaningless, 

even comic - and implicitly unanswerable. 

In the end, does the bard's explanation that the characters simply were absorbed 

into the divine and demonic beings of which they were a part signify any sort of 

msalvation" for those characters? Cleariy it does not, for the heavens of the gods and the 

gods themselves are, as MSrkqdeya has shown us, part of the universe, endlessly created 

and destroyed by Kala, by Krsna, who is the very substance of that universe. Up to this 

point, the itibasa had strategically kept its audience within its universe. There, we 

rejoiced and W d  with its characters d were imtmcted by its teacbhgs. We found a 

counterpart in Kama, a human being facing a hostile universe with all the courage, grace, 

and generosity be, alone, could muster; and we had seen that magnificent hero brought 

down by an unworthy opponent manipulated by a devious god. The curiously 

perfimctory manner in which the Mababbarata comes to a close is a narrative strategy that 

distances the audience from the text, allows us to be blown, as it were, out of its maw. 

Here we are confronted with the cornflower-blue child's wicked smile. The child opens 

his mouth again, and inside we see the whole universe, including the Mababhmta, its 

teller, and ourselves, (he audience. The net of the Mahabbarata, like the belly of  the 

child, structures this multiple stepping into and out of and back hrn,  as it structures the 

stepping up and down the lattice of its frames, and the journey through the dizzying 

vortex of its Time. The itibasa creates an audience willing to take those journeys, to 



collaborate in that project. To ignore that strategic structure is to misapprehend the 

Maha-bharata. 

Much more work can be done, far more insights achieved, by looking attentively 

atthe ~ M s  sw and styIe, by paying attention to i?s mmative s4sate@a, by 

listening to its multivocal discourse, in search of its author and audience, and its 

"statement of truth." There is great scope for applying reader-response theory to the 

Mababharata - to various characters, episodes, parvaa& themes. More work, too, is 

demanded on issa theory and its application to the great itsbasa. Finally, the towering 

character of hardly can be grasped in a few chapters. These chapters contain 

some, although certainly not all, of the possible musings that result from wandering 

within and without the net, and the belly, of the Mahabfiarata. 
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